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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents an integrated approach to city diagnosis 

with the help of a computer-drawn human face. The facial image represents 

multi-dimensional observations of a city. 

Presented in this dissertation are a theory of city diagnosis, and a City 

Face Modei(CFM). The theory of city diagnosis is derived from the 

philosophy that a city is a human organism and has a face representing its 

appearance, personality, life cycle and gender. Based on this theory. the 

CFM, as a Huser friendly.¥ computer package, is used to display, analyze and 

communicate capsule images or observations of a city. 

The dissertation contains eight chapters, an annotated bibliography 

and five appendices. Basically, the eight chapters address two fundamental 

questions: what is the city and what is the face? Chapter Six deals with the 

most creative part of the dissertation, the theoretical interpretation of the city 

as a face. 

Chapter Seven presents three sets of case studies. The first set shows 

research results on 58 medium-size American cities referring in general to 

' age, gender, functions, facial colors and expressions utilizing data from 1972 

and 1984. The second set presents a comparative analysis displaying the 

faces of four West Texas cities: Amarillo, Lubbock, Midland and Odessa. 

The analysis addresses the physical, social, governmental and economic 

traits of each city in addition to land use and environmental conditions. The 
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third case study conducts an in-depth diagnosis of the city of Lubbock by 

interpreting 300 indicators. 

By taking an organic approach, the theory-along with the City Face 

Model presented in this dissertation-will connect city vitality and facial 

visibility. Thus, the CFM, serving as a mnemonic device. should help city 

planners to summarize the city into face(s). Faces can represent particular 

city functions or an overall picture of the city and provide essential and 

fundamental information to the public and the decision-makers. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The construction and desgn of the city is one of man's greatest 

achievements. Cities have promoted urbanization which, in addition to the 

agricultural and industrial revolutions, has become one of the tree 

watersheds of human history (Perry, 1981). The continuing trend of 

urbanization seems to imply that the city will be a major feature of our future. 

To secure this inevitable future, city diagnosis is a necessary approach to 
. 

explicate positive and negative sides of human settlement. This dissertation 

introduces an innovative method for conducting a city diagnosis. Chapter 

One will address some basic issues of the study including problem 

statement, purpose and objectives, need of study as well as scope and 

process. 

Problem Statement 

A review of history suggests cities have similar basic natures. Yet 

their development separates them. This indicates that every city has its own 

character, just like humans have distinctive personalities. On the other hand. 

the emergence of cities can be considered as a grand accident (Bacon, 1985). 

This assertion reinforces the obvious complexity and anti-entropy-oriented 

nature of each city. Similarly, Harvey Cox (1929-) once said that 

urbanization means a structure of common life in which diversity and the 
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disintegration of traditions are paramount. As a result, people live in a city 

but usually fail to understand their habitat and discuss it in terms either too 

abstract or too specific. Lynch (1960) considered paths, edges, districts, 

nodes, and landmarks as the five basic elements making up the image of a 

city in a visual sense. But few holistic efforts have been made to create an 

adequate ·capsule image• of the city which provides an overall picture. 

2 

It is partially because of this complexity, diversity and disorder, that 

planning , which addresses a city's future, often finds itself correcting 

mistakes rather than detecting and eliminating trouble spots before major 

mistakes develop (Faludi, 1973). This tremendous uncertainty and lack of 

foresight frequently leaves a city in a *poverty in the midst of wealth" 

situation (Galbraith, 1969). Thus, better methods are needed to analyze, 

display and communicate the increasing multi-dimensional nature of a city as 

a whole. 

Goal and Objectives 

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a new method for linking city 

vitality and facial visibility. This method can serve as a mnemonic device to 

capsulize complex city information into a vividly seen human face which in 

turn displays and communicates this information to the public and the 

decision-makers. The following obiectives are formulated as strategies to 

meet this goal. 

a. To expand urban research in a new direction which emphasizes an 

interdisciplinary approach: Although urban research involves a variety of 



disciplines, most urban studies are conducted by individual fields such as 

urban economic studies or urban social studies. This dissertation will 

employ an interdisciplinary approach in identifying city vitality. 
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b. To establish a more complete and comprehensive city data bank: A 

city data bank is indispensable for urban analysis and comparison. City 

indicators in the data bank cover five major components: physical, economic, 

social, governmental and environmental. 

c. To adopt the human face as an image of the city: Often city images 

are presented in the form of written material or graphic illustrations (such as 

maps and sketches). However, these are difficult for the general public to 

understand and are not always accessible. To remedy this shortcoming, a 

computer-drawn human face as a capsulized image will be used. 

d. To develop a theory that will integrate· and link city image with the 

human face: To link city image with the human face, a theory will be 

developed which will integrate the following fields: medical (physiology, 

plastic surgery, Chinese acupuncture), psychology (human emotion and facial 

expression), art (analysis of beauty), urban planning, sociology, and political 

science. Each discipline's unique and different perception of the city and the 

face will bring about discussion of this study. 

e. To create a user friendly computer-drawn City Face Model as a tool 

for analyzing and expressing the city image: The CFM will be programmed in 

a question response fashion. Users are only required to type in a few pieces 

of information. City face(s) with a City Diagnostic Statement (CDS) will be 

displayed quickly. The user friendly computer package of CFM will be 

applied to cities in the United States as a policy-making device. 
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Need of Study 

In an era of -knowledge explosion and information overload,- research 

findings on urban studies are frequently represented . by written reports along 

with charts, maps and figures which are usually too technical to be 

understood by non specialists. This further hinders cross-national exchange 

and communication. In order to bridge this gap and to provide easily 

understood information to non-specialists, an internationally understood 

symbol representing the condition of a city through the human face will be 

proposed. 

It is anticipated that cross-national comparisons among cities following 

world-wide trends of accelerating urbanization will be increasingly needed. 

Construction of city indicators can be expected to become more standardized 

internationally. Thus, the City Face Model will be an important addit!onal 

device for city diagnosis and prediction in the long run due to its superb 

capability on expressive display and trend analysis. 

Scope and Process 

Although the scope of this research will be limited to medium-sized 

cities in the United States, the ultimate goal is to apply the techniques 

developed here to all levels of cities. At present, the theoretical foundation 

will focus on city diagnosis rather than prediction. Prediction at this stage is 

premature due to the lack of valid and reliable data despite the availability of 

computer softwares for processing. 
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The Idea for this study originated in 1976 when I first recognized 

different expressions of the human face as a displaying devices for air quality 

in Japan. This study can be divided into the following stages: 

a. Conceptualization Stage (1976-1979): During this period, the 

possibility of applying human facial expression to city conditions was 

considered. However, it was limited only to displaying facial expressions 

without any further research on the psychological aspects of the face. As a 

result, the concept was found to be feasible and the creative aspects 

remained in a preliminary stage. 

b. Experimental Stage (1980-1984): During this period, literature 

review and research on the city and face were initiated and proceeded . 

Some experimental studies were conducted. Both positive and negative 

insights were identified. The conclusion reached at the end of this st3ge 

suggested that the human face is so versatile that it served as an appropriate 

representation of the city. 

c. Materialization Stage (1985-1987): During this period, more 

literature reviews on city indicators, city image, the face method and urban 

theories, were done in an interdisciplinary fashion. The end result was the 

construction of a theoretic framework for the study. A City Face Model (CFM) 

is now set up for practical applications. 

d. Promotion Stage (1988-): From this stage, application of the CFM 

will be expanded from diagnosis to prediction. Furthermore. a system of 

researching and collecting intangible city indicators will be established to 

reinforce the CFM's applicability. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter provides a literature review on city images, theories and 

models on urban studies, city indicators and the face method. 

City Images 

Image, as defined by the Oxford Dictionary, offers a wide range of 

possibilities: 

A likeness, a mental representation of something, especially a 
visible object, a mental ptcture or impression, an idea, 
conception, a vivid or graphic description; a simile, metaphor, or 
figure of speech; an optical appearance or counterpart. 

Any of these terms could indicate how people view or choose to characterize 

a city. Nevertheless, city images can be summarized in terms of three 

dimensions: city images among different professional fields, city images 

among the citizen and city images derived from nicknames. 

The First Dimension of City Images 

These city images shown in Figure 1, pioneered by Kevin Lynch (1960), 

represents a diversified range of conception and perception toward the city 

from different professional fields (Rodwin, 1984). Basically, these images 

have been identified through research processes by each field respectively. 

6 
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The Second Dimension of City Images 

They are derived from grass-roots views which reflect citizen 

perception of the city. Obviously, city means different things to different 

people. These images can be further summarized into three categories: 

people, activity and space. Basically, they are a collection of impressions, 

experiences and symbols accumulated through people's daily city life (Figure 

2). 

The Third Dimension of City Images 

This dimension can be found in terms of city nicknames and 

sobriquets. Practically all U.S. cities regardless of location, size o~ age, have 

nicknames. 

Joseph Nathan Kane in his 1938 book !,000 Facts Worth Knowing 

devoted a small section to city nicknames. Thirteen years later, Gerald L. 

Alexander compiled Nicknames of American Cities, Towns and Villages. in 

1951. However, these two books are out of print. Drawing on the experience 

of their earlier work, Kane and Alexander (1979) compiled a larger and more 

complete edition on city nicknames titled Nicknames and Sobriquets of U.S. 

Cities, States, and Counties. This book has been revised and expanded twice 

(1970 and 1979). 

According to this book, the most common form of nicknames are 

descriptive, such as the Battlefield City, the lookout City, the Empire City and 

so forth. Accordingly, these nicknames can be further classified into the 

following categories in Figure 3. 
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Obviously, these nicknames more or less display a city's image in 

terms of its original individuality and special character although some 

nicknames are so bland and colorless that they are no longer meaningful. 

Generally speaking, the bigger or the older a city, the more nicknames it may 

have. There are 80 cities with more than 30 nicknames. For example, New 

York City has a total of 99 nicknames, Washington, D.C. has 71, and Chicago 

has 64. On the other hand, smaller cities with unique characters also hold a 

variety of nicknames. For example, Las Vegas or Gambler's Mecca, has 64 

nicknames and Hollywood, the Movie Capital, has 31. 

In summary, in addition to the physical structures which serve as the 

city's image bearer, two types of images can be identified. Either the city 

serves as an image for the articulation of an encompassing ideal or the city is 

seen as an expression of other constructs, artifacts, and processes. In other 

words, the city has often been summed up attractively in a metaphor. These 

metaphors generally reflect Picasso's dictum that .. art is a lie to tell a truth ... 

It also reflects Horace Miner's saying that everyone knows what a city is, 

except the experts. For them, the city is many things, among which none is 

clearly dominant (Clapp, 1984). After all, these single-sided city images are 

both right and wrong. They are right because these images reflect a partial 

truth about the city, although they are wrong in failing to view the city as a 

whole. 
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Theories and Models on Urban Studies 

According to Webster's Dictionary, theory is defined as a general 

principle, formula or ideal construction offered to explain phenomena and 

rendered more or less plausible through factual evidence or by the exactness 

and relevancy of reasoning. Thus, theory is a set of organized knowledge 

and substance which can be applied to eliminate bias and promote 

integration. A model, a mathematical or graphic representation with or 

without theoretical foundation, allows the testing of aspects of theory in 

controlled conditions. There are several types of theories and models 

dealing with urban studies shown in Figure 4. A summary of selected 

theories and models is included in Appendix A. 

Physical-ecological Theories and Models 

These theories and models focus on the interrelationships between 

human and spatial settings viewing cities as physical entities, physical 

components, the distribution of activities within cities and as an ecosystem of 

human groups. Thus, they assert that cities are formed through so called 

"ecological processes" in terms of competition, cooperation and 

concentration (Burgess, 1925). Three important ecological models of urban 

growth were established to demonstrate the physical and ecological structure 

of the city. These are a concentric zone model. a sector model and a 

multiple nuclei model. 
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Socio-psychological Theories and Models 

Socio-psychological theories and models deal with the urban and 

mental life which emphasize the content of the experience rather than the 

form of the experience. In other words, these theories focus on urban 

personality (Wirth, 1938: Gans, 1962). These theories also emphasize that the 

city is a field of force: electro-magnetic or gravitational. Cities consist of 

distinct particles (human individuals), distributed and moving in space, which 

communicate with, attract, and repel each other. Three most important 

theories: urban determinism, compositional and the subcultural, are derived 

from socio-psychological theories (Fisher, 1976). 

Government-political Theories and Models 

Government-political theories and models mainly associate with the 

role and effectiveness of the government in terms of conflict-managing and 

decision-making processes (Banfield, 1963). First, the city is an arena of 

conflict in terms of who gets what. Secondly, the city is a system of linked 

decisions which suggest that a city does not grow on its own, (like a 

biological organism) but is the product of the combined efforts of many 

political operations. Thus, each city has its own political culture which in turn 

creates a unique city. 
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Historical Theories 

These theories focus on the sense of quality of a city in using a chain 

of events and memory patterns in the past as a quideline. Thus, the city is a 

unique historical process with its own personality and viability. 

Economic Theories and Models 

Economic theories and models deal with efficiency and externality in 

terms of an economic base. The base is an. important indicator for urban 

vitality since it is clo.sely related to the life cycle of production and urban 

growth. In other words, the city is a space for the production and distribution 

of material goods and it acts as an economic engine to achieve equilibrium 

which will balance the spatial pattern. That balance is one which permits the 

most efficient production and distribution of goods. 

Holistic Theories 

Holistic theories place emphases on interdisciplinary approaches 

which view the city as a whole and show it as a combination of all 

professions. Thus, the holistic theory deals with both tangible and intangible 

dimensions in addition to the city's many interrelationships . This group 

covers Ekistic theory, Good City Form theory, Organicdualism theory and 

Urban DNA theory. 

It is clear that urban theories and models are still fragmented and far 

from explaining the complex, shifting nature of our cities. In addition, while 



most of the theories pretend to be purely analytical and value free, they are 

in fact honeycombed with values. Each theory and model includes its own 

criteria, as well as its own view of the world. 

City Indicators 

12 

City indicators, evolving from the quality of life and the concepts of 

social well-being movement, interpret urban conditions related to a variety of 

city dimensions beyond economic and demographic measurements. 

The first effort was produced by American pioneers, E. L. Thorndike 

(Boyer and Savageau, 1985). In the late 1930s, he devised a Ngoodness 

indexN drawn from 39 indicators to measure a city's day-to-day living. Since 

then, others have jumped into the rating game. City and County Data Book. 

published every five years since 1952, reflects the trend to cope with complex 

urban conditions. 

Reviewing the intercity indicator reports published in the last ten 

years, Todd (1977) demonstrates a very compact form of comparing one 

hundred cities across eighty indicators derived from five basic components: 

economy, demography, environment, crime and recreation. Each city is 

ranked for each indicator and a composite is calculated. Graphs of the 

means and extremes for each indicator are also presented. From 120 

indicators, Liu (1976) also rates 243 SMSAs using factor analysis to isolate 

five basic components, i.e., economics, political, environmental. health, 

educational and social. 
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The report by Ontell (1975) presents description and comparative data 

on 8 cities using 46 indicators and comparing income, labor force, health, 

education, public safety, housing and air quality. The National Urban 

Coalition report (1977) presents background material, as well as 10 

indicators, on 30 cities comparing population trend, city fiscal health and 

change in crime. 

Reports of the Council on Municip~l Performance (1973-1975) discuss 

particular subject areas, such as air pollution, budget- making, public safety, 

housing, public transportation and economic development. The reports then 

use data from approximately 30 cities to illustrate the rate of the cities. 

Bowman, Giuliani and Minge (1981) in their book, Finding Your Best 

Place to Live in America, evaluate 82 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

in terms of five factors: economy, weather, population; hazards, and quality 

of life. The most distinguished part of this book is the self-evaluation test 

which was developed by applying the prospering inventory and profile. This 

test aids readers in determining values and relative importance in selecting 

the best place to I ive. 

Boyer and Savageau's (1985) Places Rated Almanac. firstly published 

in 1981, has evaluated 329 metropolitan areas covering climate, housing. 

health care, crime, transportation, education, the arts. recreation and 

economics. As a result, the best city was Pittsburgh; the worst Yuba City. 

California. 

Zero Population Growth Inc. (1985) has developed an "Urban Stress 

Test" using 11 selected indicators to rank 184 cities. All except nine have 
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more than 100,000 inhabitants. These 11 indicators cover population change, 

crowding, education, violent crime, community and individual economics, 

births, air, hazardous wastes, water and sewage. Thirteen ·Red Zone Cities"' 

flunked the test and 14 cities earned extremely high marks. 

Martin (1986) develops 82 indicators based on eight basic components: 

land and environment, demography, economy, transportation, health, 

housing, education and crime, and rates 105 cities world-wide. This includes 

14 U.S. cities. 

Eisenberg and Englander (1987) used nine major indicators to rank 300 

metropolitan areas. These indicators covered crime, economy, housing, 

health, weather, leisure, arts, education and transit. They identified the top 

100 places to live in the United States. The top three were: Nashua. New 

Hampshire, Norwalk, Connecticut, and Wheeling, West virginia. 

In summary, previous city indicator research efforts can be divided in 

three parts: 1) multi-dimensional, such as Work Ranking Book; 2) 

mono-dimensional, such as the Council on Municipal Performance: and 3) 

thematic approach, such as urban Stress Test. However, when compared 

with research on city images and theories, the resesrch on city indicators 

have produced more efforts of a holistic nature. 
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The Face Method 

The City Face Model (CFM) is based partially on the concept of the 

~~'Face Method~~' invented by Professor Herman Chernoff (1973). His 'Face 

Method~~' is used in statistical studies and represents points in K-dimensional 

space. Professor Chernoff considered data with a maximum of 18 

dimensions and allowed each dimension to be represented by one of 18 

facial features. In 1973, Chernoff applied his methodology to a geological 

experiment in which he used faces to represent the mineral contents from 53 

equally spaced samples from a 4500-foot core extracted from mountain in 

Colorado. FoUowing his example, researches in various disciplines such as 

economics, political science, geology, sports, electrical engineering, and 

chemistry, used the face method. 

Brucker (1976) applied the face method to represent data on s'Jme of 

the major oil and gas companies involved in offshore leasing. He used 15 

variables and produced 10 faces representing ten oil company groups. 

Johnson (1978) used the face program to describe energy related variables 

on a state by state basis. McFarland, Landon and Brucker (1978) of the 

University of Houston used faces to represent quarterly data on nine banks in 

the Houston area banks. 

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) conducted several 

studies using the face method. For instance, LASL (1979) used faces to 

represent the changing chemical content of water from 17 wells in Los Almas 

County. Faces were also used to display the results of a 1978 employee 

attitude survey during 1978 and one or two faces were drawn to evaluate 

each of the Lab's 18 divisions (LASL, 1979). 



Peter Wang (1979) applied the face method on policy science which 

focused on Soviet foreign policy phenomena. Soviet foreign policy 

applications in twenty-five Sub-Saharan African countries for 1964 through 

1975 were represented and analyzed in ten sets of faces derived from 91 

variables. 

Goode (1975) established his own sports consulting service for the 

major leagues and offered his services to broadcasting networks who used 

the faces to predict results of televised football games. A significant 

contribution which Goode made to the face method was his use of a full 

character (football player) to represent the data rather than using just the 

faces. 

John Hopkins University has begun a number of projects using 

Chernoff faces. Jacob (1976) used faces to cluster iconic communica~ion. 

Moreover, Rosusuck (1974) used faces to develop a method of psychiatric 

screening. Hahn (1983) used color faces to display IC (Integrated circuit) 

design and product performance in terms of 20-variable situation. 
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The most recent work using the face method was conducted by Larsen 

(1986). He developed a system called Features Associated with Chemical 

Elements (FACES) to display the multivariate physical properties of chemical 

elements and certain chemical compounds. 

Two articles dealing with regional analysis and air pollution are 

particularly noteworthy. First, Huff and Black (1979), both professors at the 

University of Texas. used the face method to display seven regional 

economic indicators among thirteen SMSAs. Second, McDonald and Ayers 

(1979) displayed the faces of 60 SMSAs in terms of air pollution. 
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Reviewing the efforts so far, three generations of the Face Method can 

be identified in terms of data capacity, facial expression abiHty and 

theoretical foundation (see Figure 5). The first generation was initiated by 

Herman Chernoff. The face was used as a symbol of classification in 11 

studies. Data capacity reached no more than 20 indicators and these studies 

provided no theory. 

The second generation of the Face Method was applied to five studies. 

During this period, simple prediction and colored human-like facial features 

were used for the first time. A theory of face method began to develop. 

The third generation focused on urban studies. Data capacity reached 

as many as were available. Color, gender and facial expression were added 

as new dimensions. By using the first and second generations of the face 

method as a foundation, this study has made numerous contributions with the 

addition of the third generation. This includes theoretical insights, 

meaningful linkages in addition to age, emotions and gender. 



FIELD 

Architecture 

Education 

Communication 

Public 
Administration 

Urban Sociology 

Urban History 

Geography 

Economics 

Political Science 

Anthropology 

City Planning 

CITY IMAGE (Professional) 

-Paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmark 
(lynch, 1960) 

.City as a school without wall 
-The city is the teacher of the man (Plutarch, 460 BC) 

.City as an efficient switchboard 

.City as a service and administrative 
center 

.City as bazaar (Simuel, 1955) Jungle (Goffiman, 1959) 
organism (Langer) and Machine (Marx) 

.City as a place of organized diversity and a 
wortd of stranger (Lofland, 1973) 

.City as a cesspool, a theater of human drama (Tilly), 
·A storehouse of civilization (Mumford, 1961) 

.City Is the product of economic forces based on 
friction of space (Haig, 1926) 

·The invisible city or externality-generating 
city (Bator, 1972) 

-A center of problem, the incubator of innovation 
(Jacobs, 1961), the center of information, the 
provider of public goods (Tiebout. 1956) 

-A concomitant of structural change (Kuznet. 1958) 
-The promise of wealth (Streauss, 1968) 

.City as a community (Bryce, 1888), administra
tive entity, a competitive market (Banfield, 1955), 
a mechanism of social control (Piven, 1977), 
a internal colony (Carmichael, 1967), and a seat of 
political chaos (Yates, 1972) and a system (Hawkins, 
1971) 

-City as a sandbox (Sternlieb, 1971) 
-City as a reservation (long, 1971) 

-City as a tribe (Mayer, 1961) and a larger rural 
place (Mitchell, 1969) 

-City as a village (Gans, 1961), skyscraper (le 
Corbusier, 1933), Organic entity (Saarinen. 1943), 
factory (Gamier, 1918) and marketplace (Christaller 
1920) 

Figure 1: City Images among Different Professional Fields 

Source: Rodwin and Hollister, 1984 
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CATEGORY CITY IMAGE IGrasHteoa) 

-Arislaee: A dty Is a collecttwe ~ ol ,__.. 
Mfllc6eftt 11'1 ~lor el ,_, III ..... 

-R«*ert BtowlliMt: a wortd .,_lor-. 
-R .... Weldo (,_,...: • sua ..... ol ~ 
--.n.le whktt ...,. obeyM 1M - ol _.-. 

..(. Gonloll Ertckseft: 1M dty ............. II H 

ol people wbo 'J lhe6r __., ..,.... ~ ..,..__ 
...,...., end impersondty. 

-n-ee fuhr: It .. 1M-· not ... -.... .... 
lnMeiMdty. _.._Hum l": ClUes .,. ~ _.::;: rteetiNI 

.....,.tes which are '-9e. he .. DJI CUI anlllll 
densely settled wlthHI a limited '-'d -. 

...... noyd: 1M city •• - orderty •r-vsmsnl ol 
puriHed refMionshipe bet•-~-
~ranz Meh,....: A prison lor s.-c 1IIiwe -*· 
-HICIAS c•n BC): It Is met~ who ...-a a dty. Mit 
.... or chips w..,_,. crewe. 

-Robert E. Put: The city is a scaea ol ......._ e body 

ol customs end traditions. 
-Jean-Jacques Rousseau: 1) citMs .,. 1M ebyu ol 
lhe human species. 2). Houses m.Me the town. but 
citizens make the city. 

-wutt.m ShUespeare: wl\el is the city bul lhe people . 
...ames Morris: No man Is en *"-d. ..ct .._ leu is 
any city. 

-E. Bacon: The city Is en act ol .._ 

-Ketherine Bruslt: A sew~ tor al the ec:tiwitin the 
suburbllnlle does not wish to support. 

-Victor HU90: Cities are bi~ ol stone. 

-Jane Adems: A city Is enl.-ged '-eteeping. 
-Ergon Ernest Berpl: We ~ cal a city eny 
settlement where the majority ol ~ Me 

Cft989Cd In oth~ then C4Jric:ultunt scti.-ee 
-Grower Cleveland: lhe abicting place ol wealth and 
luaury. 
Any place where.,.,. have buill a.-, a bagnio. 

a getlows. a morgue. a church. e ~ a saloon. 
hence a cent~ ol life. 

-Ads Louise Huatable: A city in its most sense is Its 
buildings. The ways those buildings ere disposed upo11 

str-u and squares are the source ol its peno~t-
ellty. its style. and its dislinguishing sQnlp. 

E~ine Morgan: The city Is lhe P'ace where the efhno. 
logist gets deeply discouraged and the CCOI_.tist 
comes into his own. 

-l.ewis Mumlord: The city is a ~ plenn. • 
sconomic organization. symbol ol c~tiwe unety. 
The city losters art and Is .t; The city 
creates the !heat~ end is lhe theae.. 
The city is a legal. politk:at. sconGIRk. and social 
unit ell rofled into one. William aa--o 

-J. B. Priestley: the city is a stone lor~ 

-Eari Wilson: A place where by lhe .._ ,.,., .re linlshM 
pe-,tft9 lor your home in lhe suburbs. !tw suburbs 
hewe mowed 20 miles lurttwr out. 

-W. H. Auden: Urban soc .. ty is tile lhe cMsert. a 
place without hmits. 

-Piuterch 1"-120): e city. lille a liYing lhiRcj. •s 
e united and continuous whole. 

Figure 2: City Images among the Citizen 

Source: Clapp, 1984 
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Figure 3: 

CATEGORY 

Industry 

Botany 

Spotts and 
Recreation 

Nationality and 
Religion 

Slander 

Picturesque 

Food. Fruits 

Made-Up Names 

Literary 

Others 

em NICKNAME 

The Aluminum City (Massena. N.Y.) 
The B .. r City (Miwauk ... Wts.) 
Koak City (Rochester, N.Y.) 

The Alamo City (San Antonio, Tea.) 
The Mile-High City (Denver. Colo.) 
The Cockade City (P.-.burg. Va.) 

The Annapolis of the Air (Penuc:ola, Fla.) 
The La Vegas on the PotornK (Colonial Beach. Va.) 
The Brooklyn of the South (Anniston, Ala.) 

The Camellia city of America (McComb. Miss.) 
The Christmas Tree Capital of the Nation 
(Eur.ta, Monl) 

The Forest City (Cleveland, Ohio) 

America's Sports Mecca (French Lid, Ind.). 
Home of Baseball (Cooperstown, N.Y.) 
The Polo Capital (Aiken, S.C.) 

The American Paris (Cincinnati, Ohio) 
The Hong Kong of the Hudson (New Yort) 
The Mormon City (Salt Lake City, U~Mt) 

The Biggest Little City in the World (Reno. Nev.) 
America's Sweetest town (Clewiston, Fla) 
The Friendliest Town in America (Tryon. NC.) 

Bitch's Heaven (Boston. Mass.) 
Gangland (Chicago, Ill.) 
The Murder Capital (Memphis, Tenn.) 

The BushwKker's Capilal (Nevada, Mo.) 
The City of Streets without House (Washington, D.C.) 
The City Where Mexico Meets Uncle Sam 
(Brownsville, Tea.) 

The Chocolate Town (Hershey, Pa.) 
The Peach Capital of the World (ModHio, Calif.) 
Beantown (Boston) 

Hogopolis (Chicago, Ill.) 
Arkopolis (Little Rock, Ark.) 
Tusselburgh (Alton, Ill.) 

The Cradle of American liberty (Taunton, Mass.) 
The Green Felt Jungle (las Vegas, Nev.) 
The Mission City (Riverside, Calif.) 

A City of Homes (Albany, Calif.) 
The Nation's Oldest City (St. Augustine. Fla.) 
The World's Celery Center (Sanford, Fla.) 

Selected City Nicknames among Different Categories 

Source: Kane and Alexander, 1979 
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CATEGORY THEORY MODEL 

Physical- Central Place Theory (Christaller) Concentric Zone Model 
Ecological Wheel or Landscape Theory (Losch) (McKenzie) 

Least Cost Location Theory (Webber) Sector Model (Hoyt) 
Industrial Location Theory (lsard) Multi-nuclei Model 
Ecological Process Theory (Burgess) (Harris and& Ullman) 
Ecological Complex (Dunham) Gravity Model (Reilly) 
Residential Location Theory(Aionso) Spatial diffusion model 
Competitive Relocation Theory (Morrill) 
(Hotelling) CLUG Model (Feldt) 
Location Theory of Agriculture METRO Model (Duke) 
(Thunen) ENTRONMENTRICS Model 
Machine Theory (House) 
Garden City Theory (Howard) NCU Monte Carlo Model 
City Image Theory (lynch) (Donnelly) 

POLIMETRIC Model (Brand) 
TOMM Model (Crecine) 
EMPIRIC Model 
Spatial Equilibrium 
Model (Casetti) 
Lowry Model (lowry) 
PESASP Model 
(Lenntorp) 
Heuristic Model (Kuhn) 
Urban Simulation Model 
(Kain) 
Garden City Model 
(Howard) 
Broadacre City Model 
(frank Lloyd Wright) 
Radiant City Model 
(Le Corbusier) 
Linear City Model 
(Miliutin) p. 59 
Megaform City Model 
(Solen) 

Socio-phy- Urban Oetenninism Theory (Wirth) Entropy Maximizing 

chological Compositional Theory ( Gans) Model (Wilson) 
Subcultural Theory (Fisher) Primacy Model (Berry) 

POETS Rank and Size Model 
Theory of Contrast (Reissman) (Zip f) 
Personal Construct Theory Social Intervention 
(Bannister and Mair) Model 
Culture-of-Poverty Theory (Herzog) 

Figure 4: Selected City Theories and Models 

Sources: Sweet, 1972: Schwiran, 1974; Steiss, 19747: Ley, 1977 
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Figure 4: continued 

CATEGORY THEORY MODEL 

Government- Rational Decision Theory (Oror) Anarchistic Model (Peet) 
Political Marxist Theory Decision Agent Model 

Theory of Corporate Management (Kaiser) 
(Thomgren) I ntemational-relations 
Externality Theory (Cox) Modet. Municipal-

service Model (Bollens 
and Schmandt). 

Historical Theory of history as a whole 
(Rostow) 
Hydraulic or Irrigation Theory 
(Wittfogel) 
Trade Network Theory (Driver) 
Theory of Circumscription(Cameiro) 
Theory of Religion (Marcus) 
Cosmic Theory 

Economical Economic base Theory (Ullman) City System Model 
Bid and Rent Theory (Kain) (Pred) 
Theory of Uneven Development Disequilibrium Model 
(Watkins and Perry) (Mydal) 
Convergence Theory (Polen) Shift-share Model 

(Cullen) 
Export-base Model 
Urban Dynamic Model 
(Forrester) 
Input-output Model 
SRBM Model (Battelle) 
BREAM Model 
SEAM Model 
COAL TOWN Model 

Holistic Urban DNA Theory (Thompson) 
Organicdualism (Peng) 
Ekistics Theory (Doxiadis) 
Theory of Good City Form (lynch) 

----
Others Communication Theory (Meier) Urban Linkage Model 

(Davies) 
Financial Flow Model 
(Bunge) 
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Figure 5: Three Generations of the Face Method 
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CHAPTER Ill 

METHOD AND PROCEDURES 

Study Design 

This study design is based on the following four stages: 

a. Research: This is a foundation-building stage which involves 

studies and information-gathering on two major aspects of this dissertation: 

the human being and the city. This stage includes a literature review on city 

indicators and images, the face method and urban theories and models. 

b. Analysis: This stage digests the research results. In turn, the 

analysis seeks the possibilities of linkage between a city and the human face. 

At this stage, a theoretical framework is constructed. 

c. Development and Creation: At this point, the study's "heart" is 

created and developed based on previous information. This 'heart" covers a 

creative part of intepretations which can link the human face and the city . 

Also, development of a city data bank is included and as a result, a theory 

with a model is created. 

d . Application: This stage uses the City Face model in the case 

studies. This identifies the strength and weakness of each study for further 

research and application. 
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Instrumentation 

Different instruments are required for the following four stages. The 

first stage is to collect data and information to build the city's data bank. The 

TECH NET computer system, particularly Wylbur system, stored this data. 

The second stage is to test and analyze the collected data. Some 

statistical softwares such as SPSS, SPSS(X) and SAS, are applied in order to 

handle the data. 

The third stage is to collect needed facial images in terms of basic, 

expressive and special features. These features were firstly adopted through 

the Plastic Overlay Identification System (PCIS) and Face Recall System 

(FRS) from the Texas Tech University Police Department. Eventually, cartoon 

facial features were used for better expressive effects and will be considered 

for future international application. 

The fourth stage is to display the city faces and to develop a model. 

Two sets of computer graphics equipment are used. The first set of 

instruments is powerful and programming-oriented. They include 1) 

Tektronix 4050 Computer Graphic Terminal; 2) Scotch DC 300XL Data 

Cartridge; 3) NEC Spinwriter 7710 Printer: and 4) Tektronix 4663 Digital 

Plotter. The second set is drawing-oriented and includes 1) IBM PC or its 

compatible computer: 2) An AutoCAD 2.52 version software integrated with 

Artificial lntellegence, LISP (LISt Processing); and 3) Houston Instrument 

Plotter (DMP 50). 
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Selection of the Case Studies Cities ---
A total of 58 cities were selected for this study. Fifty four were treated 

as the reference group, while the remaining four constitute the case study 

group. The 58 cities were selected according to population size and the 

degree of independence. A population indicator between 100,000 and 

300,000 was used to select these cities. As a result in 1985, 97 medium-size 

cities were chosen from 498 U.S. cities with a population over 25,000. 

Secondly, the degree of independence of a city refers to its physical and 

economical independence and is used as the second criterion. 

Physical independence indicates that a candidate city finds no other 

cities within its metropolitan area or finds smaller communities whose 

population size is less than the city's one-third level. Cities falling into the 

former category are referred to ·as a Fully Physically Independent City (FPIC) 

and the latter as a Highly Physically Independent City (HPIC). Economical 

independence indicates that a city must have at least an 

employment/residence ratio of 0.90. A city is considered independent if it 

meets those two criteria. The 97 medium-sized cities were reduced to 46 

FPICs and 12 HPICs after the independence criteria was applied. 

Among these 58 cities, four in West Texas were singled out as case 

study cities. They are Amarillo, Lubbock, Midland and Odessa. 
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Data Collection and Processing 

Information for this study is collected in the form of components and 

indicators and includes five major components: physical, social, economic, 

governmental, and environmental aspects. These five components cover 320 

more indicators gathering from 1972 and 1984 respectively. The census of 

population and housing has been conducted every ten years since 1920 with 

1970 and 1980 were the most recent census years. However, some other 

censi, such as the census of retail trade, are conducted every five years and 

occurred in 1972, 1977 and 1982. 

Besides, those indicators surveyed by other federal agencies are 

usually released every year. Thus, this study attempts to cover more data by 

designating 1972 and 1984 as two time points. In fact, the 1972 time point 

covers information from 1970 to 1973, while the 1984 time point cove'"s data 

from 1979 to 1986. As noted, indicators in 1972 were not as numeous as 

1984's. For example, indicators in environmental component were hardly 

collected in 1972. 

The reduction of these data from 325 indicators to 25 elements and five 

major components is based on the classification system established by City 

and County Data Book and the Municipal Year Book. It is a top-down rather 

than bottom-up process for grouping these data. this study follows the 

classification system from those two books and identifies five major city 

components in the first place. Under these five city components, 300 more 

indicators are collected from 62 different sources to build a city data bank. 

Then, these indicators are grouped into 25 elements through the previous 



research. A list of indicators along with their sources is provided in 

Appendix D. 
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Raw data in the city data bank is processed before application. Basic 

data processing is conducted through -z Transformation., (SAS, 1984) which 

will standardize the scale of an indicator of interval-level measurement. This 

generates a new variable with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

The formula is shown as follows: 

Xi-X/SD 

where Xi is the original value of the ith case in the file for the variable being 

transformed, X is the mean of the variable, and SO is the standard deviation. 

Through the process, a new data set giving values of 1 to 5 is created in 

terms of 5 @ 20 percent distribution by the following statements: 

IF STAN < = -.845 THEN STAN= 1; 

ELSE IF -.844 < = STAN < = -.225 THEN STAN= 2: 

ELSE IF -.224 <=STAN<= .255 THEN STAN=3; 

ELSE IF .256 < = STAN < = .845 THEN STAN= 4; 

ELSE IF STAN > = .846 THEN STAN= 5; 

Finally, these indicators with a new value are grouped under each component 

and given ascore for each city. The higher the score. the better that 

particular city component. 

These scores, ranging from one to five, are then rearranged to 

determined each city's age, gender, hair color and patterns. and expressions. 
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Thus, an aggregated printout is produced to list this information in addition 

to scores for each component and element. A SAS data processing program 

is presented in first part of Appendix C. 

These scores are linked to a computer graphic program listed in the 

second part of Appendix C. In other words. these scores are connected to 

different files of facial features. Following the question and answer format. 

users punch in scores or information for individual cities. This computer 

graphic program will draw a city face based on the input information. 

Research Procedures 

Research procedures of this study are primarily focused on: 1) what is 

a city: 2) what is a human face: 3) the linkage between the two: 4) creation of 

a theory; and 5) application of the model. The procedures for the study are 

described briefly as below: 

What~ a City 

A city's vitality and components are researched through a 

comprehensive literature review in three stages: city formulation, city 

development and city diagnosis. City formulation is studied through a city's 

form, structure and pattern in terms of both tangible and intangible forces. 

City development covers five elements: people, space. activities. time and 

environment. The first three elements are explicated through quantitative 

and qualitative aspects. The last two elements are studied at their micro and 
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macro levels. City diagnosis is an integrated section of city formulation and 

city development. This section covers five major components of a city. Each 

component also associates with a variety of major elements. This provides a 

framework to analyze a city in a holistic fashion. As a result, it is possible to 

determine both what a city is andt what constitute a "'good· city. This 

research will be elaborated in Chapter Four. 

What Is a Human Face 

Research on the human face is focused on its visibility and expressive 

capability through a variety of facial features. In a broader sense, the 

research also touches on physiognomy or face reading which is considered 

by many as a pseudo science. This research begins from discussing the 

issue of body and mind. In turn, the relationships between human face and 

its body is addressed as well. These relationships contain physical function. 

expressive and symbolic functions, identification as well as appearance and 

beauty. This research will be elaborated in Chapter Five. 

Linkage between the City and the Face 

The relationship between urban vitality and facial features is linked 

through a series of questions as follows: 

1. How can different facial features represent different city functions? 

2. How can cities be identified as male or female? 

3. In what condition is the city young or old? 
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4. What types of cities will be happy or sad? 

5. How can color play a role in the study? 

These linkages are derived from either direct relationships or indirect 

implications between the city and the human face. Three levels of linkage 

can be identified: basic, expressive and special. This stage of research wi II 

be elaborated in the first section of Chapter Six. Here, the research effort in 

this part will become a theory itself. 

Creation of the Theory 

Based on research of linkage and interpretation between the city and 

the human face, a theory of city face will be presented depicting gender, 

emotions, life cycle and function. This research will be elaborated in the 

second section of Chapter Six. 

Application of the City Face Model 

Following the systematic interpretation of the last section, a computer 

program with graphics capability, the City Face model, is designed. 

presented and applied to the theory. Through a question-answer interactive 

system, the model is set up to handle city data, such as data input. 

processing and then determine the city gender and skin (colors). Next. the 

model proceeds to the basic facial file, a special facial file and an expressive 

facial file to draw a colorful city face. 



CHAPTER IV 

ESSENCE OF THE CITY IN HUMAN 

CIVILIZATION 

Through history, civilization has been a major event in the long 

experience of mankind and the city has had a close association with human 

civilization (Bacon, 1985). Notably, the city has been defined as a power 

station, a birth place and the flower of human civilization (Clapp, 1984). This 

chapter begins with a brief discussion of human civilization in terms of its 

relationship to the city. It then goes on to discuss the essential aspects of the 

city in terms of its formulation, development and diagnosis. 

Human Civilization: Origin and Progress 

The word "civilization .. comes from the Latin words CIVIS, which means 

citizen in cities, and CIVITAS, which means the community in which one 

dwells (Haviland, 1979). In other words, civilization contains two ideas: 

citification and the coming-to-be of cities. Thus, civilization is a way of life 

that arose after people began to live in cities. More specifically, civilization 

refers to life styles or a level of human culture characterized by advanced 

technology and complex economic, governmental. and social systems. Thus. 

every human being lives within a culture, but not everyone lives within a 

civilization. In addition, the term .. civilization" may also be applied to a 

specific culture or society that has attained an advanced level. One may 

speak of "Egyptian civilization," .. Eastern civilization" or "Western civilization." 

32 
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Among a variety of research efforts on civilization, three basic 

catego~es can be further identified in terms of cultural types, evolutionary 

stages and civilized criteria. In the first category of cultural types, Danilevsky 

(1869-1920) developed 12 civilization •culture-historical types• in terms of 

Darwinian biology. Oswald Spengler (1880-1936) proposed eight types of 

civilization which rearranges Danilevsky's 12 types. Arnold Toynbee (1889- ) 

further developed 21 types of civilization using .. Challenge and Response" as 

a determinating factor. 

The second category-evolutionary stage- begun with Auguste Comte's 

(1798-1857) .. Positivisim,* in which he asserted three stages of civilization: 

theological, metaphystcal and scientific. Lewis H. Morgan (1818-1881) 

proposed seven evolutional stages of civilization from lower savagery to 

civilization. Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), a Social Darwinist, emphasized that 

the principle of survival of the fittest can explain every stage of civilization. 

Oswald Spengler and Arnold Toynbee used life cycle (birth, youth, maturity. 

senescence and death) to explain civilization. 

The third category deals with essential criteria for human civilization. 

Fritz Graebner (1877-1934) and Wilhelm Schmidt (1868-1954) developed a 

theory of diffusion asserting that the spread of culture traits through 

migration and trade creates human civilization. A theory of telic progress 

was developed by Lester F. Ward (1841-1913) and Albion W. Small 

(1854-1926) who took up the Darwinian thesis and gave it a completely 

different social interpretion. They argued that only those men having mental 

faculties could plan and institute their own progress. Max Weber (1864-1920) 



asserted that three means of leadership, charismatic, legitimate and 

legalized, would pervade all area of life and further promote human 

civilization. 
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Ferdinand Tonnies (1855-1936) conceived two types of human 

settlement: Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft (society), as the 

criteria to explain the trend of Western civilization. Emile Durkheim 

(1858-1917) considered division of labor in terms of mechanical and organic 

solidarity as the important criteria of human civilization. Gordon Childe 

(1892-1957) proposed ten criteria, such as large, dense settlement, 

monumental public buildings, writing and so forth, to characterize human 

civilization in terms of technological achievement and complexity and the 

magnitude of political and social life. 

Based on the various interpretations mentioned above, the prcgress of 

civilization may be seen as three significant revolutions: agricultural. 

industrial, and urbanization. Other progress, such as writing and 

technological development are interlocked with these three revolutions 

elaborated below. 

Agricultural Revolution 

During most of the pre-historic period, people lived in small groups 

and moved from place to place in search of food. They hunted. fished, 

gathered wild plants and other edible foods. About 9,000 B.C .. people in the 

Middle East began to cultivate cereal grasses and other plants (Perry. 1982). 
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They also domesticated goats and sheep and later tamed cattle. The hunting 

and food-gathering way of life however was quickly transformed (around 6000 

B.C.) into a food-producing agricultural village life. The world's first 

civilization was developed by the Sumerians of Mesopotamia at this time. 

The rise of agriculture is a major step in the development of 

civilization. This includes domestication of animals and innovation of an 

irrigation system which enabled them to control water resources and 

increase crop yields. Farmers settled in permanent villages which had 

enough food to permit a large percentage of the population to engage in 

non-agricultural pursuits in commerce, religion, and the arts. By about 3500 

B.C., people in the Middle East and China had learned to smelt copper and 

make bronze tools and weapons. The demand for metal ore increased, and 

priests and ch•ettains gained greater control over trade. This stage cf 

revolution lasted for a long time and had a significant impact on the rest of 

the world. With specialization came the development of new technologies. 

leading to the beginnings of extensive trade which was later a key to 

industrialization. 

Industrial Revolution 

In the 1820s, labor reducing inventions and new ways of organizing 

labor and capital along with a growing population paved the way for the 

industrial revolution. The industrial revolution refers to the shift from an 

agrarian, handicraft economy to an economy dominated by machine 



manufacturing in urban factories and from human or animal power to other 

forms of energy, such as steam or the internal combustion engine (Perry. 

1981). It occurred first in England, but within a short time, this MEnglish 

system,. spread to Europe and the United States, bringing changes of 

immense importance to the entire world. This revolution is still continuing 

somewhere in the world. Due to industrialization, cities grew in number. 

size, and population. 

Urbanization 
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Following the agricultural revolution, villages in the Middle East first 

grew into the earliest cities, such as Nineveh and Babylon on the silted plains 

of the Tigris and Emphrates Rivers (Perry, 1981). Later cities were found in 

the Nile Valley by 3,500 B.C., in the Indus Valley by 3,000 B.C., along the 

Yellow River Basin by 2,500 B.C., and in Latin America by A.D. 500. These 

cities were tiny urban islands in a large rural sea and, had developed 

themselves to be seats of government, altars of worship, markets for the 

exchange of goods, meeting places for the communication of ideas (Morris. 

1972) and exhibition halls of art and architecture. Through these 

multi-dimensional functions, cities became the origin of civilization and 

urbanization became a way of life. In 1900, roughly one in twenty of the 

world's population lived in cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants 

(Doxiadis, 1968). According to World Demographic Year Book. this figure is 

one in four today. In 1800, a mere 45 cities in the world had more than 
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100,000 people. Nowadays, more than 170 cities or conurbations have more 

than one million inhabitants. 

Once geographic space produces diversity and vitality for life, a city or 

civilized human settlement is born. Diversity provides dream, inspiration and 

opportunities, while vitality provides energy, emotions and the motivations to 

promote quality of life in cities. Thus, civilization is an achievement by the 

city, for the city and of the city. No wonder a considerable number of 

thinkers and writers left their observations concerning human civilization and 

cities and their inseparable relationship (Figure 6). 

City Formulation: Form, Structure and Pattern 

A city originates and grows through the integration of form, structure 

and pattern. Form, a relatively static element, outlines the outlook of. a city 

and supported by its structure and pattern. Structure. a dynamic element. 

stimulates a city and balances its form and pattern. Pattern, a transitional 

element, shapes the form of a city and organizes its structure. These three 

elements of a city can further be analyzed in terms of tangible and intangible 

characters. 

Form of the City 

Form, by definition, is often described as configuration, shape and 

outline of an entity. Thus, city form is defined as the spatial arrangement or 

layout based on forces, conditions. philosophy and needs (Lynch. 1984). 

Discussions follow two categories: tangible and intangible forms. 
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Tangible city form. It refers to a city layout in terms of walls, natural 

and physical barriers, political boundaries and built-up areas. In most classic 

cases, city form was achieved through completion of city walls and followed 

by the city development. Those city forms imply a variety of meanings 

ranging from philosophical thoughts to practical needs. For example, based 

on Confucian and Mencian thoughts and Chinese geomancy, the square is 

the form for man and the circle for God. To the Chinese, the city should be 

square, regular, and oriented with an emphasis on enclosure, gates, 
. 

approaches and the meaning of the directions (Lynch, 1984). In the west, the 

Vitruvian figure is a reflection of a system of perfection and harmony among · 

circle and square (Bacon, 1985). However, people built and designed circular 

cities for themselves instead of God and those circle-form cities have 

continuously been found in the West. Also, it is possible for individual 

designers to create a city form by participating in national competition such 

as Brasilia (Bacon, 1985). A noble, logical diagram, once restored, will never 

die. Long after we are gone, it will be a living thing. Brasilia is famous for 

its airplane-shape city form. 

Physical environment or landscape often leads to the development of 

citie in an undetermined form. These cities may take shape on the banks of a 

river or a lake or by the seashore or even by a narrow valley. They may 

resemble linear forms, or they may very well be a completely undetermined 

form. Also, environmental factors such as climate may form the city 

differently. A windy location may force a city to be very densely built in 

order to mitigate the heavy wind. On the contrary, if a city is in a relatively 
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hot climatic area and the winds are an important factor for a better 

micro-climate and better living conditions, we may then witness a completely 

different community structure, one tending towards a much less dense 

pattern in order to allow for ventilation. 

According to Doxiadis (1968), the form conditioned by the need for 

security depends on the kind of potential danger. In the past, the need for 

security influenced cities in the same way as centripetal forces did. The 

danger came from outside exercised pressures on the city leading it to a 

circular form which offered a minimum length of walls to be defended with a 

maximum enclosed surface. On the contrary, the fear of an attack by an even 

larger force from the air , such as nuclear weapons, may force cities to be 

built, farther apart. Security, therefore, develops centrifugal forces which 

may spread the city over a larger area, with a number of very small parts 

while many others may become linear. It is noteworthy that these city forms 

are characterized by the form designed prior to city development and thus 

can be termed static or non-evolutional. 

On the other hand, dynamic or evolutional city form refers to those 

cities which were developed from a core area and expanded or changed the 

city form over time. This city form is particularly applicable to most modern 

American cities in the form of urban sprawl. This sprawl is the continuous 

expansion that goes on around the average city with a belt of land always in 

the process of conversion from rural to urban use. According to Harvey and 

Clark (1965), sprawl occurs in three major forms: low-density continuous 

development in the rural-urban fringe; ribbon-development sprawl: and 

leap-frog development. 
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Urban sprawl often leads to the political action known as annexation or 

detachment which will obviously change the form of the city. Miller (1985) 

conducted a research on city boundaries and annexation of American cities 

and found that 562 square miles of land were added to the cities in 1983 

while 900 square miles were annexed in 1980. On the other hand. 

detachments, while few in number, eliminated nearly 70 square miles from 

the cities in 1983. A total of 2,500 square miles (an area larger than 

Delaware) were added to the nation's cities between January 1980 and 

December 1983. During the same period; detachment removed 147 square 

miles from municipal jurisdiction. In 1983, the greatest gains of land reported 

in the United States were Montgomery, Alabama (78 sq. mi.), followed by 

Scottsdale, Arizona (57 .2 sq. mi.), and St. George, Utah (32.3 sq. mi.). 

Intangible city form. It refers to its invisible social contents and its 

influential areas. Usually, social form of a city is determined by its ethnicity. 

These types of social patterns have been identified through a variety of 

researches. For example, Pred (1963) identified Black Belt for those cities 

with a very clear, black-oriented, urban racial pattern. Moreover. Rose (1965) 

in researching AU-Negro Towns (95°/o were classified non-white). found 19 

places in 1965. To identify poverty patterns. Hoyt (1966) evaluated 69 SMSAs 

based on census data for areas whose median income was less than $5.000 

in 1960. Schnore (1963), researching on socio-economic status of U.S. cities. 

concluded that old urbanized areas tended to strongly possess peripheral 

population of higher socio-economic standing than the population of the 

central cities. In contrast, in newer urban agglomerations. the central cities 



tend to rank higher in education, occupation, and income than their 

respective suburbs. 

Another aspect needed to understand a city's intangible form is its 

hierarchy. The urban hierarchy refers to a ranking of cities into successive 

groups on the basis of size or on various other factors. This is particularly 

true in the area in which the influence of a city dominates other competing 

cities in various aspects of city lives used to determine its hierarchy. The 

dominated city or area has been variously called the dominating city's 

tributary area, marketing area, hinterland, umland, urban field, and 

catchment area. These areas can be measured by telephone exchange, 

newspaper circulation, and grocery retailing. Thus, the higher is the city's 

hierarchy, the bigger its form. 
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There are two forces often used in urban geography to demonstrate 

city forms and activity patterns (Colby, 1933). The first is made up of 

centrifugal forces which cause functions or activities to migrate from the 

central zones of a city toward or beyond its periphery, while the second force 

includes powerful centripetal forces which hold certain functions in the 

central zones and attract others to it. Suburbanization in the United States is 

the best example of the first force. Such growth has involved many types of 

activities but has been conspicuous in connection with the residential. 

commercial and manufactural functions. Urban sprawl has gone beyond 

human scale and the city has been transformed into metropolis or 

megalopolis which is the outcome of centrifugal combinations of cities in the 

process of evolution. For example, Boswash is a megalopolis extended from 



Boston to Washington, and Sansan is a giant city which covers areas from 

San Francisco to San Diego. These megalopoli take a megaform .which has 

lost its identity as a city (Christian and Harper, 1982). 
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Urban sprawl exists in the U.S. due partially to the attractive qualities 

of the suburbs (a pull force) and partially to the uprooting conditions in the 

central zone (a push force). On the other hand, the central zone as the 

center of gravity may act as a pull force of the entire city. This is the focus of 

the centripetal force. This force intensifies the accessibility of the city in 

terms of site attraction, convenience and human interaction. Generally 

speaking, the centripetal force has formed most European and Asian cities 

(Ley, 1982). In these cities, convenient and public rapid transportation 

systems, rather than private cars, have allowed people to conduct their major 

activities in the CBD or central business zone. 

Structure of the City 

By definition, structure refers to the arrangement or interrelation of all 

the parts of a whole or the composition of interrelated parts forming an 

organic entity. ·In other words, structure comprises those elements which are 

responsible for integrating the city through decision-making about 

transportation, land use and city form. 

Tangible city structure. It deals mainly with lines by which the city can 

function to support necessary activities. These lines cover transportation. 

communication and utilities. 
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Transportation lines form the circulatory system that connects areas 

(land use) and points (facilities) of the city with each other and with other 

cities, as well as the countryside. The transportation network of a city. acting 

as a pendulum, sustains the journey-to-work, the journey-to-shop, commercial 

circulation, social visiting, and recreational circulation. Without 

transportation, the functional differentiation of a city into areas of specialized 

land uses could not have occurred. Several types of transportation lines can 

be identified: waterways, airway railroads and highways. Generally 

speaking, a structure of urbanwide development can be analyzed based on 

major lines. For exampleF the railroad system inside a city is likely to be 

closely related to patterns of manufacturing and wholesaling. The New York 

and Harlem Railroad, the first suburban train after 1832, had a great impact 

on New York City's suburbanization (Murphy, 1974). BART, the San 

Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit, and other subway systems have had 

essential impacts on a city's development. 

Due to the pervasiveness of automobiles, streets and highways have 

comprised the horizontal architecture of a city. Although street structure can 

be classified into gridiron, concentric, linear, star, galaxy and so on. Le 

Corbusier (1961) classified human establishments into the farming unit. the 

radioconcentric city, and the linear industrial city. The latter two are evident 

in the present structure of many cities because of highway construction. 

Utility lines mainly include water and sewer pipes. Known as 

underground architecture, they also affect a city's structure. About 21.000 

cities and towns in the United States have a public water supply system 
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(Christian and Harper, 1982). These systems serve about 175 million people. 

or 80 per cent of the U.S. population. Pipeline structure, mainly distribution 

and pipe size, can determine a city's growth direction. Two major 

distribution systems, dead-end system and gridiron system, help shape a city 

form. Different pipeline sizes designate those city patterns in relation to their 

activities. Public sewerage systems, like public water systems, also serve 

most U.S. cities and towns and have a more significant impact on shaping 

city form and patterns when compared with highway, rail and air 

transportation networks. 

To a large extent. most major highway systems have been completed 

with the final linkages in the U.S. interstate network and there has been a 

partial halt to new construction around many urban areas. Water systems. 

viewed as utilities, tend to be available when required. Sewer systems are 

different; they are expensive and are public goods provided through tax 

dollars. Where city development once was said to follow major feeder 

highways, then water pipelines, the trend now appears to follow sewer 

pipelines and is known as piping growth (Kelly, 1984). 

Intangible city structure. They are varied in the city. Decision-making 

and economic structures are two of the most important ones. "The city as an 

act of will" (Bacon, 1985) can best reflect the decision-making structure of the 

city. Decision-making structure is built upon both authority distribution and 

allocation of value in terms of formal and informal structure (Banfield and 

Wilson, 1963). The formal structure of urban government refers to the basic 

way in which urban government is legally organized to carry out its activities. 
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As we know, the nature of city government structure is determined primarily 

by state legislatures. One result of this arrangement is that the structure of 

local government varies from state to state. However, two types of 

governmental structure are worthy to mention in terms of legislative and 

administrative senses. In a legislative fashion, the home rule city and the 

general law city can be identified. Home rule cities are granted full powers of 

self government. These powers include the regulation of land use and 

annexation. On the other hand, general law cities are granted partial police 

powers for their governments. For example. a general law city could annex 

land only upon agreement of a majority of the voters living in the area to be 

annexed. 

In an administrative sense, governmental structure of a city can be 

classified into the following categories. Mayor-council, Council-manager, 

Commission, Town meeting or Representative town meeting (ICMA, 1985). 

With the various decision-making structures, the city government will act in 

terms of the following roles (Banfield and Wilson, 1963): 1) the instrument of 

community growth: 2) the provider of life amenities: 3) a care-taker: and 4) 

the arbiter of conflicting interests. A city may often place their focus on one 

or some of those duties. 

Besides a formal or governmental structure, urban government has an 

informal or non-governmental structure. The informal structure comprises 

those forces which are not part of official government but nonetheless 

influence decision-making in the city. Informal decision-making forces 

include business leaders. formally organized interest groups such as labor 



unions, the PTA and professional groups, unorganized voting blocs and 

middle-class voters (Shannon, 1983). 
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Even after both formal and informal decision-making structure have 

been combined, a city, according to Cox (1973), is operated under either the 

pluralist or elite styles. The pluralist style asserts that influence is widely 

distributed between various segments of the city. Each segment is viewed as 

being represented by organized interest groups who actively work to 

influence local government in favor of the people they represent. On the 

other hand, the elite style (Hunter, 1952) demonstrates that one group has 

overwhelming political influence and the other groups are of only secondary 

importance. This dominant group, the power elite, is usually identified as 

consisting of major business leaders in the city. The basis of this elite's 

power is shared interests, coordination of political activities. and the 

possession of resources which can be used for maintaining decision-making 

dominance. 

Economic structure, acting as an invisible hand. determines a city's life 

and death in terms of the economic base. Economic base covers three basic 

sectors: agricultural. manufactural and service. However, urbanization has 

been associated with dramatic decreases in agricultural employment and with 

industrialization of the economy. Thus, a city's economic base is mostly 

associated with non-agricultural industries. These industries provide jobs for 

people and pay tax to government. In turn. people and their families can 

offer more goods and services and thus can expand their buying power. On 

the other hand, government can use tax money to provide more public 
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services and facilities both in quantity and in quality. Through this cycle and 

that of large scale economies, cities have made possible the marketing of 

diversified and specialized goods and services. 

Pattern of the City 

By definition, pattern is an arrangement of a tangible or intangible 

form representing a class of physical or non-physical function. Within a city, 

an arrangement of form implies a variety of parts which compose the whole. 

The following discussion analyzes city pattern in terms of tangible and 

intangible categories. 

Tangible city pattern. It addresses the physical parts of a city. Land 

use is the most important tangible city pattern of a city. It is a reflection of 

cumulative needs over a period of years and also displays a city's special 

characteristics and identity. Three classic land use models representing 

different contributions are Burgess' (1924) concentric zone model, Hoyt's 

(1939) sector model, and Harris and Ullman's (1945) multi-nuclei model. 

Land use patterns of American cities are generally classified into the 

following major categories: residential, business (or commercial): industrial: 

public and semi-public; street and undeveloped land. Bartholomew ( 1955) 

gave an alphabetical index of city land uses indicating the main class of the 

city patterns. This system has been used widely since then. Activity was 

considered to be the most important single land-use characteristic for which 

comparability was desired. Thus, city land-use classification systems have 
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not reached consensus for various reasons. Probably the most common 

reason has been the desire of each city to have its own particular economic 

and social composition reflected in the land-use classification that is to be 

used locally. 

The proportion of land use plays a significant role in judging a city's 

potential. Gallion and Eisner (1986) identified an average city land use 

proportion after integrating Bartholomew's (1955), Niedercorn's (1964) and 

Manvel's (1968) studies during 1930-1975. According to Peng (1987), the 

average city in the United States usually has 30 percent of the total land 

within the city limits undeveloped. Thirty percent would provide enough land 

for city expansion and planned development. If the undeveloped or vacant 

land is over 40 percent, the city carries a heavy tax burden: and if it is less 

than 20 percent, the city faces annexation problems with regard to city 

expansion or large development. 

The developed land of an average American city may be counted 50 

percent as build-up areas and 50 percent as open space including streets. 

parks, water and green areas. Generally, the streets occupy one-third. the 

residential areas occupy one-third, and the final one-third is devoted to other 

developments such as commercial and industrial. These three sets of figures 

are shown in Table 1. 

In General. residential land use is the largest single element on the 

land use map. Single-family dwellings seem to occupy a fairly constant 

proportion of the developed area of a city up to about 250.000. In larger 

cities, the proportion of the area used for single-family dwellings declines. 
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The ratio of land occupied by single-family dwellings to total population tends 

to decrease with the increase of city population size (Murphy, 1974). 

Open spaces and green areas are two important environment-oriented 

patterns needed to achieve urban vitality. Open space not only serves as a 

connector, but also provides room for expanding activities without disturbing 

other areas. On the other hand, a 30 percent green coverage rate of total 

developed land should be the minimum requirement for a city (Nakano. 

1978). In 1970, Life Magazine commissioned the Louis Harris organization to 

poll the American population on desired life styles and environmental values. 

Ninety five percent of those polled listed "green grass and trees around me" 

as an important environmental value. Moreover, green space has the 

following functions: to prevent the erosion of soil; to improve urban 

hydrology: to increase the quantity and diversity of urban fauna and flora: to 

reduce the extremes of urban micro-climate and air pollution; to promote 

psychological and aesthetic values: and to provide noise control. 

Intangible city pattern. It refers to social and psychological spaces. 

The Urban Human Ecology School at the University of Chicago in the 1920s 

identified social patterns such as crimes, segregation, poverty and other 

selected socio-economic characteristics. These urban social patterns were 

displayed through the "Social Basic Map." Social patterns are sometimes 

referred to as "natural areas." They indicate geographical areas 

characterized both by a physical individuality and by the cultural 

characteristics of the people (Zorbaugh. 1961). Subsequently. another 

approach called "ecological area" emphasized that urban social patterns 
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should be identified beyond their physical boundaries in terms of ecological 

processes. 

Social area analysis (Shevky and Bell, 1955) and factorial ecology 

(Rees, 1970; Johnston, 1976) view social patterns as containing people with 

similar social positions in the larger society. The social area, however. is not 

bounded by a geographical frame of reference as is the natural area, nor by 

implications concerning the degree of interaction between people in the local 

community as is the subculture. In particular, social area analysis maintains 

that social differentiation and stratification can be summarized into three 

basic indexes or dimensions which are social rank, urbanization, and 

segregation. Often, social patterns are identified through factor analysis 

which is a multivariate statistical method used to identify some thematic 

factors based on a large number of variables. 

A major topic among various social patterns is the ghetto or a small 

ethnic enclave in the big city. The ghetto idea did not originate in America. 

The concept came from Europe where such areas were especially designed 

to confine and separate Jews from other segments of the population. 

According to Harold Rose (1969), ghettos are "steeped in both economic and 

social behaviors." In its racial sense, Downs (1968) says the ghetto is an 

area to which members of an ethnic minority. particularly Negroes. have been 

restricted by social, economic, and physical pressures. In its economic 

sense, a ghetto is where poor people are compelled to live because they 

cannot afford better accommodations. Thus, the area contains many poor 

people regardless of race or color. 
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Based on the understanding of city formulation, cities exist in a 

number of ways. In one sence they are a set of images in the human 

imagination, and in another, they are precisely defined statistical and spatial 

units. No matter what definitions people have for the city, it is an integrated 

entity among form, structure and pattern. 

Aristotle said: men came together in cities to live. They remain 

together in order to live the good life. In a sense, the good life is 

represented by urban vitality, or the ability of the forms. structure and 

patterns of a city to support the biological and psychological well-functioning 

of the individual and the species. In other words, a good city requires 

optimum interaction among forms, structure and patterns. Thus, a city is in a 

constant cycle of adaptation and re-adaption as forms. structure and patterns 

interact. 

City Development: People, Activities, Space, 
Environment and Time 

Following the city formulation, city development is the cumulative 

efforts of people, activities, space, time and environment (Figure 7). The first 

three were developed as an ecological triangle by Charles Tilly in 1974. 

According to Tilly, people, activity and space are considered the three 

most basic components of a city. Heterogeneous people create diversified 

activities in a designated space. Diversified activities offer vitality to the 

space by the people. In turn, space shapes the people and creates more 

meaningful activities. 
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These basic components can be further elaborated in terms of quality 

and quantity. In turn, time justifies and integrates them into a final outcome 

which is termed environment. The fourth element of environment indicates or . 
promotes quality of space in a city. The fifth element, time, indicates change 

of a city. These two higher-order elements, environment and time, can be 

addessed by both micro and macro levels. 

People 

According to Shakespeare, What is a city but people. People establish 

society and then society shapes the city. When people come together. the 

city is born. When people interact with one another, the city lives. When 

people leave, the city declines or dies. Thus, in a social sense, people have 

a very close relationship with a city's stability and its resistance to social 

decomposition. A city's people can be evaluated in terms of quality and 

quantity. 

Three factors concern the quantitative aspect of people: population 

growth, population composition and population distribution. First. population 

growth can be justified by three factors: 1) birth: 2) death: and 3) migration. 

Migration has an impact on the development of a sense of community among 

residents. When the proportion of emigrants reaches a certain threshold. 

community stability is threatened. On the other hand, a city must reconstruct 

its sense of community when immigrants arrive. Moreover. greater demands 

on services and diversified activities always follows population growth. 
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Secondly, population composition, such as age, race, sex, dependency. etc., 

shapes the form and sets the tempo of a society. A city may pursue a 

different approach to developme~tal policy if it has a special population 

composition, such as higher dependency ratio. Thirdly, population 

distribution in a city can be viewed in terms of its density, internal movement 

and segregation. Population density determines a city's life style and spatial 

patterns. Internal movement is a significant factor for suburbanization of a 

city, while segregation is responsible for a city's racial distributionh as in 

ghettoes. Thus, population distribution shapes a city's patterns and forms. 

Qualitatively, people's mind takes form in the city. and in turn. urban 

forms condition peoples' mind (Bacon, 1985). People's thoughts produce 

motives and motives provide clues to the connection between human values 

and a city's formulation and development. For example, people wor~hip 

heaven in China and believe it is disastrous to disturb the harmony of heaven 

and man. Heaven is perfect and should be round, as seen in the eastern 

mandala (Johnston, 1983). These motives in turn shapes a unique form, 

structure and patterns for Chinese cities. 

Generally speaking, two indicators are used to judge the quality of a 

city's people. The first indicator is education which is a positive criteria for 

evaluating people in a city. This indicator may cover quantitatively measured 

elements such as the percentage completing 16-year education. college 

enrollment and so forth. For example, in East Lansing, Michigan. 65.4 

percent of its residents completed 16 or more years of education in 1980 

compared to 4.4 percent of Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
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The second indicator is the crime rate which is a negative criteria use 

to measure the quality of people in a city. Usually, a crime index, indicating 

crime cases per 100,000 people, can reflect a city's social stability. Benton 

Harbor had a 19,543 crime rate in 1983 compared with a 1,650 rate in 

Weirton, West Virginia. Another approach is to classify heterogeneous 

people in a city into several categories and in turn judge them. Gans (1962) 

proposed that a city has the following four types of people. They are 

cosmopolities, unmarried and childless, ethnic villagers, and trapped. 

Activities 

A city's rhythms are determined by its activities. Activities bring about 

a vital life for the city and provide amenities for the people. Thus, activity is 

a diversity-oriented aspect which is used to measure the degree or state of 

being various in providing people's needs. 

The word "city,* as opposed to "village,· implies an activity that is 

divorced from the cultivation of the soil and is carried out in close 

association with kindred activities at fixed places. These activities, in the 

broader sense, are cultural (especially religious), commercial. industrial, and 

residential. By virtue of its distinct activities. the layout and the buildings of 

the city are also different from those in rural settlements. Forms of industrial 

cities and religious cities are different due to their distinctive activities. 

Quantitatively, the amount or flow of activities reflects a city's tempo or 

life style. These activities are mainly associated with the exchange of goods. 
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services, information and social interactions. The exchange of goods. 

services and information is dependent upon transportation and 

communication systems. Thus, traffic flow, telephone and correspondence 

exchange could measure the degree of busyness in a city. Social 

interactions, face-to-face human activity, involve visiting and public 

participation. The amount of social interaction may in turn have an impact on 

the quality of a city such as the sense of community. 

Qualitatively, a city's function, based on its major economic or 

wealth-producing activities, is the most basic feature and affects every aspect 

of its operations and development. History suggests that single-function 

towns, such as company towns, can not survive very long. The city with 

multiple functions is stronger economically and less vulnerable because the 

depressive consequences of unfavorable economic developments in 'Jne 

function is less severe if the other economic activities are unaffected. This is 

why most cities seek to diversify economic activities. 

Different economic activities reflect a city's quality in terms of a variety 

of classifications. Classifications of a city's functions usually include 

commercial, industrial, mining, cultural, transportation, educational. and 

recreational cities. According to Murphy, 1974), the best known of these 

subjective classifications is the one advanced by Aurousseau in 1921. He 

postulated six urban functions to characterize cities: administration. defense. 

culture, production, communication. and recreation. Harris and Ullman 

( 1945) divided cities into three categories: central place cities, transportation 

cities, and specialized-function cities. Recognizing that all cities are more or 



less multi-functional, Harris (1943) designed quantitative definitions that 

would permit him to assign each city to one class or category. Other 

research using particular criteria to judge the quality of a city's major 

economic activities include Nelson's (1955) ·major industrial groups," 

Alexander's (1956) ·chief city forming industries/~ Webb's (1959) Hfunctional 

and specialization index," Maxwell (1965) used three characteristics to 

identify a city's functional structure: the city's dominant function, its 

distinctive functions, and its degree of functional specialization. 
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In addition to economic activities, a city must have amenity-producing 

activities, such as social, cultural and recreational pursuits. Quality can be 

determined by the provision of facilities. For example, a city may be said to 

have qualitative activities if it promotes activities for the symphony orchestra. 

museum, library, public television and festivals. A citizen's active 

participation in these activities may further enhance their quality. 

Based on the above discussions, cities are organizations that make 

human activities diversified and complex. On the other hand, these human 

activities also give vitality to cities in terms of their quantity and quality. 

Space 

Space, an amenity or livability-oriented aspect of a city, is an element 

to measure the capability of supporting life in a city. Thus. space is the 

container for community and society. Space can be classified into two major 

categories: physical and social. By doing so, space covers a variety of 
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typologies such as Ekistic unit (Doxiadis, 1970). the five-element ethnological 

space (Rapoport, 1977) and Meisenuheimer's four units of space developed 

in 1960. 

Physical space, which includes man-made space, activity-oriented 

space, and open space, refers to the enclosure that defines physical 

boundaries. In quantitative sense, this can be measured in calculatable units. 

For example, house is calculated by square feet and residential area by acres 

and so on. By applying density, these quantitative space can be further 

transformed into qualitative space in terms of some criteria, such as safety 

and health. For example, a standard criteria for housing density shows that 

one acre is good for three single-family houses or ten multi-family housing 

units. In addition, relative location to other spatial units and accessibility to 

all other spatial units can also determine the quality of physical space in 

terms of safety and health. 

Social space refers to spatial interaction patterns of specific groups or 

subcultures in a city, such as the poor, the elderly and the children. Social 

space can be considered to have begun with Leonardo de Vinci's concept of 

human bubble (Gombrich, 1982). Through the human bubble, more social 

space, such as an extended bubble, home range and territory can be 

developed in order to conduct social interaction. For example. urban 

crowding is the way of life in Asia. People either enjoy or learn to tolerate 

crowding because of their experience. They are likely to have a smaller 

human bubble and deal more easily with sensuous form when compared to 

Americans. As a result, city space in the Orient tends to be smaller 



physically and function centripetally, while American cities are larger 

physically and function centrifugally. 

In general, social space is viewed qualitatively rather than 

quantitatively. It can be evaluated in terms of the social network which is a 

special set of linkages among people. Physical space can be viewed as a 

place only if it has the quality to be a center of meaningful experience, such 

as Times Square in New York. 

Environment 
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Ideally, cities are designed to meet people's environmental 

preferences and notions of environmental quality. Environment should be a 

visible symbol of the city. Interactions among people, space and activities 

over time would shape a unique environment covering physical and 

non-physical elements. 

Physical environment is known as "community"' which is a 

geographical area or place for people to settle and to make their living. 

Non-physical environment is known as "society" which is the sum of 

interpersonal relationships among people within a community. On a micro 

level, a city's environment with physical entropy creates "economic 

externalities," such as air and water pollution and other environmental 

problems. On the other hand, an environment with social entropy creates 

different socio-cultural atmosphere and images. 



On a macro level, environment is defined as the physical, 

socio-cultural and politic-economic surroundings of a city. Environmental 

impacts from these sets may vary in degrees. For example. depression in 

the petroleum industry may have a greater impact on oil-producing cities. 

The fear of AIDS may have impacts on social activity patterns in cities. 

Federal funds may also have different impacts on a city's policies. 

Time 
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Time is a function of people, space and activities. Man is a time-bound 

creature. On a micro level, people follow a 3 by 8 system which divides a 

24-hour day into working, resting and recreating activities. These three 

categories formulate a time-budget and activity timing for the people in a city 

and further define different types of physical and social spaces. Also 

time-distance affected by circulation system and transportion means has an 

impact on spatial arrangement and activity patterns. For example, the 

60-minute radius or the ambit of local life defines a more widespread area 

and changes quality and quantity of social network (Ley, 1982). 

On a macro level, a city is more than a place in space. it is a drama in 

time and the sum of its history. Thus, each city is like a palimpset, marked 

with hasty erasures, corrections, rebuilding and redirection (Clapp. 1984). 

"Nothing is permanent but change" best describes the essence of time. Every 

city may be given a brand new face over time. Life is a continuous flow of 

experience each act or moment of time is proceeded by a previous 
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experience and becomes the threshold for the experience to come. As a 

result, different ways of life, unique characters and personalities would shape 

a city over time. 

City Diagnosis: Components and Elements 

From the above discussion with additional references from Canter 

(1985) and Branch (1985), city diagnosis can be discussed in terms of five 

major components: physical, governmental, social, economic and 

environmental that can be easily understood by the public. Each of these five 

major components covers five major elements by which indicators can be 

determined (Figure 8). 

Physical Component 

A city is a collection of space, covering form, structure and patterns. 

for human settlement emphasizing the interrelationships of line, point and 

area. From this, five elements can be identified within the physical 

component. They are land use, housing, transportation, infrastructure and 

physical images. Land use, an area-oriented element, is an indicator for 

measuring a city's overall growth patterns. Housing, the most basic shell in 

the city, acts as a point- and area-oriented element. At the micro level. a 

single house is a point which can signify an individual or family's living 

conditions. At the macro level, housing can justify trends in a city's 

development. Transportation, a line-oriented element, circulates and moves 
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people and goods within the city. Infrastructure, including facilities and 

utilities, is a point- and line-oriented element which provides necessary 

services and promotes activities for the city. Physical images reflect a city ' s 

general perception in terms of physical expression and landmarks. 

Governmental Component 

A city is a seat of government which conducts decision-making and 

promotes a variety of social, economic and land development activities. 

Thus, Government-administrative component is a structure- and activity

oriented one. The five elements for this component are bureaucrats. 

performance, revenue, expenditure and tax rate. 

City officials, most are street-level bureaucrats, provide first-line 

service and carry out governmental policies. Their employment conditions 

have an impact on governmental operations and functions (Lipsk. 1980). 

Expenditures, revenues and governmental economy can show a city's 

operational capability. Tax rate, an indicator of attractiveness for a city. can 

determine whether or not industries and individuals would want to move into 

the city. 

Social Component 

A city is a collection of minds in a ocio-psychological sense . Social 

stability of a city can be determined by the following five elements in terms of 

anti-entropy concept. They are: population structure. education. safety. 



poverty and welfare and the quality of life. A city's Population structure 

reflects the threshold or critical mass of certain developments and is the 

most fundamental element covering growth, composition and distribution. 

Population growth, either positive or negative, can indicate a city's overall 

development in terms of birth, death and migration. Migration is an 

outstanding factor in a city's population growth. Population composition 

reflects a city's demographical structure in terms of sex ratio, age and so 

forth. Population distribution shows the degree of density, segregation and 

population movement trends. Racial diversity is especially important in 

American cities. A city's racial composition reflects its unique life style and 

activities. 
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Population burden shows the degree of population balance in terms of 

a city's dependency ratio. It impacts social, economic and physical 

components. Police protection is necessary to minimize a society's entropy. 

Education is always an essential indicator for social quality. Although 

poverty and safety problems are necessary urban evils, they sometimes 

damage a city's image if they last for a long time. Finally, quality of life often 

reflects a city's livability and affects outmigration and social stability. 

Economic Component 

A city is a place to make a living. Economic boom and bust often 

determines a city's growth or decline. Without economic development. a city 

is just a settlement. This component comprises five major elements including 
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economic base, employment and labor force. economic growth potential. 

commercial business and wealth. Creation of wealth through a city's 

economic base and employment is the major role of economy. In turn, 

distribution of wealth can promote additional exchange of goods and services 

such as commercial business. This vital interaction among elements 

determines a city's financial situation and its growth potential. Obviously. 

these elements are operated in a reciprocal impact fashion and form a city's 

economic cycle. 

Environmental Component 

A city is an arena of amenity in which people should have a 

harmonious relationship with nature and minimize entropy. This component 

covers five elements: water quality, air quality, climate. health facilities and 

disaster. Water and air quality can reflect a city's amenity and quality of life. 

The health element, including medical facilities, personnel and expenditures . 

provides necessary medical aid to a city's people. One the other hand. 

disease also reflects a city's health condition. Disaster. mainly natural ones. 

is an important indicator for displaying a city's attractiveness in terms of 

living environment. Finally, climate shapes a city's special character and 

could be an important factor for people choosing a place to live. 

These 25 elements, acting as the fundamental criteria for city 

diagnosis, cover a variety of tangible indicators. Some elements have more 

indicators than others. Although some components. such as cultural, are 
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considered to be important, their data are mostly intangible in nature. Thus, 

these 25 elements can be used to conduct a comprehensive diagnosis for a 

city in terms of tangible part. 

Justification 

To paraphrase Eric Lampard (1922-) a city may be regarded as a 

relatively permanent concentration of population, together with a governing 

body, social arrangements and support activities and occupying a more or 

less discrete site. A city also has cultural importance which differentiates it 

from other types of human settlement and association (Clapp, 1984). This 

definition covers a city's five major components, physical, social, economic. 

governmental and environmental, and relates to the three elements of city 

formulation, i.e., forms, structure and patterns, and five elements of city 

development, i.e., people, activities, space, time and environment. A diagram 

can be seen in Figure 9. 

To diagnose a city, both tangible or quantitative and intangible or 

qualitative indicators are needed. However, most intangible or qualitative 

indicators are not available so an adjustment model is added to enforce the 

City Face Model. 



NAME 

Chartes Dickens 
E. A. Gutkind 

A.Q.Mowbray 

Edmund Bacon 

Edwin H. Chapin 

Will Durant 

R. W. Emerson 

Francis X. Femmin 

Frederic Harrison 

S. J. McPherson 

Theodore Parker 

Philip Slater 

Sophocles 
(496-406 B.C.) 
Frank Lloyd Wright 

QUOTATION 

The city is the symbol and carrier of civilization. 
Cities are the power stations of our technical 

mass civilization. 
The city Is the culmination of man's attempt to 

become civilized; it offers the individual the 
fullest opportunity to realize his potential as 
a human being. 

The city is the flower of civilization. It gives 
to men the means to make their lives expressive. 

The form of his city always has been and will be 
a pitiless indicators of the state of 
civilization. 

The city is an epitome of the social world. All 
the belts of civilization intersect along 
its avenues. 

Culture suggests agriculture, but civilization 
suggests the city. Civilization begins in the 
peasant's hut, but it comes to flower in the 
cities. 

The true test of civilization is the kind of man 
the country turns out. 

Cities mean buildings and streets (urbs) and mean 
a community of citizens (civitas). 

The life that men live in the city gives the type 
and measure of their civilization. 

The city has always been the decisive battle 
ground of civilization and religion. It 
intensifies all the natural tendencies of man. 

The city has always been the fireplace of 
civilization, whence light and heat radiated 
out into the dark. 

Civilized means Citified, and the state of the 
city is an accurate index of the condition 
of the culture as a whole. 

The highest achievement of man are language and 
wind-swift thought and city-dwelling habits. 

Civilization always to need the city. The city 
expressed, contained and tried to conserve 
what the flower of the civilization. the 
civilization built the city, and the city 
serves the civilization. 

Figure 6: Selected Quotations on Civilization's Relationship with the City 

Source: Clapp, 1984 
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TABLE 1 

Land Use Proportion of the Average U.S. Cities 

Categories Bartholomew Eisner Peng 

Residential 39.&4Y. 35 to 39 •t. 33°/o 
Commercial 3.3'Y. 4.8 to 5 °/e &Of. 
Industrial 11.3'Y. 10 to 11 % 12% 
Streets 28.1-t. 20 to 26 Ofo 33°/e 
Public and 10.93-t. 10 to 18% 16% 
semi-public 

Source: Bartholomew, 1955; Gallion and Eisner, 1985: Peng. 1987 

COMPONENT ELEMENT REPRESENTATION 

Physical housing eyebrows 
transportation nose 
infrastructure mouth 
land use chin 
physical images eyes 

Governmental city officials nose 
performance eyes 
expenditure chin 
revenue mouth 
tax eyebrows 

Social poverty & weHare mouth 
safety eyebrows 
education nose 
quality of life eyes 
population chin 

Economic wealth eyebrows 
economic base mouth 

employment chin 

economic growth eyes 

comm~l nose 

Environmental water quality mouth 

air quality nose 

disaster chin 

climate eyebrows 

heahh eyes 

Figure 7: City Diagnosis: Components and Elen .ents 
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TIME 

Figure 8: A Diagram for the Five City Development's Elements 
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TIME 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Figure 9: A Diagram for City Analysis 



CHAPTER V 

ESSENCE OF THE FACE IN HUMAN LIFE 

Human: Body and Mind 

According to Descartes's (1596-1650) Dualism developed in his 

Discourse on Method, in 1637, human is considered as the unity of matter 

(body) and mind (Wells, 1983). Body is defined as a bounded figure, located 

in some space, which occupies space in such a way that every other body is 

excluded. The five senses perceive the body. The body is a material, 

nonthinking, extended substance. The mind is unextended, immaterial 

substance, and a thinking thing which does not exist in space but does exist 

in time. Thus, the major quality of the mind is intellectual and spiritual 

(mind/soul). A person changes physically during his life, yet while maturing 

and growing older. He never loses his human quality, the spirit. Body and 

mind create a balanced relationship in a good person. Both body and mind 

are independent and interrelated. However, The materialism postulates only 

one kind of substance, namely matter, and one type of interaction. namely 

physical (Uttal, 1978). The following discussion will begin with the human 

body. 
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Human Body 

Wonders are many in our world, but none is more miraculous than the 

human body. The body is a composition of physical substance which shows 

the constituents and appearance of man. The body is a single structure 

made up of billions of smaller structures which are classified by levels of 

organization. These classifications are cells, tissues, organs and systems. 

The smallest and most numerous these are cells. A tissue is an organization 

of a great many similar cells with varying amounts and types of nonliving but 

intellectual substances in between. An organ is a group of several different 

types of tissues arranged to perform a special function. Systems are the 

most complex of the units that make up the body. A system is an 

organization of varying numbers and types of organs that work together to 

perform complex body functions. There are eleven systems in the body 

(Anthony and Tibodeau, 1984) as follows and shown in Figure 10. 

The integumentary system. The skin is the largest and heaviest organ . 

Its surface area includes the entire body, about 4.8 to 5.7 square feet. An 

adult's skin weighs 20 pounds or more. The major functions of the skin are: 

1) to serve as man's first line of defense against injuries; 2) to protect man's 

against the invasion of deadly microbes; 3) to bar the entry of harmful 

chemicals and prevent the sun's ultraviolet rays from penetrating; and 4) to 

function as an enormous sense organ. 

The skeletal system. This system serves as the support for the body. 

Functions of the skeletal system include: 1) supporting bone framework 

much as steel griders form the supporting framework of a modern building; 2) 



protecting delicate structures and organs: 3) pulling on bones and 

repositioning them, as muscles contract and expand: and 4) serving as a 

safety-deposit box for blood calcium to maintain homeostasis. 

The muscular system. This system moves skeletons. This system 1) 

produces movement as the muscles contract: 2) serves as a supporting 

system for different body parts: and 3) maintains normal body temperature 

(98.6 F.) 
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The nervous system. It provides communication between parts of the 

body and helps ontrol its many functions. Its major functions include: 1) 

coordinating various functions that take place in the body; 2) transmiting 

messages at to and from the brain and spinal cord ensuring that all body 

parts function efficiently; 3) functioning as an emergency or "fight or flight" 

system to control our internal organs during strenuous exercise: and 4) 

regulating the body's automatic functions to maintain or quickly restore 

homeostasis. 

The endocrine, or glandular system. It also provides communication 

and control between parts of the body. Its major functions are: 1) to release 

chemicals (hormones) into the blood; 2) to control the body growth rate: 3) to 

prepare the body to face danger; and 4) to regulate sexual development. 

The circulatory and lymphatic systems. These systems provide 

transportation. The circulatory system pumps blood through the vessels . 

Without a constant supply of blood, the body cells would die. The lymphatic 

system forms lymphocytes and moncytes and acts as the body's blood bank. 



The respiratory system. It provides the blood with oxygen, and 

removes the carbon dioxide. This system is the body's lifeline. 
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The digestive system. this system processes food and breaking it into 

simple substances that can be carried by the blood to feed body cells. Cells 

need the energy provided by food to build the body and repair damage. The 

system includes digestion, absorption, and metabolism. 

The urinary system. It rids the body of wastes. Its functions include 1) 

clearing or cleaning the blood of waste products and 2) maintaining the 

electrolyte, water, and acid-base balance in the body. 

The immune system. It is the body's defense mechanism to resist 

enemies such as microorganisms, foreign tissue and diseased cells. 

The reproductive systems. These systems of the male and female 

together reproduce the body. They extend generation after generation of 

human beings and allows people to achieve and promote continueous 

civilization. 

Survival depends on the maintenance as restoration of homeostasis- a 

relative constancy of the internal environment of these eleven systems. 

However, these systems could be combined into three major categories: 

Structural, functional and interactive. The structural category covers those 

systems which support, protect and shape the human body (skin, bone and 

muscles.) The functional category contains those systems creating and 

transporting energy and controlling growth and metabolism. These systems 

includes circulatory, respiratory, digestive and so forth. The final category, 

the nervous system, interacts to connect other two categories. The face has 
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a close relationship with structural and functional categories and is the most 

important showcase in the interactive category. For example, the face is a 

compound of skin, skull and muscles. The face also contains those major 

organs in the functional category, such as mouth, nose and teeth. Finally, the 

face interacts by the five senses and facial expressions. 

Human Mind 

The mind is an intellectual and spiritual substance which shows the 

value and significance of man. The mind produces intangible thinking and 

feelings creating different human characters and images. The interpretations 

of the mind can be divided into physiological and psychological and spiritual 

aspects. 

Physiological aspect. The brain and mind are but two aspects of the 

same metaphysical reality. One is the mechanism (brain) and the other is the 

action of the mechanism (mind). In other words, the mind is a function or an 

activity of the brain (Hebb, 1958). Physiological and neurological events 

occur in the central nervous system. Physiology and psychology are united 

and indissolubly. Psychological events can all be reduced to physiological 

ones (brain). Thus, the mind is not a phenomenon per se but one of the 

expressions of biological organization (Gellhorn. 1968). 

Psychological aspect. In this aspect, the mind is a mental faculty 

capable of exhibiting consciousness. The mind has the ability to recognize 

(perceive, remember, reason) and to feel (experience pleasure. pain and 
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value) and to exhibite desire and will and to strivee (Wolff, 1943). On the 

other hand, the mind is often known to display discriminable behaviour. It is 

a seat of emotion and an intellectual interpreter of sense data, moral and 

intellectual faculty, individual uniqueness and holistic aspects of personality. 

Spiritual aspect. The soul is an expression of the mind used for the 

incarnation of the spirit and to judge sin. The body is mortal, but the soul is 

eternal. The mind is worthy of cultivation, whereas the body, because of its 

temporary state, is ignored. The body is mortified and its suffering aids in 

the purification of the soul whose final aim is to free itself from the 

encumbrance of the body. Thus, Benedictus Spinoza (1632-1677) asserted 

that the origin of the mind is god (Uttal, 1978). While the details of the 

afterlife (heaven, hell, and reincarnation) differ from one religion to another, 

one of the central tenets of almost all religions is some sort of conscicus 

personal immortality. That idea, the concept that the mind, or soul, can 

survive the body, is the essence of theological dualism (Uttal, 1978). 

By integrating those insights mentioned above, it may be summarized 

that the body is organic, visible, dynamic and outward in nature. while the 

mind is abstract, invisible, stable and inward in nature. Our bodies are our 

gardens and our minds are the ardeners (Westmore, 1947). Thus, a 

humanistic interpretation is needed to integrate the body with the mind. This 

approach preserves the intrinsic character and identity of the mind and body 

revealing the harmonious, unified relationship between them. 



Interrelation between Human Face and Body 

The face is only a small area of the body but performs a significant 

role as the body's sense-receptor, emotion display-site, identification-card 

and appearance-quality. This section uses four items to justify the 

relationship of the face and the body. They are physical function, 

expressive/symbolic function, identification and appearance. 

Physical Function 
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The five senses, seeing, smelling, tasting, hearing, feeling and 

touching, are in the face. The face is the site for these five sense receptors. 

The face is also the intake organ for food, water, and air and it makes speech 

possible. According to Wilson's (1964) work concerning the division of brain 

power, he found that hands, fingers and face have the most tissue distributed 

by the brain power, while the trunk and shoulders have the least. In 1962, 

Ernst Kretchmer who documents the facial features of the Nathletic 

schizophrene;~ asserts that the face is the visiting card of the individual's 

general constitution or endocrine formulation (Rubenst, 1983). Realizing the 

close physical relationship between the face and the body, the following 

individual components of the face will be discussed. 

Eyes. The eyes receive visual information. Special cells at the back of 

the eyes are stimulated by rays of light and send messages via the optic 

nerves to the brain. In the brain these messages are converted into a visual 

picture. The eyes' cornea are sometimes referred to as a "window" because 

of its transparency. 
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Mouth. The mouth makes speech possible so the human can express 

and colllmunicate thoughts, needs, and emotions. In this sense, the mouth is 

often described as the gateway to the soul or the outlet of the heart (King, 

1948). Moreover, the taste sense ,assists by smell, enables us to identity 

suitable foods for consumption. The tongue and mouth work together here. 

The mouth is an important organ for the digestive system and is strongly 

associated with human survival. 

Nose. The nose is an integral part of the respiratory system and 

functions as an air filter. Acting as a sensory organ, its main function 

however is smelling. The filter or air conditioner begins to operate as soon 

as the air enters the nose. Coarse hairs inside of nose screen out insects 

and other large particles floating in the air. A person is said to smell when 

he reacts to odors carried through the nose and when the olfactory signal is 

transmitted to the brain. 

Ears. The ears are sense organs responsible not only for hearing but 

for providing information on orientation so that the body can maintain 

equilibrium or balance. The ears are also an essential organs of the nervous 

system. 

Skin. Facial skin helps protect delicate facial organs and maintain 

facial shape. It also acts as. a sense organ responding to heat, cold, pain, 

etc. Facial skin also colors in blushness when a person is excited or 

embarrassed. This happens autonomically and can not be controlled. The 

face reveals one's mind without warning. In addition, the face shows other 

physical changes such as aging or the effects of illness 
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Hair. Hair is less important to humans than to most other animals, but 

it does play a part in keeping the body warm. This is especially true of the 

hair on the head. Human hairs range from 90,000 to 140,000. Facial hairs 

include eyebrows, beard and mustache. 

Expressive and/or Symbolic Function 

The face is also a complex information source. We learn different 

things from looking at a person's face. The face can show enduring moods 

or perhaps a stable personality characteristic or trait. Due to its unique 

expressive functions, the human face is the best picture of the human soul 

(Wittgenstein, 1953). 

The late sociologist, Erving Goffman (1969) said that we -"compose" our 

face in a social sense. Thus, we have party face, funeral face and various 

kinds of institutional faces which we share with the world. Also, through 

every-day life, people tend to identify faces in terms of facial stereotypes, 

such as banker's or Scotchman's faces (Davies, 1981). Mueller and Wherry 

(1979) used personological judgment of the face, such as honesty, 

intelligence/stupidity (Davies, 1981 ). An experimental study by Mary Sissons 

at Oxford in 1970 showed that people's social class could be quite accurately 

judged from a photograph of their face (Wells, 1983). The phrase 'to lose 

face' seems to mean being in wrong face, or to be out of face philosophically 

or psychologically, or -"shamefaced . .., (Rubenst, 1983). Thus, it is noteworthy 

that face means both body and personality. 
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In the symbolic sense, the following facial features are linked to some 

special interpretations in terms of their implications. Among them, the eyes 

speak for the mind and often reveal secrets of the heart. As one of the 

oldtime philosophers put it, 'The eye speaks with an eloquence and 

truthfulness surpassing speech."' (Westmore, 1947). It is the window out of 

which the winged thoughts often fly unwittingly. It is the tiny magic mirror on 

whose crystal surface the moods of feeling fitfully play, like the sunlight and 

shadow on a quiet stream."' (Westmore, 1947). The eyes according to Carus, 

"'convey the tremendous visual impact of the world to the mind"' (Ekman, 

1982). The eyes are the windows of the heart: they bare one's soul. Indeed, 

the eyes are probably more closely related to a person's inner vitality and 

personality than all other facial features combined. Also, the eyes are the 

most sensitive barometer of an individual's feelings. 

The eyebrows indicate a person's emotional state, intelligence, and 

artistic character. According to Chinese face reading, the eyebrows 

associate with one's ability to adapt or be in harmony with society (Mar, 

1974). There is an interrelationship between the nose, the spinal column and 

the development of the lower brain. According to ancient Chinese text, an 

analysis of the mouth is also valuable in evaluating longitivity and inner 

vitality (Mar, 1974). 

A romantic German naturalist once wrote *seeing places mind in the 

world: hearing places the world in mind.* To the ancient Chinese the ears 

were the "windows of kidneys."' (Ho, 1986). Plato (427-347 B.C.) assumed that 

the perception of sound was located in the liver which was regarded as the 



seat of the soul (Bettex, 1965). In both the West and the East, the forehead 

represents a person's intellectual capacity. The hair and beard are linked 

with ·tuck and personality. The beard is a sign of supernatural power or 

bravery, especially when it has special colors (Eberard, 1986). 

According to Johann Lavter in his Essays on Physiognomy published 

in 1775, thick lips denote sensuality and thin ones indicate coldness or 
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cruelty. Chins, nose, and eyes can be associated with strength, weakness or 

stupidity (Bettex, 1965). 

In China, man as a microcosm is a replica of the cosmos itself. Within 

the human microcosm, the lung is associated with the eyes or nose, the liver 

with the ears and the mouth with the spleen (Ho, 1986). 

Identification 

Although the face is by no means the only clue to identity, it provides a . 
most important indication of individuality (Wilson, 1975). In mankind face is 

the paramount means of identification and there has been strong selection to 

improve its efficiency (Geschwind, 1979): voice, gait, clothing, etc., can all act 

as aids to the recognization process, but none of them provides quite as 

useful evidence as the face (Oavides, 1981). Hograth (1955) also 

acknowledged our ability to discriminate faces Nout of the great number of 

faces that have been formed. Since the creation of the world. no two faces 

have been so exactly alike, but that the usual and common eye would 

discover a difference between them.N 
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Meltzoff and Moore (1977) observed babies of a few weeks imitating 

facial gestures. This suggests that young infants not only can extract 

meaningful information from faces, but are able to link this information to 

some sort of internalized motor image of their own faces. It is difficult to see 

how this could be learned in such a short time. Studies show that even after 

a 35-year lapse, people can recognize faces from their high-school yearbooks 

with 90 percent accuracy. A British psychologist reports that most people 

can discriminate among an almost infinite number of faces (Rubenst. 1983). 

In 1870, Cesare Lombroso, an Italian physician, stated that criminality 

was innate, and that he could determine a man's criminal nature simply by 

an analysis of facial features. In judging one suspect, Lombroso commented 

that this man was "'the most perfect type of the born criminal: enormous 

jaws, frontal sinuses, and zygomata, thin upper lip, huge incisors. unusually 

large head (1 ,620 cc), tactile obtuseness with sensoral manicinism" (Rubenst. 

1983). 

Addressing the question, "what facial features draw your glance and 

hold your attention?" a British study found that two-thirds said "eyes." 22 

percent chose "hair,"' and eight percent said ''mouth." (Rubenst, 1983). 

According to a survey conducted by Shiseto Institute in Japan. 100 single 

men were asked "'which features are more attractive in looking at a woman's 

face?" Fifty six percent chose "eyes." 23 percent chose lips. 10 percent chose 

eyebrows, eight percent chose facial skin and three percent chose other 

features (Ekman, 1982). 
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In a British study, researchers had 40 people write descriptions of 

black-and-white photographs of 100 faces. They mentioned nine facial 

features most often: hair, eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows, chin, ears. forehead, 

and face shape (Rubenst, 1983). 

There have been a variety of methods developed for facial 

identification since the 18th century. In the early 1880s, Alphonse Bertillon 

(1889), the great forensic scientist and inventor of anthropometry and the 

standardized "'mugshot,H formed the basis of the first face recall system 

"portrait parle.H According to Davies' 1981 book Perceiving and 

Remembering Face, and Ekman's 1982 book Emotion in the human Face. the 

authors listed other facial identification methods as follows. The IDENTIKIT is 

a technique where individual features are portrayed as line drawings and are 

printed on a transparent acetate sheet. The kit includes 130 hairlines. 102 

eyes, 52 chins, 40 lips, and 37 noses. Additional overlays cover such 

accessories as eyebrows, scars, glasses, age lines, beards and hats. 

PHOTOFIT includes 195 hairlines and ears, nine eyes and eyebrows. 89 

noses, 105 mouthes and 7 4 chins and cheeks. 

Minolta Montage Synthesizer, VAICOM and MIMIC all use a 

sophisticated system of optical blending to achieve a composite likeness. 

Strip System uses a three-fold division of the face-hair. eyes/nose and 

mouth/chin. IDENTIFACE uses a four-fold division--hair. eyes. nose. and 

mouth/chin. FACEFIT uses line drawings of faces which vary systematically 

along four dimensions: age, face shape, hair, and expression. 

WHATSISFACE developed a computer-based system having pre-stored facial 

features that comprise of 17 features, seven of which are paired for a total 24. 
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The Plastic Overlay Identification System (PCIS) and the Face Recall 

System (FRS) _include 130 hairlines, 102 eyes, 52 chins, 40 lips, 37 noses, and 

a collection of eyebrows, scars, glasses, age lines, beard, and hats (Rubenst, 

1983). 

Appearance and Beauty 

Beauty has been a topic of debate for thousands of years. Aristotle 

said that personal beauty was a better introduction than any letter. Keats' 

lines from Endymion stated that ""a thing of beauty is a joy forever: its 

loveliness increases: it will never pass into nothingness• (Westmore, 1947). 

Schiller wrote Nphysical beauty is the sign of an interior beauty, a spiritual 

and moral beauty .. and ""what is beautiful is good and who is good will be 

beautiful (Jones, 1961). Westmore (1947) integrated the above mentioned 

definitions and interpreted beauty as a combination of the 11 attributes with 

three of them related to face. They are symmetrical features, pleasing 

coloration (complexion, eyes, hair) and a well-groomed appearance. 

According to Plato's theory of the golden section, the length of the face 

should be divided into thirds by lines drawn through the eyes and the mouth, 

while the width of the face should be two thirds of its height (Hograth, 1955). 

High levels of agreement among subjects may be found in ratings of physical 

attractiveness (Davies, 1981 ). In a research conducted by Jones and 

Hirschberg in 1975, the attractiveness dimension was related to 

anthropometric measures of chin length, nose profile, hair length and chin 

types (Davies, 1981). 
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In medieval Europe, the catalogue of female attractions begins at the 

head and works downwards, from eyes, eyebrows, face, hair, nose, ears. then 

to hands and fingers and so on (Eberard, 1986). In China, there was a 

special handbook specifying the qualities of beauty if she was to be 

considered for the imperial harem. Thus, the face should be egg-snaped, not 

round: and the eyebrows should be lightly curved like the leaves of the 

willow-tree; and the eyes should be like almonds or meteors (Eberard, 1986). 

In both the West and the East, beauty lies in the eyes. The eyebrows are 

one-third reponsible for the facial animation (1/3 smile, 1/3 eyes, 1/3 brows). 

A face without a brow is incomplete and lacking in final detail (Jones, 1961 ). 

Moreover, men admit that they often judge a woman's disposition by her lips. 

Whether or not they have any basis for their judgment, they don't like women 

with thin, tight lips. They are afraid she is selfish, calculating and cold 

(Westmore, 1947). 

Cosmetics are as old as mankind. They can enhance facial beauty and 

appearance. This manufacturing in cosmetics has become a multi-billion 

dollar industry in this century (Kefgan, 1981). An important factor in the 

burgeoning sales of the cosmetic industry has been the increasing use of 

cosmetics by men. Such preparations as facial masks and facial skin 

moisturizers, whose use was once confined almost exclusively to women. 

have been adopted by men. 

In spite of the wide consensus about the standards of attractiveness. 

there is very little formal description of the qualities which define an 

attractive face. However, men and women never give up on facial 
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Of all the features composing a human face, the Chinese 

physiognomists considered five features in face reading. These are 

eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and ears. They were known in ancient texts as 

the *Five Vital Organs.* Each of these reveals something about a person's 

personality. There is an interrelationship among all the features of the face, 

and a composite reading is essential for the total analysis. A variety of rules 

are developed for those distinct facial features: 30 eyebrows, 20 eyes, 17 

noses, 16 ears and 13 mouths in addition to 11 wrinkles, 6 hairlines and so 

on (Ho, 1986). 

The twelve palaces of the face are to be found in a variety of different 

areas which indicate one's career, movement, health, marriage and fortune. 

Face reading is also based on 100 specific positions on the face, each 

indicating a specific age and each revealing some aspects of fate and . 

personality. In Particular, thirteen of these positions, extending down the 

center of the face, are known as *special positions"' (Mar, 1974). 

Around 340 B.C., Aristotle in his History of Animals proceeded to 

analyze the salient features of the human face. Straight eyebrows, according 

to him, were a sign of softness of disposition. Harshness of disposition was 

suggested by eyebrows that curved toward the nose. If the eyebrows are 

drawn toward one another, jealousy may be a dominant personality trait 

(Bettex 1965). He also observed that *when men have large foreheads, they 

are slow to move: when they have broad ones, they are apt to be distraught: 

when they have foreheads rounded or bulging out, they are quick-tempered"' 

(Bettex, 1965). 
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According to Bettex (1965), in medieval times the theory of complexio 

ruled medicine. Complexio was ·one's total state of health, one's physical 

constitution considered as a unit and one's particular complex of physical 

and mental traits as collectively distinguished from those of another 

person's. • Since everyone's complexio is different, physiognomy fit into this 

system nicely. It made perfect sense that •in every part of the body there 

should be signs of its own, particular, peculiar and individual complexio ." It 

is on the face that life leaves its traces, where some people believe they can 

see the manifestation of divine or diabolical powers. Astrologically, the 

planets were assumed to dominate the forehead, and magnanimity and 

nobleness were inferred if there was a winkle in the second zone from the 

top-the Jupiter zone. 

According to Brandt (1980), face· reading had been very popular. since 

the 16th century. Some face readers, such as Bartolommeo Della Rocca, 

Giovanni della Porta and particularly Johann Kaspel Lavater, had developed 

100 rules to analyze the face: twelve rules for the eyes, eight for reading the 

forehead, six more for the wrinkles of the forehead, and so on. In the 18th 

century, Franz Joseph Gall propounded a theory of Phrenology according to 

which the seat of the twenty-seven basic faculties could be located at specific 

points in the skull (Brandt, 1980). In the 1920s, a small group on the West 

Coast in the U.S. established "Personology" which says that your face can 

reveal your personality (Mar, 1974). 

Being viewed as a pseudo-science, physiognomy has been attractive to 

some scholars who used scientific methods to explore the relationship 
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between facial features and personality traits. Allport (1937) concluded that 

little sound empirical evidence existed to support the notion of a relationship 

between physiognomy and personality. However, Secord (1954) concluded 

that some stereotypes have some validity because they reflect the behavioral 

traits of the person. He found out that mouth curvature and facial tension are 

apparently important determinants of a number of personality traits, such as 

friendly face, sense of humor, easygoing and so on, and lips are associated 

with conscientiousness. 

The face is an extremely complicated perceptual object. and there are 

doubtless hundreds of perceptual dimensions on which it could be rated. 

According to Secord (1954), 23 physiognomic traits were identified for scaling 

and judging purposes. These were included in the final seven-point rating 

scale and are ranged from age and grooming of hair to complexion. 1'1 

addition, a list of 35 personality traits are phrased in everyday language and 

use the seven-point rating scale as well from 1, which means complete 

absence of the trait, to 7, which means marked presence of the trait. while 4 

represents an amount half way between 1 and 7. 

There is a considerable agreement among judges on physiognomic 

traits. In other words, they had similar impressions of the physiognomy of a 

person. For 35 personality traits, 19 have a higher index and are considered 

more significant. They are: cheerful appearance. sense of humor, 

self-confident, intelligent look, determined look, likeable, honest face. kind 

face, warmhearted, trustful, easygoing, hostile, quick-tempered, air of 

responsibility, conscientious, friendly face, alert expression. air of refinement 
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and distinguished look. In summary, mouth curvature and facial tension are 

apparently important determinants of a number of personality traits. and lips 

are associated with conscientiousness. 

In the East and West, face readers all adopt a holistic approach and 

incorporate the criteria of relativity and unity in analyzing and interpreting a 

face. The reason is that often one good feature can cancel out a bad one. or 

one bad feature can compromise a good one. Thus, the principle of balance 

and proportion is paramount in face reading. If a person's personality can be 

read from the signs on one's face, they believe, then so can his future . 

Again, the reasoning is not complicated. Facial features change in the aging 

process. Each change in a person's features provides a clue to one's 

behavior and to one's well-being. Therefore "your face is your fortune" 

according to a Western metaphor. 

In the West, there is a prejudice against physiognomy. The 

Encyclopaedia Britannica is a case in point. It treats physiognomy as a 

"pseudo-science dealing with personality traits supposedly revealed by facial 

features" (Mar, 1974). Despite the recent scholarly debate, physiognomy is 

still omnipresence in our modern world. In the U.S, personnel managers m 

prestigious companies --the Budd Company, A.T.& T -took up the Met ron 

System, a popular face reading technique developed by the Metron Institute 

in New York, to read applicants' faces (Brandt. 1980). 



Face as an Expression of Perception and 
Conception 
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The human face is a remarkable instrument of communication because 

of its role in early development. It is the first communication between parent 

and child (Ekman, 1982). Movements of the mouth, eyes, and bows it 

conveys, one can display specific emotions, thoughts or intentions that are 

universally understood (Andrew, 1965). 

Although there are few words to describe different facial behaviors; 

human facial muscles are sufficiently complex to allow more than a thousand 

different facial appearances. Current work shows that there are tens of 

thousands of expressions (Ekman, 1982). 

Basic expressions are easily recognized and are associated with the 

most fundamental feelings-pleasure, displeasure, pain, and fear. For the 

most part, trunk and limbs behave grossly. We must limit ourselves here to 

facial attitudes. Eyes, nose, and mouth, since they are the functional centers. 

are the centers of muscular action. Not only is each center equipped for its 

own functions, but it may also serve as anchorage for muscular slips acting 

on another center. 

Charles Darwin laid the foundation for the study of the evolution of 

facial expressions in his 1872 work titled The Expression of the Emotions in 

Man and Animals (Adrew, 1965). Research on identifying categories of facial 

expressions extends over 60 years since Allport in 1924. Among those 

researchers, Osgood (1966) presented 30 different emotions as compared 

with Frijda's (1968) 13, Plutchik's (1962) 24, Woodworth's (1938) 10, Ekman's 
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(1982) seven and Tomkins'(1982) nine. However, the results from the above 

mentioned studies are, by and large, consistent. All investigators proposed a 

happiness, surprise and anger category. Some blend categories were 

proposed. For example, a study introduced an interesting category by 

combining disgust and contempt (Ekman, 1982). In short, seven categories of 

motion have been found: happiness, surprise, fear, anger, sadness, 

disgust/contempt, and interest. It should be emphasized that the consistent 

emergence of the seven categories in all of the experiments is remarkable. It 

is also noteworthy that these experiments were conducted in a social sense 

regardless of the facial mask (Goffman, 1969) and differences between the 

two sides of the face (Wolff, 1943). However, only four of the seven 

categories above have achieved accuracy: happiness, surprise, fear, and 

sadness (Ekman, 1982). 

Darwin in 1872 proposed that there are universal facial behaviors for 

each emotion and, in support of the claim, was the first to utilize a judgment 

procedure in the study of facial behavior (Ekman, 1971). Eight pre-1970 

studies conducted on facial behavior in different cultures were reviewed and 

all provided evidence of universals (Ekman, 1982). Moreover. those pro-1970 

studies have also concluded that observers label certain facial expressions of 

emotion in the same way regardless of culture. Members of different cultures 

show the same facial expressions when experiencing the same emotion 

unless culture-specific display rules interfer (Ekman, 1971 ). For example, in 

China, women were taught: "do not show your unhappiness easily and do 

not smile easily"; "Do not let your teeth be seen when you smile." Moreover. 
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when the eyes grow round and open wide, it would probably suggest to most 

of the Western people surprise or fear. To the Chinese it usually means 

anger. When the Chinese stretch their tongue, surprise is meant (Kiineberg, 

1938). 

Nummenmaa's findings indicated that high agreement (70°/o) for 

happiness was obtained with the eyes and nose, while high agreement (97°/o) 

on surprise was found only for the mouth. Anger was judged with high 

agreement both on the eyes (67°/o) and the mouth (73°/o) (Ekman, 1980). 

However, Plutchik's research found that the mouth was most important for 

happiness, anger, and disgust: the eyes for fear and sadness; and the eyes, 

mouth, and forehead for surprise (Ekman 1982). 

Ekman's (1982) FAST (Facial Affect Scoring Techniques) focuses on 

facial movement of each of three areas of the face: brows/forehead; 

eyes/lids; and lower face including cheeks, nose, mouth and chins . FAST has 

been employed to distinguish six emotions: happiness. sadness. surprise. 

fear, anger, and disgust (Ekman, 1982). Fifty-one stimuli (ten each for 

happiness, sadness, anger, and surprise, seven for fear and four for disgust) 

were derived from the six basic emotions. As a result, perfect prediction was 

obtained with the surprise and anger stimuli followed by sadness and 

happiness. 

Regarding the popular facial areas. two authors discovered evidence 

for the superiority of the mouth area. Dunlap (1927) found that the judgments 

of the bottom half of the face were found to be closer in similarity to the 

judgments of the full face than were judgments of the top half. Hanawalt 



(1944) concluded that the bottom of the face was better judged than the top 

on happiness, and the top was better judged on surprise, anger and fear 

(Ekman, 1982). 

Justification 
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It can be concluded that generality on facial expressions among people 

and cultures is valid and eyes, mouth and eyebrows are the three most 

distinguishable features for showing the four most important facial emotions : 

happiness, sadness, surprise and fear. In particular, happy and sad 

expressions have commonly-accepted social meanings. It is probably safe to 

suggest that the upward curvature of the mouth and eyebrows signifies 

pleasure, humor, friendliness, warmth, etc. The Downward curve on the 

other hand, signifies displeasure, hostility and disapproval. 

Allport in 1937 concluded that little sound empirical evidence existed 

to support the notion of a relationship between physiognomy and personality 

(Secord, 1954). Although some stereotypes have some validity; i.e., they 

reflect the behavioral traits of the person, no one scientic criterion is 

available at this point. The existence of physiognomic stereotypes can only 

look for their supports in cultural factors. 

It is also valid to note that the human face is an interface of the body 

and mind in terms of its physical and psychological traits. Thus. the human 

face can be judged and measured by its size, proportion, shape. functions 

and expressions. 
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Figure 10: Body Systems and Their Functions 

Source: Anthony and Tibodeau, 1983. 
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CHAPTER VI 

INTERPRETATION OF THE CITY AS A FACE 

Based on the research in chapters four and five, this chapter, acting 

as an interface, is intended to integrate the information collected on city and 

face. As a result, city can be interpreted via a human face. Eventually, a 

proposed theory (the Theory of City Face) and an applicable model (the City 

Face Model) will be derived from this interpretation. 

The Linkage between Face and the City 

Generally speaking, a city, like a human face, is a commanding, 

complicated source of information. The face is commanding because of its 

high visibility and omnipresence. The city is also visible and omnipresent. 

This section serves as a bridge to link city vitality and facial visibility. 

The human face and city have some common characteristics: 

omnipresence, vitality, diversity, and visibility. First, faces and cities are 

everywhere, but only by returning to life in the city does one rediscover the 

unbelievable complexity, excitement, and beauty of the human face (Clapp. 

1984). Second, the face is vital because it is the map of human beings while 

the city is vital because it is the map of human civilization. Third, there are 

different faces in terms of features and emotions, while there are different 

cities in terms of functions and structure. Finally, the face is the most 

important identification site of a human being while the city is the most 

important identification site of a human settlement. 
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Linkages are drawn from a comprehensive understanding of both city 

and face. Three levels of linkage can be identified as follows: basic, 

expressive and special linkage. These linkages between the face and the city 

are based on the observations from both direct relationship and implications. 

Basic Linkages 

Basic linkages are associ~ted with the relationship between major 

facial features and major city components. In addition, linkages of gender. 

color and life cycle are discussed as well. There are five major city 

components identified in Chapter Four: physical, social, economic, 

governmental, and environmental. Two additional city components, 

demographic and cultural, are addressed for their future applicabilities. On 

the other hand, seven major facial features are derived from Chapter Five. 

They are: eyes, mouth, ears, nose, eyebrows, chin/skin, .and hair. The 

following discussion notes how to map two sets of components, one 

representing a city, the other the human face. 

Eyes indicate governmental component. Eyes have a very close 

relationship with mind and heart and are the most important visual sensory 

organ. Physically, a city's heart is often referred to as its downtown. In most 

cities, city government and its related agencies are located in the downtown 

area. In a sense, the governmental unit is where a city's heart is. Mind is 

the decision-making agent of human beings. By the same token, government 

is the decision-making agent of a city. As a visual sensory organ, eyes play 
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a key role in guiding the body's direction. Similarly, the most essential role 

for government is to guide a city's direction. 

Mouth indicates economic component. First. mouth is a functional 

organ for eating, drinking and speaking. Without eating and drinking, people 

can not survive. Similarly, a city can not survive and support its people. 

activities and space without a vital economy. Second, people can exchange 

information and express their opinions through mouth. Similarly, economy 

makes a city possible through the exchange of goods and services in terms 

of quality and quantity. 

Nose indicates environmental component. Nose is a major organ for 

breathing, smelling and it balances the face. Nose and lungs have a close 

association in breathing. Frequently, city parks and other green areas are 

refered to as a city's lungs and eliminates air pollution and noise. Second, 

smelling helps a person detect his surrounding environment. Third, 

environmental quality control is an essential criterion for balancing a city's 

ecosystem in terms of anti-entropy. This has become very popular since lan 

Mcharg (1969) associated "design with nature." 

Eyebrows indicate social component. Eyebrows are said to have 

something to do with emotion and the state of indivivual harmony. First. 

eyebrows are one of the major facial features which display a person's 

emotions. Similarly, a city's emotion can be reflected by its social and 

psychological atmosphere. Eyebrows are also a tranditional indicator for 

measuring whether a person is in harmony with society. In this sense. 

eyebrows can represent a city's social harmony. 
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Ears indicate historical/cultural component. Ears have always been 

associated with hearing, fortune and equilibrium. Without hearing, a man 

lives in a silent and lonesome world. He can't receive information and music, 

or hear. stories. Applying this to a city, it might imply that the cultural and 

historical inputs, unforgotten melodies and stories. would vitalize a city. 

Second, ear size is often linked to the sign of fortune. A city's fortune, in a 

non-monetary term, is based on a variety of cultural resources and historical 

heritages. Thirdly, ears are the major organ which maintains equilibrium for 

the body. City is known to be a combination of culture and technology. 

However, a city's development in most cases centers on technological 

aspects rather than cultural aspects. To reach a balanced stage. a city 

should "hear" more from the cultural and historical aspects. 

Chin indicates physical component. Chin shapes the form of a f3ce 

and contains the other facial features. On the other hand, in the integration 

and interaction among points, lines and area-the most basic physical 

elements of a city-shape the form for a city. Chin may change its form over 

time due to age and health. A city's basic physical elements may also 

change in quality and quantity over time. Without appropriate maintenance. a 

city's physical condition can impact its form. structure and patterns. 

Hair indicates demographic component. Hair protects the head and 

keeps it warm. Head is the container for the brain. Cities, particularly major 

ones, are sometimes referred to as a nation's brain centers or headquarters. 

Thus. only dynamic people can protect their settlements and keep them 

warm. Hairlines define a person's forehead which is an indicator for 



intelligence. Often, intelligence is associated with people's quality. 

Moreover, on a human face, hair is the only facial feature dealing with 

density and quantity and thus is an appropriate representation of a city's 

demographic component. 
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Male or female city. Generally speaking, the distinction between male 

and female can be viewed in three aspects: sex, gender, and sex role. 

Obviously, sex is determined by biological and physical factors, such as the X 

and Y chromosome. Gender shows psychological distinctions between the 

male and the female. Finally, the sex role centers on social distinction in 

terms of role-playing in the social structure or social institutions, such as the 

family. The following linkages are based on these significant distinctions 

between the male and the female. According to Maccoby and Jacklin (1974): 

1. The female is goo·d at linguistic capability: A city's linguistic 

capability implies its communication, such as telephone service and 

mail exchange with outside world. When possessing this 

characteristic, a city can be viewed as a female. 

2. The male is good on visuality and physical balance: A city's 

visuality and physical balance can be referred to as its 

governmental performance in terms of planning and its financial 

balance. In other words, a male city is supposed to have a sound 

and far-sighted planning approaches as well as good financial 

structure. 

3. The male possesses good mathematical ability: Mathematics is a 

problem-solving science to deal with number. Generally speaking. 



numbers in a city address its population-including quality and 

quantity. Thus, a city is male if it can solve its demographic 

problems. 
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4. The male is weak physically: the female weak socially: a city could 

be male if it has a relatively weaker physical condition. while a city 

could be female if it has a relatively weaker social condition. 

5. By comparing demographic conditions with other cities. a city can 

be judged male or female. For example, a city is female if it keeps a 

relatively lower sex ratio and higher female working force. 

Facial color. Color is another dimension covered in the basic linkages. 

In a practical way, facial colors can be identified in terms of a city's ethnicity. 

Thus, a city's color can be determined by ethnic composition. Colors include 

blonde, brown, chocolate and black. In a symbolic way, a city's facial color 

can be determined by means of color shown in Figure 11. For example. a 

city can be colored yellow or gold, signifying honor, if it has been selected 

the best city through a nation-wide city management contest. A silver city. 

representing purity, may be determined by its environmental quality. A city 

in red (courage) could imply its promotion or the introduction of any creative 

ideas or legislation. 

Furthermore, some names of colors are used in many common 

sayings. These colors can also be linked with cities. A person sees red 

when he loses his temper. A city is red when it is upset by serious problems 

such as financial and social crises. A person may become ,.green with envy" 

at someone else's luck. A city may become green if some other cities keep 
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attracting industries and provide more jobs. Also, a green city can be a city 

with lots of parks, trees and flowers. A person may feel .. blue .. when he is 

sad, while a city is blue if its overall performance is poor. Finally, a person is 

called "yellow· because he is a coward. A yellow city can refer to highly 

conservative cities. 

Life cycle. A human has different developmental processes, such as 

growth, maturity and old age. Generally speaking, a person's life cycle can 

be judged by age. Facial wrinkles are an indication of age in addition to 

decline and experience. Thus, wrinkles can be used to show a city's age, 

experience and stages of decline. A city's age can be determined by the 

median age of its population, the ratio of elderly, and ratio of houses built 

before 1940 and so on. The stages of decline can be associated with 

indicators such as population decline, image decline and physical decline 

including substandard housing and facilities. On the other hand. wrinkles 

also represent a city's accumulated experience, good and bad, in terms of its 

previous performances and images. 

Expressive Linkages 

Four expressive linkages can be identified based on previous 

research. They are: happiness, sadness, surprise and fear. Among them. 

happiness and sadness responses to integrated efforts among the seven 

major city components. Surprise and fear are attributed to special occasion 

or condition of a city. 
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Happiness. It is a climax state of the human's body and mind. Thus, 

happiness can represent ·success,· "'goodness"' or ·healthiness· of a city's 

overall performance or function. 

Sadness. This emotion, on the othe hand, can represent •failure,* 

"'badness· or ·unhealthiness"' of a city's overall performance or function. 

These goodness and badness are in a relative rather than absolute sense. 

Surprise. This is a facial expression associated with unexpectiveness. 

Surprise may be displayed by cities which provide one particularly 

outstanding function while other functions are comparatively poor. 

Fear. This is a facial expression dealing with danger, death or 

sickness. Fear expressions may be attributed to some particular indicators. 

such as economic bankruptcy, higher crime rate, higher disease cases (AIDS 

cases) and so on. 

Special Linkages 

Special linkages refer to those face-framing features which are used to 

display personal special characters and styles or for conducting those 

personal functions. Special face-framing features include hats. glasses. 

mustaches, beards, ear rings, cigarettes and so forth. A city's special feature 

can be dealt with by special characteristics or roles either positive or 

negative aspects. 

Hat. A hat can be used as either a functional or decorative feature. A 

city with a hat may be viewed as a city with a high annual temperature or a 

beach town in a climatic sense. 
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Glasses. Glasses often signify near- or far-sightedness, an indication 

of poor visuality. Glasses represent fashion and protection from sunlight. 

Su.n glasses are good examples. Thus, a city with glasses may be associated 

with air pollution, hot weather, and poor lighting or poor planning. 

Mustaches and beard. These are male symbols they keep a person 

warm and are often decorative. A city with a mustache and beard should 

have a male characteristic as in industry-oriented cities. 

Ear rings. They are generally viewed as female features. A city with 

ear rings may possess a stronger female characteristic as in bedroom 

communities. 

Cigarettes. Smoking is a hobby for male and female alike. But 

recently smoking has been treated as a negative hobby since it creates air 

pollution and lung cancer. Thus, a city with a cigarette may be related to 

those special indicators, such as higher air pollution index and higher lung 

cancer rates. 

Figure 12 is a summary of basic, expressive and special linkages 

identified in this section. 

Creation of the Theory of City Face 

The following proposal is based on linkages between a city and the 

face (described in the last section). From this, a theory of the city face as a 

representation of the human organism and an image of the city organism has 

evolved. It also displays conditions or the pathology of a city. 
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The city is a product of nature, particularly human nature. In making 

the city, man has remade himself (Park, 1929). Thus, the city itself is like a 

human organism and can be diagnosed through human development such as 

life cycles, gender, personality, emotions and function. The face is the 

showcase of the human organism to display the essence of its body and 

mind, while the city is the showcase of the human settlement to display the 

essence of its technology and culture. A human body and a city's technology 

are tangible and quantitative while a human mind and city's culture are 

intangible and qualitative. 

Gender 

Like human beings, cities can be perceived to have different genders 

in terms of their distinctive characters. For examples, according to Clapp 

(1984), Thomas Noland once said that Paris is a whore: she is loved by all 

and loves no one. Joseph Wechsberg said that Prague is a feminine city, not 

a glamorous young woman like Paris but a little mother. Moreover, William 

Wordsworth described Venice as a maiden city, bright and free. 

Emotions 

We recognize our friends and acquaintances not by their hands or feet 

but their faces. The face is where the personality of a person is expressed 

since the body has no expressive power except limited body language. 

Faces are like our individual signature. A face can be used as a mirror to 
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reflect a city's conditions. Facial expressions can be thought to reflect how a 

city feels about itself and the world around it. Happiness and goodness are 

expressed in smiles, while any smiling face is a beautiful face. In the words 

of Chanel (1968): 

We are born with one face, but-laughing or crying, wisely or 
otherwise-eventually we form our own, along our own lines. A 
good face is composed of thoughtful laughter. 

There is no exact standard used in measuring the ideal facial form. 

Therefore, facial beauty is an ideal that must be judged by each individual in 

his own frame of reference. On the other hand, beauty can be created. The 

theory of city face asserts that the human face is versatile enough to display 

a city. 

Life Cycle 

The theory of city face, like other organic theories, recognizes that 

cities go through a life cycle of birth, growth, decay and even eventual death. 

There are theorists including Doxiadis who assert that cities can defend 

themselves and, even if completely destroyed, can be reborn. Unlike human 

organisms, however, cities do not necessarily die as mortals. Through 

conscious renewal processes, cities may live forever. 

The theory of city face holds a different concept toward that point of 

view. A city may not die in a cultural sense but it may die in a technological 

sense. History has witnessed the death of many mining towns and other 

towns which failed to reach a growth threshold point. After reaching that 
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point, most cities, particularly those medium- sized ones, may not die but will 

either continue to grow or decline. Despite the fact that a city's age may be 

judged in terms of one hundred years as comparable to a human's ten years 

(Doxiadis, 1964), facial wrinkles are still one of the most important indications 

to show the life cycle for both cities and humans. 

Function 

A healthy city is stable and vital by virtue of maintaining its dynamic. 

homeostatic balance. This balance can be judged through the proposed 

seven major components. Based on the research findings on linkages. the 

five facial features can represent those five major city functions in an 

integrated fashion. Through a functional diagnosis by face, a city can adjust 

its development direction to meet its needs and thus its evolution can be 

guided. 

Realizing the complexity of a city and acknowledging the 

interdisciplinary nature and efforts in studying cities, this dissertation is an 

additional attempt to organize a system of knowledge and apply a human 

face as a common measurement and scales to see a city in terms of 

goodness and badness. As a result, the face can be used to display different 

characteristics of a city. 
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Application of the City Face Model 

On the basis of the theory of city face, the City Face Model (CFM) is to 

be formulated in this section to test the reatity. To apply this model several 

characteristics and procedures need to be addressed. The following is an 

explication of these characteristics and procedures. 

Indicators 

Indicators collected under those 25 elements or the five components 

are the measurement criteria of this model. Generally speaking, indicators. 

including rank, density, index, actual number, and percentage. can be 

classified into three different categories. The first category covers those 

positive indicators, where the greater the values the better, such as income. 

college educated rate and so forth. The second category includes those 

negative indicators where the lower the values the better the conditions. 

Good examples are the crime rate or number of fires. The third category 

contains those indicators dealing with typology, such as government type and 

Moody's rating. 

As mentioned in Chapter Three. all indicators are processed into five 

different levels, 1 to 5, through Z transformation. Among these five levels. 3 

is fair. One and 2 indicate "worst" and "bad" respectively. On the other 

hand, 3 and 4 symbolize "good" and "best." Thus, indicators in the second 

and the third categories are handled differently from the first. To fit the 

scoring process, the second category of negative indicators is reversed in 
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order. For example, an original level of higher crime rate of 5 and should be 

changed to level 1. The third category of typology indicators is judged and 

given a number. For example, Moody's bond rating -AAA. was given 10 

points. Eventually each indicator should have a number ranging from 1 to 5. 

Even one single indicator can be used to judge a city. However. more 

indicators are favorable since a city involves a variety of aspects. The 

application of more indicators should ensure a much more objective 

outcome. 

Relative Comparison 

Realizing the risk involved in making an absolute judgment on cities. 

this model is intended to achieve a maximum objectivity. Thus, 58 cities 

were analyzed as the reference base from which a city is compared in terms 

of its relative goodness and badness. 

Facial Features 

Cartoon facial features are used and stored in this model. The initial 

plan was for the model to adopt facial features of the white racial group since 

the case studies are conducted in the United States. However. after some 

deliberation, this idea was discarded because of the following reasons: 1) 

the uncertainty of what constitutes the modal face of an American white 

person; 2) the better expressive effect of a cartoon facial feature; and 3) the 

possibility of international application of the model. As a result. two faces of 

cartoon features, both male and female, have been selected. 
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These two model faces are located in the intermediate or third level. 

Following these faces, other features in levels one through five are 

categorized by size and shape. For easy distinction, these selected features 

are considerablly different. 

Facial Files 

The CFM is composed of two parts: a computer program by LISP (LISt 

Programming) language and a file with a variety of layers for the facial and 

other special features. Applying a question-answer interactive system, the 

computer program is set up to handle city data, such as input and scoring. 

The basic facial layers include male and female facial features such as nose 

and eyes. The special facial layers include features such as wrinkles and ear 

rings. The expressive facial layers are associated with the two basic facial 

expressions: happiness and sadness. Finally, city faces are drawn 

according to data input. 

Overall or Elemental Face 

The city faces can either present an elemental or overall picture of the 

city. In other words, a city may have a holistic face and several specialized 

faces, such as an economic face or land use face. 



City Diagnosis Statement 

Each city face has its own City Diagnosis Statement (CDS) to briefly 

describe the city conditions. 

Adjustment Model 
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City faces are allowed to be adjusted since most indicators used are 

tangible and quantitative. Obviously, the adjustment should be gained 

through an evaluated consensus provided by a city and a jury, such as a 

university and an authorized association. The face can be adjusted under the 

following conditions: 1) if a city can find other comparable indicators: and 2) 

if a city has some distinguishable intangible factors which can enhance its 

image. 

Justification 

In this chapter, a variety of possibilities dealing with linkages between 

the human face and the city were provided. However, necessary 

justifications are made based on data availability and applicability. 

Justifications are made for the following items: gender, color. life cycle. age 

and expression (Table 2). As a result, concise and better demonstrations on 

case studies as shown in the next chapter. 
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Gender 

Gender is to be determined by the following indicators: female labor 

force, sex ratio, social function and physical function. Among them, sex ratio 

and social function are reversed from their original scores. Sex ratio is an 

indicator showing the number of male per 100 female. The higher the ratio. 

the more the male population. After reversing the sex ratio, the figures show 

that the higher the score, the more the female population. According to the 

last chapter, the female are characterized as socially weak. Thus, the higher 

a city's social score, the more male-like characters. After reversal of this 

score, the higher a city's social score, the more female-like characters. Thus. 

a city is female if its total sum of these four indicators is greater than 12. 

Otherwise it is considered to be male. 

Color 

Color is to represent a city's racial composition and is determined by 

percentages of each racial popualtion catergory, such as white. black and 

hispanic. Three hair colors are used to display three racial categories. 

Blonde represents a city's white population, black for the black population 

and chocolate for hispanic (if a city has a rank of five for any of these three 

indicators.) Brown is used for the other cities signifying a mixed racial 

composition. 
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Life Cycle 

Life cycle represent a city's age. The following indicators are used: 

percentage of housing built before 1940, median age of the population and 

population over 65 years. The total sum of these three indicators determines 

a city's age ranging from young to old. 

Facial Expressions 

Due to data availability and the intention of achieving a concise and 

clear outcome. Ears are excluded from this study because it is not 

conspicuous enough to show characters. Facial expressions are determined 

by a city's total performance according to five major components: social. 

physical, economic, governmental and environmental. At this stage, only two 

expressions, happy and sad, are used in this study. Based on them, a city's 

facial expression is divided into five categories: excited, happy, fair, sad and 

depressed. 



COLOR 

Yellow or gold 
Silver or white 
Red 
Blue 
Black 
Green 
Purple 
Orange 
Red-purple 

MEANING 

Honor and loyalty 
Faith and purity 
Bravery and courage 
Piety and sincerity 
Grief and sorrow 
Youth and hope 
High rank and royalty 
Strength and endurance 
Sacrifice 

Figure 11: Meaning of Color 

Source: Evans, 1983. 
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THE FACE 

(1). Basic Unuge 

Chin 
Eyebrows 
Eyes 
Nose 
Mouth 
Ears 
Hair 
Wrinkl 
Skin/Wrinkle 

(2). Expressive Unkages 

Happiness 
Sadness 
Fear 
Surprise 

(3). Special Linkages 

Hat 
Glasses 
Beard, Mustache 
Ear rings 
Pipe or Cigarette 

THE CITY 

Physical 
Social 
Governmental 
Environmental 
Economy 
Cultrural 
Demographic 
History 
Age 

Better overall city condition 
Worse overall city condition 
Disasters 
Unexpectiveness 

Weather 
Air pollution 
Male symbol, Industrial city 
Female symbol, Bedroom Towns 
Air pollution, Lung Cancer rate 

Figure 12: Linkage between Face and City 
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TABLE 2 

CFM Score Guide 

CATEGORY ITEM INDICATOR 

Indicator Best good moderate poor worst Each indicator 
5 4 3 2 1 

Gender Male Female Female labor force 
4-12 13-20 Sex ratio 

Social function 
Physical function 

Color Blonde Black Chocolate Brown White population 
5 5 5 1-4 Black population 

Hispanic popualtion 

Age Young Middle-aged Old Houses built by 1940 
3-7 8-10 11-15 Median age 

Population over 65 

Expression Depressed Sad Fair Happy Excited Physical condition 
5-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-25 Social condition 

Economic condition 
Governmental condition 
Environmental condition 



CHAPTER VII 

CASE STUDIES 

Following the justification made in the last chapter, this chapter applies 

the City Face Model to three case studies. The first case study is intended to 

evaluate 58 medium-sized cities in general. The second case study will 

analyze and compare four West Texas cities, Lubbock, Amarillo, Midland and 

Odessa, in terms of their overall and elemental city conditions in addition to 

land use. The last case study conducts an in-depth analysis of the city of 

Lubbock in terms of its physical, social, governmental, economic and 

environmental conditions. 

Case Study 1: Comparative Analysis of 58 
Medium-sized Cities in General and Selected - --

cities Displayed in 1972 and 1984 

A general diagnosis is made for 58 medium-sized cities using data 

from 1972 and 1984. A summary of this diagnosis in 1972 is shown in Figure 

13. First, regarding these cities' racial diversity or hair color, 15 out of 58 

cities had larger racial concentrations. Among them, nine white cities . one 

black city and five Hispanic cities were found. Second, 24 cities. or about 41 

percent, were considered to be female in 1972. Third, 4 young cities and 17 

old cities were identified, while other cities were categorized to be 

"middle-aged.w Fourth, six very dense cities and two less dense cities were 

identified in terms of population density. Finally, these cities were 
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categorized into five areas ranging from excited to depressed. No Nexcited" 

city and "depressed" city was found among the sample. In addition, hfive 

appy cities and seven sad cities were identified in terms of their overall 

performances in 1972. 

In Figure 14, a summary of a general diagnosis in 1984 is presented. 

First, 28 out of 58 cities had higher racial concentrations. Among these 28 

cities, nine white cities, 13 black cities and six hispanic cities were found. 

Second, 20 or about 34 percent of these 58 cities were considered to be 

female in 1984. Third, 20 old cities and 19 young cities were identified. 

Other cities, or 25 out of the 58 cities, were labelled to be Hmiddle-aged." 

Fourth, four very dense cities and one less dense city were identified in 

terms of population density. Finally, like 1972, none was found to be 

"excited" or "depressed." However, eight happy cities, or 14 percent, and two 

sad cities were identified in terms of their overall performances in 1984. 

Analyzing the trends between 1972 and 1984, some facts can be 

identified. First, 18 cities changed racial composition during this period . In 

particular, 13 of them changed from higher black composition to a much more 

diverse racial composition. Two cities, Evansville, Indiana and Des Moines, 

Iowa, changed to a higher white racial concentration from a mixed racial 

diversity. In addition, three other changes were found. Modesto, California 

reached a mixed racial diversity from a white-oriented community. 

Worcester, Massachusettes, experienced more black migration in 1984. 

Odessa, Texas changed racial composition to a more diversified state from a 

Hispanic-oriented city. 
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Second, 14 cities had different genders between 1972 and 1984. 

Among them, nine cities changed from male to female. On the other hand. 

five cities were converted to male from female. Third, 12 cities changed ages 

within this period. Five cities evoloved from middle-ageed in 1972 to old in 

1984. Five cities changed from middle-aged to young and two cities from old 

to middle-aged. 

Final comparison is focused on these cities' overall performances or 

facial expressions. Changes occurred in 12 cities to some degree. Five 

cities, Birmingham, Alabama, Savannah, Geogia, Abilene, Texas, Corpus 

Christi, Texas and Odessa, Texas, changed facial expressions from sad to fair 

indicating improvements between 1972 and 1984. Also. five cities displayed a 

positive change from a fair to a happy expression. These five cities are: 

Archorage, Alaska, Colorado springs, Cololrado, Orlando, Florida. A~arillo. 

Texas, and Madison, Wisconsin. On the other hand, two cities. Springfield. 

Massachusetts and Jersy City, New Jersy, showed a negative trend which 

converted their facial expressions to fair from the happy category. 

Among 58 cities, four are selected for discussions in terms of their 

overall performances. There are Huntsville, Alabama. Cedar Rapids. Iowa. 

Worcester, Massachusetts. and Laredo, Texas. Through these four city faces. 

different changes in hair color. genders and facial expression will be 

displayed. 

Huntsville (shown in Figure 15) was a young happy man in 1972. He 

was considered to be male because this city had a very high male sex ratio 

(more male then female), a higher physical function in addition to a lower 
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female labor force percentage. His face informed us that this city kept a 

balanced racial composition with a very low population density. With a 

bigger chin and mouth, Huntsville showed us his good physical and 

economic conditions. Medium-sized eyes. eyebrows and nose, showing this 

city's fair governmental, social and environmental condition. These 

performances thus gave him a happy face in 1972. 

Some changes were added to his face between 1972 and 1984. His 

1984 face showed that his hair color was still brown. However, his age 

changed from young to mid-age due to his higher median age. Also. his hair 

pattern displayed that this city's population density was changed to low from 

very low level. In 1984, Huntsville also held a happy face. However. two 

changes were identified as follows. First. his big chin was changed to a 

standard one showing Huntsville's moderate physical function. Second, he 

possessed a bigger nose showing his good environmental condition in 1984. 

Three city conditions remained the same between 1984 and 1972. They are 

moderate governmental, social conditions and good economic condition. 

Cedar Rapids' city face (shown in Figure 16) illustrates that this city 

was considered to be an old man with blonde hair in 1972. His blonde hair 

symbolized that this city had a very high white population percentage as 

compared with other cities. Also, his hair pattern expressed his lower 

population density. The face represented a nearly mean or standard face 

which included four medium-sized facial feature and one bigger nose. This 

face suggested that Cedar Rapids kept fair physical. governmental. social 

and economic conditions plus a good environmental condition in 1972. 
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Cedar Rapids' face in 1984 looked identical to the 1972 ones. Without 

any expression in his face, this city kept a fair overall performance. However, 

this face signified an above standard or mean city face and indicating a 

balanced and stably overall performance in 1984. 

In Figure 17, Worcester, Massachusetts, was is a very old man in 1972. 

He was very old because Worcester had very high median age of his 

population, a very high percentage of houses built before 1949 and a very 

high ratio of people aged over 65. Two lines of wrinkle on his forehead 

indicated the old age of this city. He had black hair showing a higher black 

population concentration. His hair pattern showed that this city had a 

medium population density. Worcester displayed an average face in 1972. 

Along with a medium-sized chin, mouth and a pair of eyebrows, he was 

equiped with very big eyes and a small nose. This indicated the city h3d fair 

physical, economic and social functions. However, Worcester retained an 

excellent governmental conditions and poor environmental conditions in 

1972. 

In 1984, he still kept the same age and facial expression. His hair 

color changed from black to blonde showing Worcester's continuing trend 

towards a predominantly white city. The 1984 face was equipped with bigger 

eyebrows. a smaller chin and mouth in addition to medium eyes and nose. 

When compared to his 1972 face, Worcester in 1984 had poorer physical. 

governmental and economical conditions but better social environmental 

functions. 
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City faces of Laredo, Texas in 1972 and 1984 are shown in Figure 18. 

Laredo was a young female city with chocolate but an average hair pattern in 

1972. This showed that this city had very high Mexican concentration. 

Overall, she had a sad facial expression along with a medium chin and nose 

plus smaller eyebrows and mouth in addition to a pair of very small eyes. 

This indicated that Laredo had fair physical and environry1ental functions, 

poor social and economic conditions plus a very poor governmental 

condition in 1972. 

In 1984, Laredo's city face looked sad again. She was changed to be a 

young man. Two significant factors were responsible for the gender change. 

First, this city's sex ratio was changed from very low to a very high level of 

females between 1972 and 1984. Second, the percentage of Laredo's female 

labor force jhifted to a lower level between 1972 and 1984. On his fac~. 

Laredo had a pointed chin, smaller eyes and mouth plus medium-sized 

eyebrows and nose in 1984. In other words, this city had poor physical. 

governmental and economic conditions but fair social and environmental 

conditions in 1984. Thus, Laredo's overall performance was poor and given 

a sad face in 1984. 



Case Study 2: Comparative Diagnosis of the 
Four West Texas Cities in 1984 
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This case study conducted city diagnosis on four medium-sized cities 

in West Texas. These four cities are Amarillo, Lubbock, Midland and Odessa.· 

They were eva I uated by two overall faces in 1972 and 1984 pi us five 

individual faces in 1984. 

By looking at their 1972 faces, all four cities had brown hair showing 

relatively balanced racial compositions. Odessa's denser hair revealed his 

higher population density in 1972. With regard to gender and ages, Amarillo 

was considered to be a middle-aged female in 1972. This city was female 

because of her lower sex ratio, moderate female labor force, weak social 

function and fair physical function. She was middle-aged due to this city's 

fair median age of the population and lower percentage of people over 65 in 

addition to a lower ratio of buildings built before 1940. The three other cities 

were considered young males in 1972. 

Among the four cities, Odessa had smaller eyebrows showing his poor 

social condition in 1972. Lubbock and Odessa were equipped with tiny eyes 

indicating their poor governmental conditions, while two other cities, Midland 

and Amarillo, were fair in their governmental conditions. However, these 

four cities had similar nose, mouth and chin showing moderate economic, 

physical and environmental conditior:'s in 1972. 

In 1972, Midland and Amarillo perlormed better in terms of overall city 

conditions. These two cities were followed by Lubbock and Odessa. In 

particular, Odessa, showing a sad face, exhibited poor overall city conditions 

in 1972 (Figure 19). 
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In 1984, Odessa changed his hair color to chocolate from 1972's 

brown, while three other cities retained the same colors. Odessa's change 

indicated that this city had a higher Hispanic population concentration in 

1984. Amarillo became a middle-aged man in 1984, while this city was 

considered to be a middle-aged female in 1972. This change was due to 

Amarillo's very low ratio of female labor working force. 

Regarding their different facial features, Odessa showed a pointed chin 

indicating his poor physical conditions in 1984. Midland and Amarillo were 

equipped with bigger but similar eyebrows showing their average social 

conditions. On the other hand, Lubbock and Odessa had smaller eyebrows 

indicating these two cities' poor social conditions in 1984. 

Looking at their eyes, Midland had much bigger eyes than the three 

other cities. This revealed that Midland performed much better 

governmentally than the three other cities. Two different types of nose were 

found among the faces of the four cities. Lubbock and Amarillo kept bigger 

noses indicating good environmental conditions in 1984. Two other cities, 

Midland and Odessa, held smaller noses suggesting their average 

environmental conditions. Finally, two types of mouth were identified for 

these four faces. Midland and Odessa held bigger mouth showing their 

better economic conditions. In general, Midland had the highest score 

among these four cities followed by Amarillo, Lubbock and Odessa (Figure 

20). 

Based upon their physical faces shown in Figure 21, Midland had 

bigger eyebrows showing this city's good housing conditions, while the other 
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cities were in moderate condition. All four cities kept smaller eyes indicating 

poor physical images. In particular, Odessa's very small eyes showed the 

worst physical image in 1984. 

Four similar chins and noses revealed that these four cities had 

moderate transportation conditions and land uses. Three small and one very 

small mouth showed that Amarillo, Lubbock and Midland had poor 

infrastructure conditions. In particular, Odessa had the worst infrastructure 

condition in 1984. In a holistic view, Odessa was the only city having a sad 

physical face, while three other cities exhibited no particular expression in 

1984. 

Regarding with their social faces shown in Figure 22, Amarillo and 

Midland were equipped with bigger chins showing sounder population 

structures than Lubbock and Odessa in 1984. One very small and three small 

eyebrows were identified to show that Lubbock had the worst and others had 

poor safety conditions in 1984. · With bigger eyes, Lubbock and Amarillo 

presented a better quality of life than Midland and Odessa in 1984. 

Equipped with similar nose and mouth, these four cities showed an 

average level in education but a poor level in welfare conditions. In general, 

four fair social faces were identified showing their average social conditions 

in 1984 (Table 4). 

In terms of their governmental faces shown in Figure 23, three out of 

four displayed sad facial expressions. This showed that Amarillo, Lubbock 

and Odessa had poor governmental conditions in 1984. Midland was the 

only city having a happy expression. 
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With a pointed chin, Lubbock had a poorer expenditure condition than 

three other cities. Midland was the only city equipped with bigger eyebrows 

indicating his good tax structure, while others had moderate tax structures in 

1984. 

Three different types of eyes, ranging from very big to very small, were 

identified to show their governmental per1ormances in terms of bond rating. 

Again, Midland had very big eyes showing his best per1ormance, while 

Odessa had very small eyes indicating the worst per1ormance. Two other 

cities, Lubbock and Amarillo, had small eyes showing their poor 

performances in 1984. 

All four cities were accompanied with the same sized mouth. These 

small mouths were an indication that the four cities suffered similar problems 

in expenditure conditions in 1984. Also, one big and three small nose were 

identified to show that Midland had better bureaucratic conditions than the 

other three cities in 1984. 

Looking at the economic faces shown in Figure 24, Midland and 

Odessa displayed happy expressions showing their better economic 

conditions in 1984. With similar chin, these four cities also showed similar 

employment conditions in 1984. Midland had outstanding eyebrows showing 

the wealthy condition of its people followed by Amarillo, Odessa and 

Lubbock. 

With very big eyes, Midland and Odessa showed their best growth 

potantials in 1984. On the other hand, Lubbock with very small eyes 

indicating the worst growth potantial in 1984. Two different types of nose 
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were found to show these cities' commercial conditions. Again, Midland and 

Odessa with bigger noses indicated their better commercial conditions, while 

Amarillo and Lubbock showed average conditions in 1984. Finally, three 

average mouths and one small mouth were identified to show these cities' 

economic bases in 1984. Midland had a small mouth showing his weaker 

economic base which was not diverdified enough to promote a balanced 

development. The three other cities, all with average mouths, showed their 

average economic bases in 1984. 

Comparing their environmental faces in 1984 shown in Figure 25, two 

cities, Amarillo and Lubbock, displayed happy expressions showing their 

better environmental conditions. Two other cities, Midland and Odessa, 

displayed fair expressions indicating their average environmental conditons 

in 1984. 

With bigger chins, Lubbock and Midland showed better amenities with 

fewer disaster occurences in 1984. Three cities, Lubbock, Midland and 

Odessa, had the same eyebrows showing their average climatic conditions in 

1984. However, Amarillo with bigger eyebrows displayed his better climatic 

condition. Midland was equipped with very big eyes, while the others with 

average eyes. This showed that Midland had the best health services among 

the four citiies. 

Three very big noses and one small nose were found among the four 

cities. With very big noses, Amarillo, Lubbock and Odessa showed the best 

air quality in 1984. On the other hand, Midland with a small nose indicated 

his poor air quality in 1984. Finally, four different types of mouth ranging 
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from very big to very small were identified to show these cities' water quality 

in 1984. With a very big mouth, Lubbock had the best water quality among 

these four cities followed by Amarillo. Then, Midland with a very small 

mouth showed his worst water quality followed by Odessa. 

This following section displays land use faces for the four West Texas 

cities in 1972 and 1984 respectively. Good land use is defined to be balanced 

and effective enough to promote a city's overall development. Too high or 

too low land use proportion in each aspect would cause waste, financial 

burden, lack of development incentives, malfunction and so on. Thus, land 

use faces are to be drawn in terms of these observations. A happy land use 

face indicates a city's growth potential and visa versa. The six categories of 

land use, residential, commercial, public and semi-public, industrial and 

street are represented by percentage in a city's developed area which is 

treated as 100 percent. Only vacant land is measured by comparing it with a 

city's total area. 

Amarillo had a happy land use face in 1972. This happy face covered 

very big eyes, eyebrows and outstanding hair pattern plus a bigger mouth. 

On the other hand, a very small nose and a pointed chin identified her face . 

This face implies that Amarillo kept a very good land use proportion on her 

residential (34.7°/o), public (20.5°/o) and street (33°/o) categories in 1972. Her 

commercial land use (8.7°/o) was also considered to be balanced. However, 

too little industrial land use (3.1 o/o) and too much vacant land (43.09°/o) were 

identified and ranked to be very poor. 
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In 1984. a very similar land use patlem was found in Amarillo as 

compared with 1972. However, her public land use was relatively smaller 

than the 1972's level and thus ranked to be poorly. Residential land use 

(33°/o) was 1.7 percent smaller than 1972's proportion but was still a very 

balanced one. Commercial land use (10.9°/o) was higher than average and 

ranked to be good. One percent more vacant land was found in 1984 

(44.02°/o) and considered as a waste. Thus, her vacant land proportion was 

still ranked very poorly. In sum, Amarillo's land use face displayed a fair 

expression showing her declining image on land use planning. Amarillo's 

two land use faces are shown in Figure 26. 

In Figure 27, Lubbock kept a fair land use face in 1972. In particular, a 

very s dense patlern and and very big eyes plus a bigger mouth could be 

found on his face. On the other hand, a very pointed chin as well as smaller 

eyebrows and eyes were identified. This face presented a representation that 

. Lubbock had excellent residential (33.7°/o), and public land uses (24.8°/o) plus 

a good commercial land use (8.7°/o). However, he also kept a very poor 

vacant land use proportion (49.29°/o) in addition to poor industrial (7 .1 c%) and 

street land uses (25.8o/o). 

In spite of some minor changes, Lubbock's land use face in 1984 

looked like his 1972 face. He still held a fair face as a whole. Among these 

minor changes, his residential land use increased from 33.7 to 34.4 percent in 

1984. This proportion was still within the range classified to be excellent. In 

this category, it can be shown that Lubbock's low density residential land 

declined from 79 percent in 1972 to 68 percent in 1984, while medium density 
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residential land increased from 15 percent in 1972 to 26 percent in 1984 if we 

take his residential land use proportion as 100 percent. On the other hand, 

his commercial land use decreased 0.6 percent and industrial land use 

experienced a 0.3 percent increase in 1984. Lubbock's vacant land also 

declined about 2.1 percent in 1984 which indicated an initiative to handle 

land use more effectively. 

In Figure 28, Midland displayed a fair land use face in 1972. This face 

was equiped with dense hair, very big mouth and chin in addition to very 

small eyes, eyebrow and nose. By observing this face, it can reflect that 

Midland had excellent commercial (6.2o/o) and vacant land use proportion 

(33.8°/o) plus a good residential ratio (36.8°/o). On the other hand, he held too 

little industrial (0.2o/o), public (10.3o/o) and too much street land use (46.5°/o) 

in 1972. 

Midland still kept a fair land use face in 1984 although three out of six 

categories were changed to some degree. In particular, his eyebrows were 

changed to very big from very small size while his chin was replaced by a 

very pointed one from a very big one. Also, his mouth became a little 

smaller. All these changes showed that 1984's street land use (33.6°/o) in 

Midland was at the right proportion as compared with 1972's 13 percent 

higher percentage. 

His commercial land use (10.7o/o) was relatively too strong and thus 

ranked to be good but not excellent. On the other hand, a very high vacant 

land proportion (54.5o/o) was found in 1984. This is too much waste for a 

medium-sized city to maintain and thus was considered to be very poor. His 
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industrial (1 °/o) and public land use proportions (14.9°/o), even though better 

than the 1970's levels, were still ranked very poorly in 1984. 

In 1972, Odessa kept a sad land use face showing he did not have a 

balanced land use pattern (Figure 29). On his face, only a very big mouth 

was conspicuous. Other facial features were either very small or small. For 

example, he had very thin hair, very small nose and chin in addition to small 

eyes and eyebrows. This face displayed Odessa's land use pattern in terms 

of his excellent commercial land use proportion (5.7o/o) in addition to poor 

public (19.5°/o), street (27 .2o/o) and very poor residential (40.5°/o), vacant 

(13.7°/o) land use proportions in 1972. In particular, his 13.7 percent vacant 

land use proportion was not enough to cope with a city's expected growth. 

Odessa's 1984's face was upgraded to a fair face from a sad face in 

land use. On his face, the two most outstanding changes were much censer 

hair and a very big chin. In addition, a smaller mouth replaced 1972's very 

big one. All these showed that Odessa's had much more balanced 

residential (37 .8o/o) and vacant (30.4°/o) land use proportions in 1984. On the 

other hand, he still he~d very poor industrial (4.6o/o), poor public (17.6°/o) and 

street (28o/o) land use proportions in 1984. 

Among the four West Texas cities, Amarillo had the most balanced 

land use in 1972 followed by Lubbock's land use in 1972 and 1984. On the 

other hand, Odessa's 1972's land use was th~ least balanced followed by his 

1984 land use. 
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It can be observed from Figure 30 that Lubbock was a young male with 

brown and thinner hair in 1972. His brown and thinner hair showed that 

Lubbock had a balanced racial mixture and a lower population density (1 ,970 

persons per square mile) in 1972. However, he was a young city because of 

his very low median age (23.3) and low percentage of over-65 population 

(6.2o/o) in addition to a very low ratio of buildings built before 1940 (5o/o). 

On the other hand, a higher male sex ratio (95.7) determined 

Lubbock's gender to be male in 1972. In general, Lubbock had a face 

incorporated with very small eyes and medium-sized chin, eyebrows, mouth 

and nose. This face suggested that Lubbock kept relatively fair physical, 

social, economic and environmental conditions but a very poor governmental 

condition in 1972. A list of indicators used to produce Lubbock's 1972 face 

are shown in Appendix E. 

Lubbock had undertaken some changes which can be observed from 

his 1984 face. However, he was still young and had as the same brown hair 

as in 1972. First, Lubbock upgraded his eyes and nose, showing he had 

better governmental and environmental conditions in 1984. Other facial 

features stayed the same as those in 1972. Through these changes. Lubbock 

still had a fair face in 1984. 

In Figure 31, Lubbock's physical face showed no expression in 1984. 

However, he had balanced facial features demonstrating that Lubbock had 

similar conditions on three aspects: housing, land use and transportation. 
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First, some good points on housing can be identified here. Lubbock only had 

0.8 percent of houses lacking plumbig facilities which is considered to be 

good.. He also got good scores for a higher percentage (32°/o) of housing 

built after 1969 and another higher percentage (66.5°/o) of single-family 

housing units in 1984. 

Second, Lubbock received three best scores in 1984. They were the 

percentage of housing with air conditioning (86.9o/o), the higher percentage of 

newly built one-unit housing (88°/o), and affordable values for new housing 

($77,000) in 1984. Third, Lubbock got two poor scores in 1984. They were a 

relatively high vacancy rate (9.2o/o) and no provision of five-unit housing in 

1984. 

Despite of Lubbock's fair transportation condition in 1984, he had two 

strong points. One was his average daily commuting time (35.93 minu~es), 

and the other was his relatively light freeway traffic around the Lubbock area. 

However, Lubbock only had 15 truck lines which was considered to be too 

few for his goods and service delivery. 

On the other hand, the face showed that Lubbock retained poor 

infrastructure and physical images. He had poor infrastructure conditions 

because of the following major reasons: 1) small expenditure ($30 per capita) 

on sewerage system; 2) few people to maintain parks (3.76 per 10,000 

persons); 3) few people for utilities (2.93 per 10,000 persons); and no 

provision of recreational facilities, such as zoo. Lubbock only received one 

good point in this aspect, the sport game participation using stadium (1.725). 
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Lubbock had a weaker physical image according to four indicators. 

Lubbock had few concentration areas (sub-center) and he provided no tall 

building and historic sites as land mark. However, Lubbock had 12 

nicknames which was considered to be average in promoting his physical 

images. The indicators used to produce Lubbock's physical face are shown 

in Table 3. 

Observing from Figure 32, Lubbock held a fair social face in 1984. In 

particular, he had a record of poor safety in addition to an average equality 

of life, welfare, education and demographic conditions (Table 4). 

Lubbock's poor safety conditions in 1984 were due to his lower 

expenditure in police protection ($43 per capita) and fire fighting ($43 per 

capita). This in turn had impacts on the shortage of police officers (7 .2 per 

10,000 persons) and fire fighters (6.8 per 10,000 persons). As a result, 

Lubbock had a higher crime rate, 7,670 for property and 841 for violence, and 

higher number of automobile accidents (14.3 death per 10,000 persons) in 

1984. 

Reviewing Lubbock's welfare aspect, he had several good points. 

Lubbock had a very low recipient rate for both the social security program 

(112.2 per 100,000 persons) and AFDC (Aid to Family with Dependent 

Children) program (15 per 100,000 persons). However, Lubbock with a higher 

89.4 segregation index showed a bad side of this aspect. 

In terms of education, Lubbock showed a higher enrollment in college 

(23,397 persons) and a higher percentage in private school enrollment 

(6.8o/o). Also, Lubbock had a higher percentage (22.4°/o) of his population 
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completing 16 or more years of education and a good pupil/teacher ratio 

(15.91) in 1984. On the other hand, Lubbock had some weakness in 

education. For example, Lubbock had few full-time library employees (2.9 

per 10,000 persons) and few libraries for his citizens (2.2 for 100,000 persons) 

in 1984. 

In his quality of life, Lubbock had three special advantages. They 

were: 1) cheaper housing (only 80°/o of the average cost); 2) cheaper utility 

cost (15o/o lower than the average); and 3) good restaurants in terms of 

quality and quantity. However, Lubbock also had some disadvantages in this 

aspect. For example, Lubbock had lacked well-known festivals, fine arts 

theatre and television to promote better quality of life in 1984. 

In 1984, Lubbock displayed a sad governmental face (Figure 33). This 

face was equipped with smaller chin, eyes, mouth and nose in addition to 

medium-sized eyebrows. This indicated that Lubbock had poor expenditure, 

revenue, bureaucracy and performance in terms of bond ranking. Only his 

tax structure was fair in 1984. 

Reviewing Lubbock's revenue conditions, it could be found that most 

of his indicators showed negative results in 1984. For example. Lubbock 

received only 91 dollars revenue from property tax and had a per capita 835 

dollars for his revenue. Also, Lubbock got only 14 dollars per capita from 

general revenue sharing of federal grants in 1984. All these were considered 

to be in a low level. In addition, Lubbock received 2 and 2.3 percent from 

state and federal government, respectively. These figures were also low and 

considered to be poor. 
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Lubbock's bueaucratic conditions revealed that he had fewer 

governmental officials (294 per 100,000 persons) as compared with other 

cities although their monthly salary was average ($1750). However, mayor 

and councilman's salaries were relatively low. The governmental indicators 

are shown in Table 5. 

In Figure 34, Lubbock showed a fair economic face as a whole. With a 

pair of very small eyes, this fair face had four other average features: chin, 

eyebrows, nose and mouth. These features suggested that Lubbock might 

have a very low economic growth potential. Also, this face indicated that 

Lubbock's level of commercial activity, employment, economic base and per 

capita wealth was average. 

Lubbock's economic growth potential was determined by three key 

factors. They were retail sales potential, job growth potential and buying 

power potential. Lubbock had a very low percentage in retail sales potential 

(40o/o) and buying power potential (42.3°/o) between 1985 and 1990. ·However, 

Lubbock exhibited an average percentage (9.01 o/o) in job growth potential 

during the same period. 

Evaluating Lubbock's personal and family wealth conditions in 1984, it 

was obvious that most indicators were considered to be average, such as 

personal and family income, buying power and retail expenditures. Only one 

indicator, Lubbock's per capita bank deposit ($7,725), was considered to be a 

good score. 

Some good points can be identified for Lubbock's economic base even 

through this aspect was evaluated as average. Lubbock had a very strong 
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economic base in wholesale trade its sales. For example, Lubbock had 31 

wholesale establishments per ten-thousand persons in 1984. Also, Lubbock 

had good economic base in retail sales. For example, Lubbock had 104 retail 

establishments for every ten-thousand people. Each establishment had an 

average 816,800 sales in 1984. But, Lubbock had weak manufacturing as 

shown by the lower value-added manufacturing output. 

Lubbock's employment conditions showed a very low unemployment 

rate in 1984 (5.5°/o) and a higher employment rate for individuals 16 and over 

(63o/o) in 1984. Lubbock's labor force exhibited a higher percentage of people 

engaged in trade (27°/o) and business (11 °/o). Also, Lubbock had a relatively 

high percentage of people working outside their city of residence (1 0.2o/o). 

Finally, Lubbock's labor force showed a higher ratio of white collar workers 

(103) in 1984 which demonstrates the service-oriented nature of the Lt!bbock 

economy (Table 6). 

Finally, Lubbock possessed a happy environmental face in 1984 (Figure 

35). This happy face was depicted through a very big mouth, nose and big 

chin in addition to medium-sized eyebrows and eyes. The large mouth and 

nose signified that Lubbock had excellent air and water quality in terms of his 

tap water and sewage system. Also, the National Waste Site list did not 

contain any Lubbock locations. A big chin suggested that Lubbock had better 

amenity conditions in 1984. 

Lubbock offered moderate health services, amenities and climatic 

conditions. In regard to health service, Lubbock had three good points. 

First, Lubbock had a very low tuberculosis case rate (4.9) in 1984. Second, 
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Lubbock exhibited a low cardiovascular death rate (318.8 per 100,000 

persons). Third, Lubbock had a higher physician ratio in proportion to 

residents (232 per 100,000 residents). However, some disaventages were 

also identified. First, health expenditures were low with a per capita $10.89 a 

year in 1984. Second, full-time sanitation employees per capita was also low 

(3.5 per 10,000 persons). Finally, Lubbock had a relatively high infant 

mortality rate (14.7) which considered to be the worst. 

Amenities were measured by the degree of disaster-free conditions 

which include earthquakes, tornadoes and nuclear war. Lubbock had little 

chance for an earthquake and was considered to be very safe in this aspect. 

On the other hand, Lubbock had more chances than other areas to encounter 

a tornado according to previous records and this was viewed as the worst 

indicator. Regarding nuclear war, Lubbock could lose 31.9 percent of the 

population which was considered low when compared with other cities. 

Finally, Lubbock's climatic conditions in 1984 exhibited both good and 

bad points. First, Lubbock enjoyed blue sky in terms of sunshine (73°/o), 

average sky cover (165o/o), and less fog (17 days a year). Also, Lubbock 

portrayed good points in wind condition, temperature (only one day under 

zero degree) and snow (only three days of snow greater than one inch) in 

1984. On the other hand, Lubbock had too little rain (17.76 inches) and was 

considered too dry (46°/o humidity) in 1984. These two points displayed 

Lubbock's semi-arid character in terms of climatic conditions. Those 

indicators used to produce Lubbock's environmental face are shown in Table 

7. 
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OBS CITYNAME STATE COLORn GENDER72 LIFEn FACE72 

1 BIRMINGHAM ALA BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE SAD 
2 HUNTSVILLE ALA BROWN MALE YOUNG HAPPY 
3 MOBIL ALA BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
4 MONTGOMERY ALA BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
5 ARCHORAGE ALK BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
6 BAKERSFIELD CAL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
7 FRESNO CAL CHOCO MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
8 MODESTO CAL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
9 STOCKTON CAL CHOCO MALE OLD FAIR 

10 COLORADO SPRING COL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
11 PUEBLO COL CHOCO MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
12 ORLANDO FLO BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
13 TALLAHASSEE FLO BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
14 COLUMBUS GEO BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
15 SAVANNAH GEO BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE SAD 
16 BOISE CITY IDA BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
17 PEORIA ILL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
18 ROCKFORD ILL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
19 SPRINGFIELD ILL BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
20 EVANSVILLE IND BLOND FEMALE OLD FAIR 
21 FORT WAYNE IND BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
22 CEDAR RAPIDS lOW BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
23 DES MOINES lOW BLOND FEMALE OLD FAIR 
24 TOPEKA KAN BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
25 WICHITA KAN BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
26 LOUISVILLE KEN BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
27 BATON ROUGE LOU BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
28 SHREVEPORT LOU BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
29 SPRINGFIELD MAS BROWN FEMALE OLD HAPPY 
30 WORCESTER MAS BLACK MALE OLD FAIR 
31 ANN ARBOR MIC BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
32 FLINT MIC BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
33 GRAND RAPIDS MIC BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
34 JACKSON MIP BROWN FEMALE YOUNG FAIR 
35 SPRINGFIELD MIR BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
36 JERSEY CITY NJ BROWN FEMALE OLD HAPPY 
37 PATERSON ~~ J BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 

Figure 13: A Summary of General Diagnosis of the 58 Cities in 1972 
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Figure 13: continued 

OBS CITYNAME STATE COLOR72 GENDERn LIFE72 FACEn 

38 ROCHESTER NY BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
39 SYRACUSE NY BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
40 LINCOLN NEB BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
41 LAS VEGAS NEV BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
42 RENO NEV BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
43 AKRON OHI BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
44 ERIE PEN BROWN MALE OLD SAO 
45 CHATTANOOGA TEN BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
46 KNOXVILLE TEN BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
47 ABILENE TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG SAO 
48 AMARILLO TEX BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
49 CORPUS CHRISTI TEX CHOCO MALE YOUNG SAO 
50 LAREDO TEX CHOCO FEMALE YOUNG SAO 
51 LUBBOCK TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
52 MIDLAND TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
53 ODESSA TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG SAO 
54 WACO TEX BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
55 RICHMOMO VIR BROWN FEMALE OLD HAPPY 
56 SPOKANE WAS BLOND MALE OLD FAIR 
57 TACOMA WAS BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 
58 MADISON WIS BLOND MALE YOUNG FAIR 
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CBS CITYNAME STATE COLOR84 GENDER84 LIFE84 FACE84 

1 BIRMINGHAM ALA BLACK FEMALE OLD FAIR 
2 HUNTSVILLE ALA BROWN MALE YOUNG HAPPY 
3 MOBIL ALA BLACK MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
4 MONTGOMERY .ALA BLACK FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
5 ARCHORAGE ALK BROWN MALE YOUNG HAPPY 
6 BAKERSFIELD CAL BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
7 FRESNO CAL CHOCO MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
8 MODESTO CAL BLOND MALE YOUNG FAIR 
9 STOCKTON CAL CHOCO MALE MID-AGE FAIR 

10 COLORADO SPRING COL BROWN MALE YOUNG HAPPY 
11 PUEBLO COL CHOCO MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
12 ORLANDO FLO BROWN FEMALE MID-AGE HAPPY 
13 TALLAHASSEE FLO BLACK FEMALE YOUNG FAIR 
14 COLUMBUS GEO BLACK MALE YOUNG FAIR 
15 SAVANNAH GEO BLACK FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 
16 BOISE CITY IDA BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
17 PEORIA ILL BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
18 ROCKFORD ILL BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 
19 SPRINGFIELD ILL BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
20 EVANSVILLE IND BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
21 FORT WAYNE IND BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
22 CEDAR RAPIDS lOW BLOND MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
23 DES MOINES lOW BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 

24 TOPEKA KAN BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 

25 WICHITA KAN BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 

26 LOUISVILLE KEN BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 

27 BATON ROUGE LOU BLACK MALE YOUNG FAIR 

28 SHREVEPORT LOU BLACK FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 

29 SPRINGFIELD MAS BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 

30 WORCESTER MAS BLOND MALE OLD FAIR 

31 ANN ARBOR MIC BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 

32 FLINT MIC BLACK MALE MID-AGE FAIR 

33 GRAND RAPIDS MIC BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 

34 JACKSON MIP BLACK FEMALE YOUNG FAIR 

35 SPRINGFIELD MIR BLOND FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 

36 JERSEY CITY NJ BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 

37 PATERSON NJ BLACK FEMALE MID-AGE FAIR 

Figure 14: A Summary of General Diagnosis of the 58 cities in 1984 
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Figure 14: continued 

OBS CITYNAME STATE COLOR72 GENDER72 LIFE72 FACE72 

38 ROCHESTER NY BROWN MALE OLD HAPPY 
39 SYRACUSE NY BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
40 LINCOLN NEB BLOND MALE YOUNG FAIR 
41 LAS VEGAS NEV BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
42 RENO NEV BLOND MALE MID-AGE HAPPY 
43 AKRON OHI BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
44 ERIE PEN BROWN MALE OLD SAD 
45 CHAlTANOOGA TEN BLACK FEMALE OLD FAIR 
46 KNOXVILLE TEN BROWN FEMALE OLD FAIR 
47 ABILENE TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
48 AMARILLO TEX BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
49 CORPUS CHRISTI TEX CHOCO MALE YOUNG FAIR 
50 LAREDO TEX CHOCO MALE YOUNG SAD 
51 LUBBOCK TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
52 MIDLAND TEX BROWN MALE YOUNG FAIR 
53 ODESSA TEX CHOCO MALE YOUNG FAIR 
54 WACO TEX BROWN MALE MID-AGE FAIR 
55 RICHMOMO VIR BLACK FEMALE OLD HAPPY 
56 SPOKANE WAS BLOND MALE OLD FAIR 
57 TACOMA WAS BROWN MALE OLD FAIR 
58 MADISON WIS BLOND MALE YOUNG HAPPY 
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TABLE 3 

Lubbock's Physical Indicators in 1984 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

Housing: 

HOUS7080 Housing Units C!Ynge between 1970 - 80 % J6 3 33 
BUIL1940 Housing Units tNt were built before 

1940 % 5 1 25 
BUIL1969 Housing Units tNt were built since 1969 ~. 32 4 22.6 
NRENTT Renter occupied ~. 31 3 27 
RENn.tD Medim rent $ 245 3 229 
LAPLUM Lick of plumbing facilities ~. 0.8 4 1.3 

UNIT A One unit in strucnre % 66.5 4 61.7 

UNITB 5 units in slruct\re % 22 4 17.5 

VACA Vacant Rate % 9.2 1 6.6 

AIRH Housing with Air Condition ~. 86.9 5 62.4 

DEHO With 1 .D1 or More Persons Per Room % 8.6 2 4.5 

OWNR Owner-Occupied Rate ~. 58.7 3 57.3 

HOVA84 Housing price $1000 55 2 E2 

NHAU1 New housing units (1 unit) ~. 88 5 49 

NHAU5 New housing units (5 units) % 0 1 41 

NHVAL Valuation of new housing &ftts{average) $1000 77 5 42 

NHOUTO New housing units authorized by Cities % 8 2 1 

HOUSEDEM Housing &ftts authorized for demotition u 33 2 110 

EXPHOUS Expenditure for housing and community 

development s 18.9 2 32.4 

CONDOS Housing type: condos ~. 1 3 1.6 

MOBILE Housing type: mobile homes ~. 4 3 4.8 

APART Housing type: apartment ~. 16 3 14 

Transportation: 

EX PRO Per Capita Expenditures for Streets 

and highways $ 17 2 33.5 

DR IV Working {Drive Alone) ~. 73.9 4 66.8 

POOL f. {Car Pool) ~. 18.4 3 18.4 

PUBL f. {Public Transportation) ~. 1.2 2 7.7 

NeARS Passenger cars per 1000 64 4 56 

TRUC Motor Fright carrier N 15 1 56 

NFULHIGH Full-time employees in highways P/10,000 7.3 2 8.5 

BUSUNE Bus lines N 36 2 79 

COMMUNTE Daily average convnuting time min 35.9 5 41.3 
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Table 3: continued 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

SEATMILE Seal/mile apita tor buses ratio 1.52 2 1.79 
FAEETRAF Freeway traflc condition ,... • 5 2.8 
FLUNUM No. of flight per day N 3& 2 82 
AIAUNE No. of llitr lines N 5 2 7.7 

lnfrastructw-e: 

EXPSEW Per captu expenditure for sewers and 

sanitation s JO 2 50 
NFULPAAK Full-time employees in partes P/10,000 3.77 1 11.9 
NFULUTI Full-time employees in utility p/10,000 2.93 1 18 
COLLEGE No. of College N 3 2 5.2 
EX PARK Per captu expenditure for parte and 

recreation s 37.8 3 37.2 
GOLF No. of golf course N 7 2 , •• 8 

BOWUNG No. of bowling lines N 152 2 271 
MOVIE No. of moYie theater N 11 3 11 
zoos No. of zoos and others N 0 1 1.3 
GAMES Participation rate of~ rate 1.73 4 1.28 

ASSET Outdoor recreation assets point 2 2 J26 

und Use: 

LANDAESI und use in residential "· 34.4 5 36.1 

LANDCOMM und use in commercial "· 8.1 4 10.4 

LANDINDU und use in industrial % 7.A 2 • .2 

LANDPUBL und use in public use "· 2 • .A 5 19.1 

LANDSTR Unci use in street "· 25.7 2 JO 

LANDVACA VaCM1t land "· .S.6 1 43 

Physical Image: 

TAU Tall buildings over 300 feet N 0 2 0.7 

HIS TOR Historical sites or Houses N 0 2 1.8 

IMAGE No. of City Nicknames N 12 3 10.4 

CONCENNU Number of concentrated areas within 

the wban area N 7 1 18 
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TABLE 4 

Lubbock's Social Indicators in 1984 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

Poverty and Welfare: 

POVER Persons below Poverty Une "· 14.4 3 15 

UN10 Income Less Ttuln 10,000 "· 31 4 33.1 

FAPR Family below Poverty Level % 9.7 .. 11.5 

FEPR Female Household "· 25.6 5 32.8 

EXPWEL Per capita expenditure for 

public welfare s 3 16.9 

SOSECU Recipients rate of social secwity p/100,000 112 1 1J6 

AFOC Recipients rate of AFDC p/100,000 15 1 42 

SEGREGAT Indexes for residential segregation in 

1978 "· 89.4 1 70.7 

Safety: 

AUTOACCI Auto accidents P/1,000 14.3 2 11.? 

EXPPO Per Capita Expenditure for P~ice 

Protection s 43 1 71 

EXPR Per capita Expenditure for Fire Pro-

tection s 43 2 51.6 

CRPR Crime (Property cases) C/100,000 7670 1 5892 

CRVI Crime (Violent cases) C/100,000 841 1 514 

NFULPOU Full-time employees in police P/10,000 7.3 1 18.6 

NFULFIRE Full-time employees in firefight P/10,000 6.8 1 16.8 

Education: 

ED12 Education (12 Years or More) ~. 69.3 3 67.4 

ED16 Education (16 Years or More) ~. 22.4 4 17.9 

PRIV Private School Enrollment "· 6.8 5 12.7 

UN IV College Enrollment 1000 p 23 5 12 

PUTER Pupil/teacher ratio ratio 15.9 4 15.4 

PUDOLLAR Dollars per pupil $ 2187 2 2657 

TESALARY Teacher's average salary $ 1495 2 1706 

EFFORT Ertorts of contributing to education ratio 1.09 4 1.04 

NFULLIBR Full-time employees in libraries P/10,000 2.9 1 5.2 
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Table 4: continued 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

NLIBNO Nwnber of library N/10,000 0.23 1 0.58 

UBEXPENI Expenditure for library use per apita s 0.62 2 1.07 

UBCIRCUL Books circulation per upeta N 2.44 1 4.69 

UBSTAFF Professional staff per 10,000 p 0.83 2 1.96 

Quality of Ute: 

GROC Cost of living index (Grocery Items) index 99.7 3 99.3 

HOUS Cost of living index (Housing) index 80 5 98 

UTIL Cost of living index (Utilities) index 85.1 5 97.9 

TRAN Cost of living index (Transportation) index 102 2 99.9 

HELR Cost of living index (Health) index 96.4 3 100.2 

MISC Cost of living index (Misc. Goods) index 101 3 101 

BIU Typical Monthly Bectricity Bill s 55.2 1 41.2 

UVINDEX Cost of living all-Hems index index 94.3 4 99.6 

MUSEUM No. of musewn N 1 4 0.~ 

FESTIVAL No. of festivals N 0 1 3.3 

THEATRE No. of theatres N 0 1 1.25 

SYMPHONY No. of symphony orchestras N 1 2 1.67 

AN DART No. of ftnd art and public radio N 1 4 0.68 

FINETV No. of public TV. N 0 1 0.66 

RADO Radio Stations N 18 4 16.1 

TVNO T.V. Stations N 5 3 5.2 

NNEWS Circulation of newspaper N/1,000 35.4 2 90.8 

RESTAUR Quality of local restaurants rank 10 5 5.7 

Population: 

POPU7080 Population Change between 1970 and 1980 "· 17 3 15 

POPU8084 Population Change between 1980 and 1984 "· 3.6 3 0.05 

POPU8590 Population Change between 1985 and 1990 "· 4.2 2 6.1 

MILE Population Density p 1920 2 3520 

BIRV Birth Rate (To Mother Under 20) "· 19.1 2 17.7 

BIRT Birth Rate "· 20.3 3 19.3 

DEAD Death Rate "· 6.2 5 9.5 

MDAGET median age N 27.2 5 J0.7 

DEPEND Dependent ratio ratio 56.3 2 62.5 

MARRIED Married rate "· 13.4 3 15.7 
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Table 4: continued 

VarU!ble Description UOA Data Score Mean 

DIVORCED Divorced rate "· 5.9 3 6 .• 

SEXRATIO Males per 100 Females index 91.1 5 !M.7 

WHIT£ White Population "· 11 • 71A 

BlACK Black Population "· I 2 17.7 

HISP Hispanic Population "· 19 • 8.5 

NNHOU Non-founily household total "· 29.6 2 32 

PEHO Persons Per Household p 2.7 J 2.8 

NFEHO Female Householder "· 1.5 5 12.8 
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TABLE 5 

Lubbock's Governmental Indicators in 1984 

UOA Oat~ Score Yean 

City Officials: 

GTGV City Oflcials per 100,000 p 294 2 JJ5 

GOVSAL Avenage Full-time Monthly Salary of 

Public Employees s 1750 l 1724 

MAYTERM The Term of Offtce for the Uayor Yr 2 1 l 

MAYPAY The Arn.aaJ Salary for the Uayor s 900 1 2359J 

COUNOL The Number of Council Memben Bected 

in at Urge Bections N 5 l •. 6 

COUTERML The Term of Council Memben in at Large Yr 4 • 3.4 

COUCOUPE Ann&al Compensation for COWlcil Member'S s 300 1 9300 

NFULEMPL Full-time employees P/10,000 108 2 177 

Performance: 

BOND81 Bond Rating in 1981 8 2 ~ 

AAA - Best quality 

AA - High quality 

A - Upper medium grade 

BAA - Medium grade 

BA -Speculative 

B - LackS characteristics of 

desirable investment 

CAA - Poor standing 

CA - Speculative in a high degree 

c - Lowest rated dass 

1 - Strongest investment attribute 

Revenues: 

REVPC Per ~ta Revenue received from Inter-

govenwnental Sources s 58 2 22, 

REVPR Per ~ta Revenue from Property T~xes s 91 2 1J4 

REVOTH Per ~ta Revenue from Other Taxes s 90 J 94 

REVMI Per ~ta Revenue from Charges and 

Misceflaneous Revenue s 114 2 214 
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Table 5: continued 

Vmiabte Description UOA Data ScOA Yean 

SHARE84 1984 inter govenwnent transaction of 

revenue sharing $1000 Jl.2 2 193 

REVE Total Revenue per apita s 835 2 1045 

NREVSTGV S from state govet lllMtnt "· 2 2 12 

NREVFEGV -r. fro t.deral go"rih •anent "· 2.l 1 8 

NGRANT84 Federal govet mtent grant awards: 

general revenue sharing $1000 1C.4 2 19.5 

NOEFEN084 Federal government procurment $1000 20 2 818.8 

PUPILREN Per pupil amou1t of general revenue s 2331 2 2720 

Expendit..-e and Debt: 

DEBT PC Per ~pita long term debt s 522 3 641 

EXPE Expenditure Per Capita s 797 2 1024 

PUPILEXP per pupil amount of general expenditure s 2464 2 2682 

PUPILOEB Per pupil debt outstanding $ 552 2 723 

Tax rate: 

TXPV Tax from Property "· 55.9 3 54.6 

PROT AX Property tax s 769 3 806 

TXSA Tax from Sale .,. 42.7 3 38.8 

TOTA Tax per $1 ,000 s 6 4 19.3 

TAXCOLLE Tax collection rate .,. 94.8 3 93.9 
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TABLE 6 

Lubbock's Economic Indicators in 1984 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

Wealth: 

I NCO Median Family Income $1000 19 3 19 

ovso Income over 50,000 "· 4.3 3 4 

PERl Per Capita Income s 7112 3 7124 

NBANK Per capita bank deposit s 7725 4 5941 

RETAHOUS Total retail expenditure per household $1000 14 3 14 

INCOME83 1983 per capital income s 9257 3 9179 

BUY85 Buying power index index 0.08 3 0.076 

Productivity or Economic Base: 

NMASE Manufacture Establishment N/10,000 15.5 3 15.4 

EM20 Manufacture with 20 or more people "· 23 2 38.7 

NMAVA fl. per establishment 100000 1.22 2 2.22 

NWHES Wholesale Establishments N/10,000 31.5 5 2~ 

WHSA Sale per Establishment (Who.) Mi. S 1844 4 1180 

NRESA Retail Trade Establishments N/10,000 104 4 90.2 

RISA Sale per Establishment (Retail) , $1000 817 4 699 

NSEES Service Establishments NnO,OOO 103 3 122 

SESA Service sale $1000 152 2 194 

DISTRESS Economic distress index in tenns of 

fiscal disparities index 3 5 0 

MAVAP Average per employee value-added by 

manufacturing $1000 1 46 

Employment and Labor Force: 

UNEMP84 Unemployment Rates in 1984 ~. 5.5 5 8.3 

UNEMP Unemployment Rates "· 5.1 4 13.2 

EMMA Employed in Manufacturing "· 14 2 18.2 

EMPR Employed in Professional Services "· 24.3 3 23.1 

GOVE Employed in Govenwnent "· 19.8 3 23 

SEEM Self-Employed "· 7.3 1 5 

NOWK No Worker in Family "· 6.8 5 12.7 

WK02 2 or More Workers "· 42.6 1 54 

WAGE Average annual wages $1000 14 2 17 
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Table 6: continued 

Variable Description UOA ~ta Score ... ., 
FEL.A Female Labor Force "· CJ.I 2 ".9 
EMPLOY80 Population 18 and over ~~ is Employed "· 63 5 57.8 
l.ABINDU Population employed in Agricult&.re, 

Forestry, Fisheries, Mining, Construction 

and Manufact\ring dUrable and nondlwable 

Goods "· 22 2 25.7 
LAB UTI Population employed in Transportation, 

Communication and other Public Utilities "· 7 3 8.1 
LAB TRADE Population employed in Wholesale and 

retail trade "· 27 5 21.6 
LABBUSI Population employed in Finance, Insurance 

Real Estate and Repair Services. % 11 • 10.6 

LABSERV Population employed in Personal, En-

tainment and Recreation and Health and 

Educational Services "· 29 3 28.7 

l.ABADMI Population employed in Pubfic Adminis-

strati on "· • 2 6.1 

EMRA Employment/Residents Ratio "· 1.G4 1 1.J9 

WOUT Persons Working OUtside City of 

Residence "· 10.2 5 20.7 

WHITEC White collar workers index 103 4 98 

BLUEC Blue collar workers index 97 2 102 

Commercial Business: 

NFOOD Food sale 1000 1.5 3 1.6 

NGMGS General merchandise sale $1000 1.1 2 1.2 

NEATT Eating and drinking sale $1000 0.84 3 0.84 

NAUTO Automotive repair sale $1000 1.92 3 1.91 

NBANKS No. of banks N/100,000 8.8 2 1J.6 

Economic Growth Potential: 

RTAA8590 "· change of retail sale between 

1985 and 1990 "· 40 1 51.2 

JOBGROWT Five year growth of jobs "· 9.01 J 8.5 

BUY8590 "• change of buying power between 

1985 and 1990 "· 42-l , 5J.2 
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TABLE 7 

Lubbock's Environmental Indicators in 1984 

Variable Description UOA Data Score Mean 

Water ~lity: 

TAPWATER Quality of tap water rank 3 3 3 

SEWAGE Sewage treatment levefs rank 5 5 3.5 

WASTES IT Hazardous wastes sites rank 5 5 3.8 

Air quality: 

AIRP Air Pollution Index rank 5 5 3.6 

Climate: 

RAIN Annual Precipitation inches 17 1 33.8 

HEAT Heating Degree Days Days 3516 3 4473 

COOL Cooling Degree Days Days 1676 3 1~1 

SUNS Sunshine AmcM.m ~. 73 5 6J.3 

TEMP Annual Temperatwe Degree 58.7 3 56.7 

WIND Average Wind Speed mls 12.5 5 15.3 

SKYS Average Skycover (Swwise to SLI1Set) "· 165 5 113 

RN25 Precipitation 25 nvn or More days 61 5 103 

THUN Thunder Storms days 46 3 42 

FOGG Heavy Fog days 17 4 24 

C322 32.2 degrees and over days 79 2 52 

UNDO Under 0 degree days 1 4 5 

HUM Relative huminity ~. 46 1 54 

SNOW10 Days of snow above 1 .0 inch days 3 4 2 

TSNOW Inches of total snow days 41.2 1 19.8 
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Table 7: continued 

Variable Description UOA o~ta Score Mean 

Disaster: 

EARTHQUA Deaths resulted rrom eM'thquake p 12 5 7.5 

NUCLEAR Nl.mber of fatalities in nuclear war "'· 31.9 4 35.2 

TORNADO Tornado's rate rank 1 1 3.2 

Health: 

HOSP Hospital Bed Rate rate 681 3 684 

EXPHEA Expenditure in Health % 10.9 2 59.7 

NFULSANI Full-time employees in sanitation P/10,000 3.8 2 8.3 

TBRATE Tuberculosis ~ses rates rate 4.9 5 12.8 

INFANT Infant rnorUiity rate rate 14.7 1 11.5 

PHYSICAN Population per physican p 232 4 184 

CARDCASE ~rdiovascular deaths p 319 4 356 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CAT8CORY : OV ERAU 

YEAR : 1972 
CITY NAME: HUNTSVILLE- I 

SKZ: JIA~E 
ACE: YOUNG 
COLOR : BRD,N 
PHYSICAL (CHIN) : COOD 
COV8&VJaNT (ZUS): JIODERATZ 
SOCIAL (EYZBRDFS) : JIODERATE 
ECONOJilCAL (JIOlJTB) : GOOD 
ENYIRONJIENTAL (NOSE): JIODERATE 

EXPRESSIOJ.V: HAPPY 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CATEGORY : OVERALL 

YEAR : · 1984 
CITY NAME : HUNTSVIUE- ;· 
SEX: JIAU 
JCE: YOUNC 
COLOR : BROW'N 
PHYSICAL (CmN) : JIODERAU 
COVERNJIENT (EYES) : JIODERATE 
SOCIAL (EYEBROWS) : JIODERATE 
ECONOJIJCAL ( JlOUTH) : GOOD 
ENVIRONJIENTAL (NOSE):OOOD 

EXPRESSION : HAPPY 

Figure 15: City Faces of Huntsville, ALA .. 1972 and 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS ST ATEJIENT 

CA1'ZCORT : OV ZJULL 

YEAR : 1972 
CITY NAJIE : CEDAR-RAPID 
S8Z : JIAT.K 
ACE : JII]}-~G8 
COLOR : BLONDE 
PHYSICAL (CHIN) : JIODERATE 
COYZRNJaNr (KUS) : JIODZRATE 
SOCI~ (KY8BRo1fS) : J/ODERATZ 
I:CONOJI!CAL (JIOUTH) : JIODERATZ 
ENVIRONJaNTAL (NOSE):COOD 

EXPRESSION: FAIR 
I 
I 

~==============~----~ 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CATEGORY: OVERALL 

YEAR : 1984 
CITY NAME: CEDAR-RAPID 
SZZ: JIAU 
~GE : JIID- ACE 
COLDR : BIJJNDE 
PIIY'SICAL (CHIN) : JIODEJUTE 
COYERNJIENT (EYES) : JIODEJUTE 
SOCIAL (EYEBRoWS) : MODERATE 
ECONOJIJCAL (JIOUTHJ : JIODERATE 
ENVJRIJ.VJIENTAL (NOSE): COOD 

EXPRESSION : FAIR 

Figure 16: City Faces of Cedar Rapids, lOW .. 1972 and 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

Cn'ECORY: OVERALL 

YEAR: 
CITY NAME: 

1972 
WORCESTER-M. 

SEX: JIALE 
AGE: SENIOR 
COLOR : BLACK 
PHYSICAL (CHIN) : JIODEJUTE 
GOVKJUtJIENT (EYZS) : BEST 
SOCIAL (EYZBRorrS) : JIODERATE 
ECONOJCCAL (JIOT.iTH) : JIODKRATE 
ENV/RIJNJIENTAL {NOSE): POOR 

EXPRESSION: FAIR 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CATEGORY: OVZRALL 

YEAR: 1984 
CITY NAME : WORCESTER-M 
SEX : , JIAT.E 
ACE: SENIOR 
WLOR: BWNDE 
PHYSICAL {CHIN) : POOR 
GOVERNJLE.W (EYES) : JIODERATE 
SOCIAL (EYEBROWS) : OOOD 
ECONOJliCAL (JIOUTH) : POOR 
ENVIRO.!iJIENTAL (NOSE): MODERATE 

EXPRESSION: FAIR 

Figure 17: City Faces of Worcester, MA., 1972 and 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS ST ATEJIENT !1 

YEAR : 1972 
CITY NAJIE : LAREDO-TX 
S8Z: '8JUU 
~Z: ~ 
COLOR : CBOCOUTZ 
PHYSIC~ (CHIN) : JIOD8RATE 
GOVZRNJaNT (InS) : roRST 
SOCIAL (n'ZBRDFS) : POOR 
ECONOJIJcAL ( JIOUTl1) : POOR 
ENVIRONJLENTAL (NOSE): JIOD81UTE 

EXPRESSION : SAD 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEJIENT 

C.ATECORY : OY ERALL 

YEAR : 1984 
CITY NAJIE : LAREDO-TX 
SEZ: JIALE 
.AGE: YOUNC 
COLOR : CHOCOLATE 
PHYSICAL (CHIN) : POOR 
GOYERNJIENT (EYJ:S) : POOR 
SOCIAL (EYZBROJfS) : JIODERATE 
I:CONOJIICAL (JIOVTB) : POOR 
ENVIRONJaNTAL (NOSE): JIODERATE 

EXPRESSION : SAD 
' 

-~· 

Figure 18: City Faces of Laredo, TX., 1972 and 1984 
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Figure 23: Governmental Faces of the Four West Texas Cities in 1984 
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Figure 24: Economic Faces of the four West Texas Cities 1n 1984 
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CJfT DIACN0313 3'fATIJLVIT 

Figure 25: Environmental Faces of the Four West Texas Cities in 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEltlENT 

CATI:C()RY : LAND ClSE 

YEAR : 1972 I 

CITY NAME: AMARILLO T..,\ ·! 
SKX: 
ACE: 
COLOR : 
VACANT (CHIN) : 
PUBUC (~ES ) : 
STREET (EYEBRO'FS) : 
COJIJIJIZRCIAL (J/OllTH): 
INDUSTRIAL (NOSE) : 
_«SIDENTIAL (HAIR) : 

. I 

J'EJIALE : 
JIID-ACE i 
BROJfN I 
VERY POOR 
EXCEUEAT I ! 
EXCEU.ZNT I I 
GOOD . 
VERY POOR I 
EXCEllENT i 

I 
I 

EXPRESSION : HAPPY 

'I 

CITY DIACJVOSJS STATEME1·lT ;; 
I, 
. I 

CATEGORY : LAND USE 
I i 
I· 

YEAR: 1984 l 
: AMARILLO-TXj, 

JIALE • l 

CITY NAME 
SEX: 
ACE: 
COLOR: 
VACANT (CHIN) : 
PUBUC (J}'ES ) : 
STREET (EYEBROFS) : 
COJLMMERCIAL (JIOllTH): 
INDUSTRIAL ( .. VOSE) : 
RESIDEI-'TIAL (HAIR) : 

JIID-ACE I; 
BROWN II 
VERY POORi; 
POOR ll 
EXCEl LE~VT I : 
GOOD li 
VERY PODRi! 
EXCELLENT It 

• ! 

; I --------------------------- ., I EXPRESSION : FAIR i 
~==-~==·=·--~·-~---~--------------! 

Figure 26: Amarillo's Land Use Faces in 1972 and 1984 
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I 
CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT :1 

CATI:CORT : UND USE 

YEAR: 1972 
CITY NAME : LUBBOCK-TX 
SKX: 
ACX: 
COLOR: 
VACANT (CHIN) : 
PUBUC (JYES ) : 
STREET (EY8BROJfS) : 
COJIJIJaRCIAL (JIOutH): 
INDUSTRIAL (NoSE) : 
_WJDENTIAL (ILliR) : 

JIALB I YOUNG 
BROFN 
VKRY POORI 
ZXCEUENT ~ 
POOR i 

GOOD I 
POOR · 
EXCE!~E~VT I 

E .. YPRESS!ON: FAIR 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT~ 
CATEGORY : LAND USE 

I 

YEAR : 1984 :I 
CITY .'vAME : LUBBOCK-1'.."'( : I 

SEX: JIALE I 

ACE: YOUNG 
COLOR : BROJfN : 
VACANT (CHIN): VERY POOR 1 

PCJBUC (JYES ) : EXCET.TENT · 
STREET -(EYEBROJI'S) : CCPOOODR !.! 

COJniJIERciAL (J/OUTH): 
INDUSTRIAL (NoSE) : POOR ' 
RA'SIDENTIAL (HAIR) : EXCELLE~VT · 

EXPRESSIO;.V : FAIR 

L------------ -----

Figure 27: Lubbock's Land Use Face in 1972 and 1984 
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I. 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT li 
CATEGORY : LAND USE 

I. 

YEAR: 
CITY NAME 
SEX· 
AGE 
COLOR : 

1972 
MIDLAND-TX 

MALE 
YOUNG 
BROWN 
EXCELLENT VACANT {CHIN) · 

PUBLIC {EYES ) : 
STREET ( EYEBR01fS) : 
COMJIMERCIAL {MOUTH): 

VERY POOR 
VERY POOR 
EXCELLENT I 
VERY POOR INDUSTRIAL {NOSE) · 

RESIDENTiAL {HAIR) · GOOD jj 

EXPRESSION : FAIR 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CAXEGORY : LAND USE 

YEAR: 
CITY NAME · 
SEX· 

1984 
MIDLAND-TX 

ACE 
COLOR : 
VACANT (CHIN) · 
PUBLIC (EYES ) · 
STREET (EYEBROWS) · 
COMMMERCIAL (MOUTH)· 
INDUSTRiAL (NOSE) · 
RESIJJENTJAL (HAIR) · 

MALE I 
YOUNG 1 

BROWN I 
VERY POOR 
VERY POOR I 
EXCEI:LENT 1 

GOOD I 
VERY POOR 
GOOD I 

. ' 

-------------- :I 
EXPRESSION : FAIR 

! : 
I' 

L---------'1 

I 

Figure 28: Midland's Land Use Faces in 1972 an 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEME1v7 

C~TJ:CORY : UND USE 

YEAR: 1972 
CITY NAJIE : ODESSA-TX 
S8Z: JIAU I . 

I i ~G8 : YOUNC I ; 
COLOR : BROWN i , 
VACANT (CHIN) : VERT POOR1 ; 
PUBUC (~~ ) : POOR : 
STREET (EYEBROWS) : POOR I 
COJLJIJaRCIAL (JIOllTH): EXCELLENT ! 
INDUSTRIAL (NOSE) : VERY POO I 

-~SIDENTIAL (HAIR) : VERT POO I 

----------------------'· EXPRESS!Ol{ : SAD i l 

~--------~============-~- ~ 

I. 
I 
I 
I 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CATEGORY : LAND USE 

YEAR : 1984 
CITY NAME : ODESSA-TX 
SEX: JIALE 
.AGE : YOU~VC . 
COLOR : CHOCOLATE ,. 
VACANT (CHIN) : EXCELLENT 
PUBUC (EYES ) : POOR ! 
STREET (EYEBROWS) : POOR I : 
COJIJIJIERCIAL (JIOU'l'H): (;()OD l 
INDUSTRIAL {NOSE) : VERY POOR1 ; 
RESIDENTIAL (HAIR) : GOOD I : _______________________ i 

! 
' I ; . EXPRESSION : FAIR 
I ' 

~==================~=~~-

Figure 29: Odessa's Land Use Faces in 1972 and 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CATZCORT: OVERALL 

YEAR : 1972 
CITY NAJIE : LUBBOCK-TX 
S8X: JIALE 
AGE: YOUNG 
COLOR : BROJfN 
PIIYSIC~ (CHIN) : JIODEJUTK , 
GOV8RNJaNT (KYIS) : WORST I 
SOCIAL (IYEBRDrS) : JIODEIUTE ! 
ECONOJIICAL (JIOUTB) : JIODEJUTE l 
ENVIRONJIENTAL (NOSE): J/ODERATK 

EXPRESSION : FAIR 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEME~VT 

CATEGORY: OVERALL 

YEAR : 1984 
CITY NAME : LUBBOCK-TJt 
SEX: JIALE 
ACE: YOUNG 
COLOR : BROWN 
PHYSICAL (CHIN) : MODERATE 
COVERNJlENT (EYES) : POOR 
SOCIAL (EYEBROW'S) : JIODERATE 
ECONOJIICAL (JIOUTH) : JIODERATE 
ENVIRONJIENTAL (NOSE): GCOD 

i 

------------------------ I, 
I 
I 

EXPRESSIOJl : FAIR 

Figure 30: Lubbock's Overall City Faces in 1972 and 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

CA1'1'CORY · PBYS'JCAL 

YEAR: 1984 
CITY }lAJIE · WBDOCK-TX 
S6Z: lUTZ 
~&r rouNG 
COLOR : BROrN 
LAND USI (ClllN) : JIODZRAT8 
/~C8 (Ins) : POOR 
IIOUSIJIG (rfnJRO~ JIDDZRATZ 
INTIUS1'lll1C1URI ( l POOR 
rRAN3PORrATJO!(NOSX} JIOD~RAT8 

EXPRESSION : FAIR 

Figure 31: Lubbock's Physical Face in 1984 

CITY DIACNOSIS STATEMENT 

CAI'ECCRY : WX:IAL 

YEAR : 1984 
CITY NAJIE : WBBOCK-TX 
sn .- MAU 
~CI YOL'NC 
COLOR : BRDFN 
POPUUTioN (CBINJ : JIDMJUTE 
qU~LJrf OJ- U,.DIS): JIOMP.A'!'r 
SUEI"Y (I:YKBROFS) · rtJRS7' t 
WEU'ARZ (JIOU1'B) · JID.UJUT6 ; 
~DUCAT/O.'i (HOSt) . JIODDUrz , 

< > 
EXPRESSION : FAIR 

Figure 32: Lubbock's Social Face in 1984 



CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

YEAR . 1984 
CITY }lAJIE : WBBOCK- T I 
sn: MALl 
M;6 YOUNC 
COLOR : BROFN 
ZZPKNDD'l.'lU {CHI.If) · POOR 
PERTORJaJICZ (rr&s) · POOR 
rAZ (EYKBROFS) : JIOD8RA1T 
RElmJv'Ul' ( JIOUfB) ~ POOR 
i31lU~UCRAr (NO!JZ) : POOR 

EXPRESSION ~ SAD 

Figure 33: Lubbock's Governmental Face in 1984 

<M> <W> 

0 

CITY DI.AGNOSJS STATEMENT 

CA7'SCORY : ECONOJIIC 

YEAR; 
CITY N.4JIE 
SEZ: 
AC~ 
COLDR : 

1984 
WBBOCK-TX 

JIAJ.8 
TOUNC 

A·JII'IIInaNT (CHIN) · 
CRDrrH (rYJ:S) : 
FELTIL..(EnBRDWS) . 
ACONOJIJC B~l (JIDU) 
COJIJaP.CE {NOSE) · 

BROFN 
fODJ'P..ATZ ORSr __ : 
MODERATE 
MODXRATE 
JIODERATZ 

Figure 34: Lubbock's Economic Face in 1984 
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CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

YEAR: 
CITY ~AJIE · 

1984 
WBBOCK-TX 

sxz: 
ACE 
CO/,OR · 
AJalllrY (CIIIN) : 
l/Eu:FH (itYRS) 
CIJJUTZ (rYZBRDD) · 
F4T~R (JIOU'rl/) · 
~Jl (NOSJr) ~ 

JUU 
TOUI-C 
BROFN 
fJOOD - -
JIOD~RArx 1 
JIODKIU.TF. f 
4LST . 
• 6ST 

EXPRESSION : HAPPY 

Figure 35: Lubbock's Environmental Face in 1984 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

Asserting that one picture (a city face) is equal to one thousand words 

(a 1 00-page book of urban analysis), the Urban Face Model is intended as a 

pioneering effort for connecting and integrating a city's past and future. 

Thus, in the concluding chapter, four sections are presented to discuss the 

past and future of this study. Following the summary of the study in the first 

section, the second section will address the strengths and weaknesses of this 

dissertation. Then. the third section, followed by concluding remarks in the 

last section, will present strategies for improvements and application plus the 

potential for research in the future. . 

Summary 

This study is an attempt to integrate and .simplify muti-dimensional city 

indicators into a human face which is an overall image or representation of a 

city. Following a literature review of city image. city indicator and the face 

method. this study identifies underlying concepts, issues and principles 

concerning the city and the human face. 

By understanding the essential role cities play in civilization. this study 

depicts three stages for understanding a city. They are: city formulation. city 

development and city diagnosis. City formulation, which concerns form. 

structure and pattern. is analyzed in order to reflect a city's basic framework 
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in its tangibile and intangibile natures. Then, city development-people. 

space, activity. time and environment- is explicated so that dynamic and 

organic process of city growth or decline can be understood. Finally. city 

diagnosis. as a concluding stage. integrates city formulation and city 

development into five major city components with 25 elements. These five 

major city components are: physical. social. enconomic. governmental. and 

environmental. 

By the same token. the human face is analyzed following an overview 

of the human body and mind. This study integrates eleven human body 

systems into three categories-structural, functional and interactive. The 

human face, acting heavily in the interactive category, is an interface between 

structural and functional categories of the human body. The human face is 

identified as an index of the human mind by discussing the three aspects: 

physiological. psychological and spiritual. By combining these findings. four 

different interrelationships are found: 1) physical function: 

2) psychological/symbolic function: 3) identification: and 4) appearance and 

beauty. Also, five major facial features are identified as follows: eyebrows. 

eyes. nose, mouth. and chin/skin. Subsequently, two issues are examined: 

face reading and facial expression. Despite the popularity of face reading 

then and now. this study finds no scientific criteria to judge a human face at 

this point. On the other hand. four subjective categories in facial expressions 

are identified: happiness, sadness, surprise and fear. 

To interpret a c.ity as a human face, three linkages--basic. expressive 

and special--are provided. Through these linkages. a theory of city face is 
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proposed by asserting that a city, as human organism. should have a face to 

represent its gender, functions, age and emotions. Based on this theory. a 

City Face Model (CFM) is developed for case studies. However. these 

linkages are justified in this model so that a more concise outcome can be 

expected. For example, facial expressions are justified into five categories in 

terms of happiness and sadness. These five categories are listed as follows: 

1) excited; 2) happy: 3) fair; 4) sad: and 5) depressed. 

In the application of CFM to city diagnosis. three case studies are 

presented. A total of 325 indicators are used and grouped into 25 elements 

and five major components through statistical techniques and computer 

graphics. Through a designed SAS (Statistical Analysis System) data 

processing computer program. each indicator is given a score ranging from 

one to five. After grouping, each element and each component is give, a 

score from one to five. Then, the scores are entered into a computer graphic 

program which is used to draw the city face. The first case study examines 

58 medium-sized U.S. cities in general and identifies their developing trends 

between 1972 and 1984. Reviewing a set of four selected city faces. we can 

find happy and sad cities, old and young cities. male and female cities and so 

on. The second case study compares four West Texas cities: Amarillo. 

Lubbock. Midland and Odessa in their overall and functional faces. This 

study identifies disparity between them. The third case study makes an 

in-depth analysis for the City of Lubbock in 1972 and 1984. Each indicator is 

listed to justify its seven city faces: two overall faces and five elemental 

faces. Through this case study, specific strengths and weaknesses of a city 



are identified. These three case studies, in three different analytic levels. 

reveal that a simple human face is dynamic enough to display a capsule 

image for a complicated but organic human settlement. 

Evaluation 
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Based on my overall study as stated in the summary. this dissertation 

is evaluated in terms of its strengths and weaknesses. The dissertation's 

strengths are first identified as follows. 

First, this dissertation demonstrates that a complex city can be 

represented by something as simple and vivid as the human face. City 

diagnosis began with 325 indicators which were integrated into 25 elements: 

in turn these elements were categorized into five major components. Then. 

these five major city components were used to produce an overall city face 

with different genders, ages and emotions. These indicators are integrated 

into a form using the varied nature of the human face(s) to depict a city. 

In particular, this dissertation emphasizes that the face is a 

representation of a city rather than a symbol. Instead of using a face. a city 

may be symbolized in terms of different shapes. such as a square. a circle 

and a triangle. However, few linkages can be drawn between these symbols 

and a city. Besides, these symbols would lose much of the city's detail. In 

this sense, the face can not only represent the whole nature of a city. but also 

display individual parts of a city. 

Second, this research portrays a city as a mixture of the good. the bad. 

and the ugly. No absolute good or bad cities were found. For example. each 
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city exhibited some good and bad points in each of the five different 

components. On a scale from one to five representing each city component, 

a city can be scored from 5 to 25 points theoretically. In practice. all cities 

were scored between 12 and 19. This again suggests a city has an organic 

nature which is too complex to be judged by only ten or so indicators. Thus. 

studies done by Zero Population Inc. (1985). Englander (1987) and others 

exhibit bias, because they only judge a book by its cover. This study 

pursued the more comprehensive goal of judging a book by its chapters. 

sections and even subsections. Also, this approach demonstrated an effort to 

correct any biased or stereotypical perceptions of the city. 

Third, the face method of city diagnosis developed in this dissertation 

is different from other techniques because of its theoretical insights and 

academic findings. The faces are not only a means of studying and 

integrating the city data, but also serve as a means for bridging the 

perceptural gap between the people and their cities. City faces can facilitate 

the pub I ic' s desire to promote "a good and happy city." 

Fourth. this dissertation identifies city growth trends by comparing 

cities at two different times, 1972 and 1984. Questioning why cities changed 

their facial images helps investigating significant insights which can be used 

for policy-making. 

On the other hand. this study's weaknesses are identified as follows: 

First, there are only seven major facial features (mouth. nose. ears. chin/skin. 

eyes, eyebrows and hair) which cover no more than seven major city 

components. Unless all indicators can be covered through the seven 

components. this approach will create certain limitations. 
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Second. this study does not link each facial feature with the 25 city 

elements or individual city functions. These elements, especially intangible 

ones, may be tentative due to the availability of data. Also, these elements 

can be changed any time a better city data system is established. At this 

point. this study does not look into the interrelationships among the five 

major city components. This complex research subject is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation. 

Finally, the City Face Model as developed can not evaluate different 

areas within a city. It should be realized that some city areas may be better 

or worse than others in terms of their different characters and functions. 

However, this method is useful for cities which have established inter-city 

data systems and have incoporated U.S. census block, neighborhood and 

census tract data. 

Recommendation 

Based on the evaluation, four major recommendations are suggested as a 

result of this study. These recommendations serve also as expectations and 

challenges for the City Face Model. 

First, it is recommended that a city data system be developed to unify 

the survey and collection procedures. This data system may provide 

additional time points, clarify major city components and their elements. and 

generate additional qualitative indicators which can be used to establish a 

comprehensive city data bank. This recommendation is relevant for both 

national and international applications. 
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Second. this study suggests that the development of a city data system 

including tangible and intangible indicators which will improve efforts to draw 

more precise faces and to produce projections. This will also promote future 

research involving linkages between facial features and city elements or 

individual functions as well as the relationship between different major city 

components. 

Projection is another important research potential if time points can be 

increased and if the CFM can be advanced. At the micro level, a face may 

inform future trends under specific policy inputs, such as the construction of 

5,000 public housing units or the arrival of a new manufacturer with 1,500 

new jobs and so forth. At the macro level, a city face may reflect the impact 

of national policy or events, such as a stock market decline, a change in 

housing policy and so forth. 

The third recommendation resulting from this study is that the CFM 

become a practical avenue for public participation, since people are anxious 

about impersonal. uncontrollable and unknowable events in a city. City faces 

can eliminate this feeling of alienation among citizens. On the other hand. 

city governments can earn public support through city faces. Other 

possibilities are addressed as follows: 1) City faces can be distributed to 

elementary school students since their reactions are often direct. Interaction 

with family members may stimulate questions or interests about their city: 2) 

Utilizing the mass media, these faces can be presented to the public. Then. a 

public hearing can be held to collect opinions about the city: 3) These faces 

can be utilized by politicians in an election campaign. Also. the public can 
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test the politician's campaign promises from time to time: and 4) These faces 

can be presented to national organizations such as the International City 

Management Association, American Planning Association and the Urban 

Land Institute, to promote a national program of public participation. This 

program may be termed the "City Face Movement" which will create an 

opportunity for cities to promote a good and happy face. Citizens in those 

cities which have a sad face may participate in regenerating a new city 

image. These city faces could be displayed in public areas for educational 

purposes. On the other hand, the city face can also replace the city key and 

change the traditional way of welcoming visitors. 

Fourth, it is strongly recommended that the City Face Model be 

considered an aid to decision-makers and city planners which will enable 

them to streamline urban management. The following points are suggested: 

1) Faces can identify a city's development and growth trends; 2) Faces can 

establish a common ground for discussion of policy which will promote 

constructive policies and help carry the will of citizens: 3) Faces can identify 

a city's strengths and weakness and help allocate resources: and 4) City 

faces can set priorities to achieve goals and objectives. By promoting better 

public participation and improved decision-making, city faces can act as an 

interface or communication channel between experts and laymen, or between 

city officials and citizens. 
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Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United 

States, once said that one should be responsible for his own face after the 

age of forty. It implies that the face. although a product of birth. can be 

changed through one's mind or inner vitality. What he said. in fact. is very 

close to an old Chinese saying: Hthe face is derived from the mind." Based 

on this concept. it is suggested that city planners should be responsible for a 

city's face by identifying and integrating the inner vitality of their city 

whenever the city reaches the age of self-development. 
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Physical Aspect 

APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF SELECTED URBAN THEORIES 
AND MODELS 

Central Place Theory. Developed by Walter Christaller in 1933, this theory 

identifies cities as a service center: with refinement and embellishments 

proposed by Berry and Garrison. The book provides a theory of the size. 

function and spacing of market centers. It applies the homogeneous surface 

known to classical economists as an isotopic transport plain. 

City Image Theory. The central concept of the Kevin Lynch's work in 1962 

was the "legibility" of the urban environment. or the ease with which 

individuals can organize the various elements of urban form into coherent 

mental representation. Lynch hypothesised that cities varied in the extent to 

which they evoked a strong image-a quality he termed "imageability'' to 

identify those places that could be seen as patterns of high continuity with 

interconnected parts. 

Cornell Land Use Game (CLUG). This model was developed by Cornell 

Planning Department in 1965. The model addresses the residential. 

commercial. and industrial developments of an urban community. The 

players begin with small amounts of capital. and they may use this to bid for 

land and to develop the properties they purchase. 
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Cosmic Theory. As a general theory, it was often used by Jeffrey Meyer. P. 

Wheatley and Arthur Wright. This theory asserts that the form of any 

permanent settlement should be _a magical model of the universe and the 

Gods. It is a means of linking human beings to those vast forces and a way 

of stabilizing the order and harmony of the cosmos. The two best-developed 

branches of cosmic theory are those of China and of India. The theory 

applies some common form concepts. Among them are the axial line of 

procession and approach: the encircling enclosure and its protected gate: the 

diverse meanings of the cardinal directions and so forth. Behind these 

concepts lie certain primary values-order, stability, dominance, through the 

negation of time. decay, death and fearful chaos. 

Environmentrics Model. (The original City 1 and 2 Model) This model was 

developed at the Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies in 1968. It is a 

computerized version which incorporated elements of both the CLUG and 

METRO models. It involves nine teams of four to five players each. 

Gravition Theory. This theory was developed by William J . Reilly in 1931. It 

asserts that under normal conditions two cities attract retail trade from a 

smaller intermediate city or town approximately in direct proportion to the 

population of the two cities and in inverse proportion to the squares of the 

distances from these two cities to the intermediate city or town. Moreover. a 

Distance Decay Principle further emerged and asserts that the farther apart 

two places are the less traffic there is likely to be between them. In short. the 

attraction of a particular place decreases at a decreasing rate with distance. 
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Machine Theory. This is another general theory. It describes a city as the 

sum of its parts. It can be taken apart, put together, reversed, its pieces 

replaced. and it will run again. A city is made up of small autonomous. 

undifferentiated parts, linked into a great machine, which in contrast. has 

clearly differentiated functions and motions. The theory underlies some 

ancient colonial cities and modern urban design. such as Le Corbuiser's 

Radiant City and Soleri's Babeldiga. 

METRO Urban Game Model. This model was developed at Michigan 

University in 1964. and subsquently develops ETROPOLIS 1 and 2. All three 

models are tailored to the particulars of the urban community of Lansing. 

Michigan. 

Monte Carlo Model. This model, developed by J. P. Crecine in 1964. is 

Machine Simulations involving probability distribution. Random samplings 
I 

are made by the computer to simulate probability- so called "Monte Carlo" 

method or Models. In terms of land use, Monte Carlo models are associated 

especially with the University of North Carolina planning group. 

Organic Theory. This theory is the notion that a city has different parts. but 

these parts are in close contact with each other. They work together and 

influence each other in subtle ways. The city as an organism is dynamic. but 

it is a homeostatic dynamism: internal adjustments tend to return to a 

balanced state whenever it has been disturbed by any outside force. So a 

city is self-regulating and self-organizing. It repairs itself. produces new 

individuals. and goes through a cycle of birth, growth. maturity. and death. 
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POLIMETRIC Model. In 1965, this model was developed by N. A . Irwin and D. 

Brand in Boston using a series of nonlinear equations to predict the city's 

development. In turn, the EMPIRIC Model is used in Boston for subregions . 

Spatial Diffusion Model. This model, developed by R. L. Morrill in 1966. is to 

identify the process of ghetto expansion and therefore helps only indirectly in 

the evaluation of measures to control the ghetto. Rose uses a ,.Ghetto 

developer'' model to predict the future state of the ghetto. 

Theory of Industrial Location. This theory, provided by Walter lsard in 1956. 

suggests both least cost and maximum market access principles. lsard also 

emphasizes the importance of substitution through which an optimal location 

can be achieved by increasing the outlay on a low cost factor of produ':tion to 

offset the burden of one that is more expensive . 

Theory of Least Cost Location. This theory, developed by Melvin Webber in 

1909, asserts that cities as manufacturing centers focus on the costs of 

transportation and raw materials as factors in location. The theory suggests 

that production activities are located. so as to minimize overall transport 

costs, that is, the cost of assembling all the raw materials and dispatching the 

finished product to the market. 

TOMM Model. Developed by J. P. Crecine in 1964, this is a time-oriented 

version of Lowery's model. Only a portion of the establishment and 

households can move in any time period; households are differentiated by 
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income, housing, and social characteristics, and city census tracts are used 

the areal units for forecasting. 

Wheel Theory. This theory was initiated by August Losch in 1954. It is also 

known as Economic Landscape Theory and identified city-poor and city-rich 

sectors in terms of their economical functions pertormed for goods and 

services. 

Socio-psychological Aspect 

Compositional Theory. this theory , developed by Herbert Gans in 1962, 

describes the city as a "mosaic of social worlds."' These worlds are intimate 

social circles based on kinship, ethnicity and life-style. Some good examples 

are little Italy, the Jewish ghetto and China Town. This concept is also known 

as "small village in the big city," which maintains that these groups persist 

undiminished in the city because the basic dynamics of their social 

relationships and their member's personalities are unaffected. 

Subculture Theory. Developed by C. Fischer in 1975. this theory contends 

that urbanism affects social life not by destroying social groups. but by 

helping to create and strengthen them. The most significant social 

consequence of community size is the promotion of diverse subcultures 

which are culturally distinctive groups. Urbanism intensifies subcultures 

through two ways. One is based on critical mass and the other way is based 

on contacts between these subcultures. 
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Urban Determinism Theory. In 1938, Lewis Wirth began with this theory 

through a definition of the city as "a large dense and social heterogeneous 

settlement." His theory is intended to demonstrate how these three factors of 

urbanism produce social disorganization and personal disorder in terms of 

psychological and social analysis. Some of the results from disorder and 

disorganization are isolation, alienation and anomie. Formal integration, 

such as police, is used to deal with the social order. Because a communal 

order is based on consensus, the moral strength of small. primary groups 

was gone. Eventually. this trend permits social disruption and promotes 

personality disorders which are the major sources of urban problems. 

Government-political Aspect 

Conflict and Management Theory. This theory examines the nature of 

inter-group attraction and aversion, and the role of urban gatekeepers who 

can use their financial and political power to determine, or at least to control. 

the structure of the city. Harvey (1973) revised Marx's view and argued that 

social injustices are an inherent feature of societies organized on a capitalist 

basis, and that changes in urban structure can only be achieved through the 

removal of private ownership and, in particular, monopoly rights over land . 

Peet (1978) seeks to replace bureaucracies by anarchistic models of 

community control. 



Decision Agent Model. Developed by E. J. Kaiser in 1969, This model is 

intended to identify critical decisions and decision makers in the 

development proces~ and the factors that influences them- particularly 

locational decisions and related factors. 
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Marxist Theory. This theory, developed by Karl Marx, explains the existence 

of social and spatial divisions in the city in terms of the capitalist 

organization of society. The Marxist Theory of Urban Land Use outlines the 

mechanisms through which land in the city is allocated to individuals on the 

basis of their incomes. It further describes the ways in which ownership 

determines rent which in turn determines land use structure. 

Theory of Corporate Management. This theory treats cities as management 

centers. Thorngren (1970) outlined three levels of management: prod•Jction 

control, administration and decision-making for a city. 

Historical Aspect 

Theory about History as a Whole. This theory, developed by R. Rostow in 

1971, identifies six stages of economic development for human settlement. 

They are: traditional society (pre-Newtonian), preconditions of take-off 

(process of transition), take-off(period of growth). drive to maturity 

(substained progress), age of high mass consumption, and beyond 

consumption. 
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Economic Aspect 

Bid-Rent Theory. Originally from Thunnen (1826) and proposed by Hurd 

(1903) and Haig (1926) and elaborated by Kain (1962), Alonso (1964). Muth 

(1969) and Mills (1972). The basis hypothesis is that property owners attempt 

to minimize location costs by trading off rents against traveling costs . 

BREAM/PAS: Bureau of Reclamation Economic Assessment Model by 

Mountain West Research, Inc. The updated version is called the Planning 

and Assessment System (PAS): 1) Basic Activity System-storing information: 

2) County Projection Module-three major components (demographic. 

economic submodel. and labor market submodel); 3) Subcounty Allocation 

Module. Its outputs include 15 tables in the county level and 17 in the 

subcounty level. 

City System Model for Advanced Economies. This model was provided by 

Allan Pred in 1963. By introducing new industry, a city can be changed 

structurally in terms of employment, population quality, innovation and 

invention. These chains are linked by multiplier thresholds and forms a 

circular and cumulative feedback process of urban growth. 

COAL TOWN. This model is developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

and Montana State University for coal mining projects. It mainly simulates 

changes in employment (basic and non-basic, net migration and total 

population. 
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Disequilibrium Model. This model, developed by Mydal and Hirschman in 

1958, argued that the limited advantages of a backward area would be 

insufficient to offset the cumulating internal and external economies of a 

neighborhooding expanding region. Thus the declining economy would be 

cumulatively drained both of premium labour and of raw materials. and 

welfare discrepancies would increase rather disappear. 

Economic Base Theory. A general economic theory used by many 

researchers. This theory asserts that all such activities are basic in that they 

bring money into the community. They have been referred to as the 

community's "bread-winner."' Those activities whose goods and services are 

consumed within the city. They do not bring outside money into the 

community. They are supported by basic activities and non-basic activities. 

If the ratio is 1:1, it means that the urban area just about as many workers in 

basic activities (city-forming sectors) and in nonbasic activities (city-serving 

sectors). If a new basic enterprise is added to a city, the new activity should 

bring, in the long run, an increase in non basic employment. 1:1 ( 1) 1 :2 (2) 

called employment multipliers. Population multipliers which refer to a 

consistent relationship between the size of the labor force and the size of the 

population it can support. 

EIAP (Environmental Impact Analysis Process). This model. proposed by 

HDR under contract to the Air Force, is limited to analysis of MX alternatives 

for the US Air force. 
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Export-base Model. -·Tbis model, developed by John Alexander in 1953, 

typically makes do with one or a small number of multipliers, while the 

input-output model generates a total which is more than the square of the 

number of sectors into which the economy is divided. The 1-0 models may 

be best thought of as analytical devices designed to overcome some 

limitations of the export-base framework. 

Lowry Model. This model, developed by Ira S. Lowry in 1964, uses an 

iterative procedure to forecast the spatial distribution of population and 

employment in a city. A case study was conducted for Pittsburgh. 

Minimum Requirement Theory. This theory was initiated by Edward Ullman 

and Michael Decay in 1962. Two major aspects are addressed through this 

theory. The first is that the larger the city, the less it is dependent upcn the 

basic activities, and hence its links with surrounding markets , for its future 

growth. The second implication is that larger urban centers have the 

capacity to grow more rapidly: a small increase in the basic sectors leads to 

proportionately large increases in the non-basic sectors. 

Shift and Share Model. This model was provided by W. Gullen in 1972. The 

Shift and Share Model describes the development of a urban economy as a 

local phenomenon by attempting to control non-local factors which are 

assumed to influence that development. 

Trade-off Approach. This approach is grounded in neo-classical economics 

and explains intra-urban land use patterns in terms of the outcome of 

competitive bidding for land. 
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Holistic Aspect 

Ekistic Theory. Developed by Constantinos Doxiadis in 1968, Ekistics is 

known as "Science of Human Settlement" which consists of five basic 

elements: nature, man, society, shell and network. The main goal of this 

theory is to make man happy and safe. Man, alone or in a society. is the 

content; nature is the container. Man arrives in it, and forms social groups 

which function as a society. The social group, in its need for protection. 

finally creates the shells and then, when it becomes larger and more 

complex, it needs various networks. 

Organicdualism Theory. This theory, developed by George, T. C. Peng in 

1977, consists of two essential elements, dynamic balance and static growth, 

·which can be used to evaluate the form and structure of a city. A Man-City 

Comparative Model was also developed in order to justify a city being a 

living organism. Following the philosophical model, two mathematical 

matrixes, open heart concentric form matrix and open end lieal form matrix. 

were constructed to modeling new city design. 

Theory of Good City Form. This theory, developed by Kevin Lynch in 1981. 

asserts that a good city form can be judged through five elements: vitality. 

sense, fitness, access and control. Each element also covers several factors. 

For example, vitality includes sustenance and health, safety. consonance and 

stability. 
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Urban DNA Theory. This theory, developed by A. Dudley Thompson in 1980, 

emphasizes that all communities are organically structured, thus a change in 

any part or the whole will change all other part.s. This theory provides fairly 

comprehensive insights, such as repairing mechanisms, adaptability, which is 

a biology-oriented approach and will be very useful as a conceptual 

framework for urban studies. 

Other Theory and Model 

Communication Theory of Urban Growth. Developed by Richard Meier in 

1962, this theory points out that urban growth takes place as cities develop a 

capacity to maintain and conserve information. The city is seen as an open 

communication system, resulting from-and held together by--a complex 

pattern of information exchanges. 

Financial Flow Model. This model, developed by W. Bunge in 1966, suggests 

that areal divisions in the city are maintained and compounded by intra-zonal 

flows of finance and reference to three zones: the city of death, the city of 

need, and the city of superfluity. 

Stages of Urban Growth Model. This model, developed by J. R. Borchert in 

1967, has four stages in terms of transportation and industry and is 

characterized by the growth of particular types of settlement in different areas 

of the country. The future stage of urban growth centers on new 

telecommunications which eliminates time and overcomes space in such a 

way as to make possible an urban civilization without cities. 
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Urban Dynamic Model. A famous model in 1970s which was developed by 

Jay Forrest in 1969. This model uses people, housing and jobs as major 

components to describe and predict urban vitality. 

Urban Linkage Model. Urban linkage are likely to be as highly structured 

and as explicable as the familiar variations in urban size and function. There 

are thus individual investigations of airline traffic (Taaffe, 1956, 1962), 

telephone calls (Clark, 1973), and financial flows (Borchert, 1972). 



APPENDIX 8 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON THE FACE 
METHOD 

Research !: City Faces in Japan 

There are about 200 cities in the Great Tokyo Metropolitan Region. For 

demonstration purpose, only three cities in Plate 1 were selected to display 

their faces in 1971, 1973, and 1975. Graphics in the case study were 

hand-drawn. 

Due to the introduction of the International Airport and other related 

infrastructures, Narita City, originally a tourism-oriented community, has had 

a changing face over time as the Gate of Japan. With less hair (populetion 

density), its face possessed a good chin (environment- maintaining financial 

source), good eyebrows (more parks), and a good nose (less traffic 

accidents) in 1975 when compared with 1971 and 1973. 

With more hair and descending eyebrows, Yokohama's city face was 

shown to be a crowded city without adequate park space for its people. 

However, it had a pair of good eyes (sewage rates) and a good nose (less 

traffic accidents). 

Comparatively. Kamakura's city face had a consistently good hair style 

and good eyes and an improved nose. As a internationally known cultural 

city, Kamakura City had received more environment-maintaining sources and 

kept a very high sewage connection rate. It is a good city for living (J. Wang, 

1979). 
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Research g: City Faces in Taiwan, Republic of China 

· This case study shows faces of the five major cities in Taiwan. ROC 

between 1975 and 1980. Graphics aid was a personal computer with drawing 

software (J. Wang and Kiang, 1981). 

Although possessing with a better chin (more living spaces). good 

eyebrows (more medical doctors), and bigger eyes (less air pollution). 

Taipei's city face had a crooked nose (more traffic accidents) and a grim 

smile (more fires). As a capital city, Taipei has to have its hair cut (density 

control) by adjusting its metropolitan area in order to minimize "density 

syndrome" such as traffic congestion and other urban disasters. 

Keelung, a northern harbor city, had a slim face plus less hair and 

descending eyebrows (less medical doctors). However. with a slower 

urbanization tempo, Keelung City can still be well-planned as a nice-looking 

city before it is too late. 

Taichung City had a nice-looking face and looked like the "expected 

face." However, it experienced more air pollution as the price for economic 

development during the five-year period. Thus. Taichung has to raise efforts 

to keep its face smiling. 

Kaohsiung, a new special municipality, had a much more rapid 

urbanization tempo and thus gained more side effects. particularly industrial 

air pollution. Its city face had a pair of oblique eyes (severe air pollution) 

and grim smile (more fires). Obviously, Kaohsiung City has faced 

tremendous challenges to upgrade its urban vitality. 
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Tainan, a cultural city, grew more hair (population) between 1975 and 

1980 and thus needs a better chin (more living spaces) and better eyebrows 

(medical doctors). However. Tainan's city face kept a good nose (less traffic 

accidents) and a smiling mouth (less fire). Generally speaking, Tainan is a 

place good for living (Plate 2). 

Research 3: City Faces in the United States 

This research displays faces of the ten selected cities of the United 

States in 1980 (J. Wang and Peng, 1986). New dimensions, such as gender. 

color, facial expressions. and special features. are incorporated with the 

"basic features". These features are adopted through the Plastic Overlay 

Identification System (PCIS) and Face Recall System (FRS). 

Reviewing the basic faces of the ten cities. some brief observations can 

be made. With a very small-sized nose (bad environmental function) and 

other medium-sized features, Los Angeles· city face wore glasses 

symbolizing he had more wealthy persons and more cultural events. Having 

a female face. Atlanta city possessed a good mouth (good economy) and a 

darker skin (more non-white population). Chicago's city face had more hair 

and a good nose in addition to his smaller glasses. 

Boston's city face showed that she had good eyes (good governmental 

function) and some wrinkles representing her older age. Dallas's city face 

had a very good chin (physical function) and a good mouth. while he also 

owned smaller eyes. Although holding a good nose. St. Petersburg had the 
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face of an older woman. With a good chin and nose, Boise's city face also 

had smaller eyes and mouth. 

Charlotte's city face displayed that he is a typical city in terms of 

diverse functions. Holding a very good nose, Harrisburg's city face had 

darker skin and some wrinkles. Madison's city face had balanced features. 

particularly the good eyes, indicating a good governmental function. 

Concerning the "expressive face" of the ten cities, six cities had 

displayed four different facial expressions in terms of their integration of the 

five city functions. Among them, Dallas and Madison displayed happy faces 

due to their better city functions, while Los Angeles and St. Petersburg 

showed sad faces due to their lower scores on city functions. Harrisburg 

displayed a surprising city face because she gained the only highest rank (5) 

on environmental function. Finally, Boston showed a city face of fear due to 

the high crime rate (Plate 3). 

In Plate 4. moreover, two City Diagnosis Statements (CDS) are 

presented to describe the basic information of the cities. By reviewing the 

CDS, it is possible for people to identify some city problems and attractions. 

Thus, the CDS with the face can serve as a visible outcome of the city and 

provide a guideline for needed improvements. 
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HARRISBURG 

(2.3.3.3.5.2 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

NAME: HARRISBURG 
GENDER: FEMALE 
AGE: OLD 
SKIN: LIGHT BROWN 
SPECIAL 10: NONE 
SCORE: 16 
EXPRESSION: SURPRISE 

LOW POPULATION DENSITY 
MODERATE PHYSICAL FUNCTION 
MODERATE SOCIAL FUNCTION 
MODERATE GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTION 
VERY GOOD ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTION 
BAD ECONOMICAL FUNCTION 

LOS AHGD.ES 

(2. 3.3.2.1.3) 

CITY DIAGNOSIS STATEMENT 

NAME: LOS ANGELES 
GENDER: MALE 
AGE: YOUNG 
SKIN: BEIGE 
SPECIALID:GLASSES 
SCORE: 12 
EXPRESSION: SADNESS 

LOW POPULATION DENSITY 
MODERATE PHYSICAL FUNCTION 
MODERATE SOCIAL FUNCTION 
BAD GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTION 
VERY BAD ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTION 
MODERATE ECONOMICAL FUNCTION 

Plate 4: Examples of the City Diagnosis Statement 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DATA 
PROCESSING AND GRAPHICS 

SAS Program for Data Processing 

II JOB (DU$JOL,6072),'CITY FACE MODEL',CLASS =A 
/*JOBPARM T=20,L=20 . 
II EXEC SAS,REGION = 1200K 
//FT12F001 DO SYSOUT = (J, 1400),FCB = 6STD 
//SYSIN DO* 
DATA A: 

INPUT CITYNAME$ 1-20 STATE$ 21-23 FORMGOVE$ 24-25 
POPU7080 26-28 WH ITE80 29-31 
BLACK80 32-34 HISPA80 35-37 HOUS7080 38-40 
MAYELEC 41 MAYTERM 42 MAYMEMB$ 43 
MAYPAY 44-48 COUNOL 49-50 
COUNOW 51-52 COUTERML 53 COUTERMW 54 COUCOMPE 55-59 
BOND81$ 60-63 CITYTYPE$ 64 

#2 POF 1-2 UN18 3-4 OV65 5-6 EMPLOY80 7-8 INCOME79 9-13 
LABINDU 14-15 LABUTI 16-17 LABTRADE 18-19 LABBUSI 20-21 
LABSERV 22-23 LABADMI 24-25 HOUSEOWN 26-27 
BUI1940 28-29 BUI1969 30-31 REVINT 32-33 
REVPC 34-37 REVPR 38-40 REVOTH 41-43 REVMI 44-47 
EXPPO 48-50 EXPFI 51-53 EXPRO 54-56 EXPSEW 57-59 
DEBTPC 60-63 GOVPER 64-69 GOVSAL 70-73 

#3 EDUC80 1-4 UNEMP84 5-8 POVER 9-12 
HOVA84 13-18 PROTX 19-23 
PUTER 24-28 PUDOLLAR 29-33 TESALARY 34-38 EFFORT 39-43 
GRANT84 44-48 DEFEND84 49-55 GTGV 56-60 MAVAP 61-65 
TOTA 66-70 

#4 UNEMP 1-4 TAXCOLLE 5-8 IMAGE 9-10 
HISTOR 11-12 LIBNUMER 13-14 LIBEXPEN 15-19 
LIBCIRCU 20-24 LIBSTAFF 25-29 FESTIVAL 30-31 
MUSEUM 32-33 THEATRE 34-35 SYMPHONY 36-37 FINEART 38-39 
FINETV 40-41 SEXRATIO 42-46 HOUSE65 47-51 MARRIED 52-56 
DIVORCED 57-61 CARDCASE 62-66 INFANT 67-71 

#5 POPU84 1-5 AUTOACCI 6-10 HOSP 11-15 
PHYSICAN 16-20 AFDC 21-25 SOSECU 26-30 
RESTAUR 31-32 GOLF 33-34 BOWLING 35-39 MOVIE 40-41 
ZOOS 42-43 GAME 44-48 ASSET 49-53 TVNO 54-55 RADO 56-57 
COLLEGE 58-59 
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#6 REVE71 1-5 REVPR71 6-10 REVPC71 11-15 
REVMI71 16-20 EXPE71 21-25 EXPEDU71 26-30 EXPR071 31-35 
EXPWEL71 36-40 EXPHEA71 41-45 EXPR071 46-50 
EXPFI71 51-55 EXPSEW71 56-60 EXPSAN71 61-65 
EXPARK71 66-70 

#7 EXPHOU71 1-5 DEBTI1 6-10 FHOUSE 11-16 
PEHO 17-20 FAMILY 21-25 MARRYF 26-30 
FEHO 31-35 NFHOUSE 36-40 SING 41-45 FELA 46-50 
EMRA 51-55 WOUT 56-60 BLUEC 61-65 WHITEC 66-70 

#8 MUSGRANT 1-5 FULLEMPL 6-10 
FULLEDUC 11-15 FULLHIGH 16-20 FULLEDUC 21-25 
FULLPOLI 26-30 FULLFIRE 31-35 FULLSANI 36-40 
FULLPARK 41-45 FULLUTI 46-50 FULLLIBR 51-55 

#9 REVE 1-5 REVSTGV 6-10 REVFEGV 11-15 
EXPE 16-20 EXPEDU 21-25 
EXPWEL 26-30 EXPHEA 31-35 EXPPARK 36-40 EXPHOU 41-45 
TALL 46-50 HOUTO 51-55 HOUAU1 56-60 HOUAU5 61-65 
HOUVAL 66-71 

#10 AREA70 1-5 POPU70 6-10 MILE70 11-15 
POPU6070 16-20 POF70 21-25 
WHITE70 26-30 BLACK70 31-35 CHILD570 36-40 OV6570 41-45 
MDAGET70 46-50 BIRT70 51-55 
DEAD70 56-60 ED1270 61-65 ED1670 66-70 

#11 UNIV70 1-5 FELA70 6-10 UNEMP70 11-15 
EMMA70 16-20 EMWH70 21-25 
EMPR70 26-30 GOV70 31-35 WHITEP70 36-40 WHITES70 41-45 
PUBL70 46-50 WOUT70 51-55 
FEH070 56-60 INC070 61-65 PERI70 66-70 

#12 FAPR70 1-5 POVER70 6-10 
HOUS6070 11-15 ROOM70 16-20 UNITA70 21-25 
VACA70 26-30 OWNR70 31-35 HOVA70 36-40 RENTMD70 41-45 
LAPLUM70 46-50 DEH070 51-55 AIRH70 56-60 HOUT070 61-65 
HOUAU170 66-70 

#13 HOUAU570 1-5 HOUVAL70 6-10 
BILL70 11-15 GOVER70 16-20 CRIM70 21-25 
MASE70 26-30 EM2070 31-35 
PROWK70 36-40 MAVA70 41-45 RESA70 46-50 
FOOD70 51-55 AUT070 56-60 GMGS70 61-65 EATT70 66-70 

#14 GASL70 1-5 HOSP70 6-10 
RAIN72 11-15 SUNS72 16-20 WIND72 21-25 
WAGE70 26-30 TEMP72 31-34 HEAT72 35-38 COOL72 39-42 
HUM72 43-46 SNOW1072 47-50 
SKYS72 51-54 RN2572 55-58 TSNOW72 59-62 
THUN72 63-66 FOGG72 67-68 IFP72 69-70 

#15 DEHO 1-4 VACA 5-8 UNITA 9-12 
OWNR 13-16 CONDOS 17-20 MOBILE 21-24 
APART 25-28 COMMUNI 29-32 BUSLINE 33-36 SEATMILE 37-40 
UDAG 41-45 HOUSEDEM 46-50 
CARS 51-55 NEWSPAPE 56-60 TRUC 61-65 
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CONCENNU 66-67 NUCLEAR 68-71 
#16 UN10 1-5 FAPR 6-10 FEPR 11-15 

POVER80 16-20 ED12 21-25 ED16 26-30 
PRIV 31-35 UNIV 36-40 
MILE 41-45 BORN 46-50 BIRY 51-55 DEAD 56-60 
MDAGET 61-65 BIRT 66-70 

#17 POPU8590 1-5 BUY8590 6-10 
RETA8590 11-15 CRVI 16-20 CRPR 21-25 
GROC 26-30 HOUS 31-35 UTIL 36-40 
TRAN 41-45 NELP 46-50 MISC 51-55 
BILL 56-60 LIVINDX 61-65 

#18 INCO 1-5 OV50 6-10 PERl 11-15 BANK 16-20 RETAHOUS 21-25 
METROPOP 26-30 INCOME83 31-35 
MASE 36-40 EM20 41-45 MAVA 46-50 
WHES 51-55 WHSA 56-60 RESA 61-65 RISA 66-70 

#19 SEES 1-5 SESA 6-10 EMMA 11-15 
EMWH 16-20 EMPR 21-25 GOVE 26-30 
SEEM 31-35 NOWK 36-40 WK02 41-45 
WAGE 46-50 JOBGROWT 51-55 
FOOD 56-60 GMGS 61-65 EATI 66-70 

#20 BUY85 1-6 AUTO 7-11 BANKS 12-16 
SHARE84 17-22 PUPILREN 23-27 
PUPILEXP 28-32 PUPILDEB 33-37 
TXPV 38-42 TXSA 43-47 AREA 48-52 
HOUSE 53-58 UNITS 59-63 LAPLUM 64-68 

#21 RENTI 1-5 RENTMD 6-10 dRIV 11-15 
POOL 16-20 PUBL 21-25 AIRH 26-30 
FREETRAF 31-35 AIRLINE 36-40 FL YNUM 41-45 DEPAR80 46-50 
DEPAS80 51-55 DEPAR71 56-60 DEPAS71 61-65 

#22 HEAT 1-6 COOL 7-10 RAIN 11-15 
HUM 16-20 WIND 21-25 SUNS 26-30 SKYS 31-35 
RN25 36-40 SNOW10 41-45 THUN 46-50 FOGG 51-55 
C322 56-60 UNDO 61-65 TSNOW 66-70 

#23 TEMP 1-5 TBRATE 6-10 
EARTHQUA 11-15 POLLEN 16-20 AIR 21-22 
WASTESJT 23-24 WATER 25-26 
SEWAGE 27-28 HISP70 29-33 POPU80 34-38 
SEGREGAT 41-45 DISTRESS 46-47 TORNADO 48-49 HURRI 50-51 

#24 R72 1-4 C72 5-8 172 9-12 P72 13-16 
S72 17-20 V72 21-24 
R86 25-28 C86 29-32 186 33-36 
P86 37-40 S86 41-44 V86 45-48: 

IF MAYMEMB='N' THEN MAYMEMN=10: 
IF MAYMEMB='Y' THEN MAYMEMN=5; 
IF BOND81 ='AAA' THEN BOND81N=9: 
IF BOND81 =I AAA 1 I THEN BOND81 N = 14: 
IF BOND81 ='AA' THEN BOND81N =8; 
IF BOND81 =I AA 1 I THEN BOND81 N = 13: 
IF BOND81 ='A' THEN BOND81N=7; 
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IF BOND81 ='A 1' THEN BOND81 N = 12: 
IF BOND81 ='BAA' THEN BOND81N =6: 
IF BOND81 ='BAA1' THEN BOND81N = 11; 
IF BOND81 = 'BA' THEN BOND81 N = 5: 
IF BOND81 ='BA1' THEN BOND81N=10; 
IF BOND81 = '8' THEN BOND81N =4· 
IF BOND81 = 'CAA' THEN BOND81N. 3; 
IF BOND81 = 'CA' THEN BOND81 N = 2: 
IF BOND81 = 'C' THEN BOND81N = 1: 
DEPEND= (UN18 + OV65)/(100-UN18-0V65); 
DEPEND70 = (CHILD570 + OV6570)/(100-CHILD570-0V6570): 
NGRANT84 = GRANT84/POPU84; 
NDEFEN84 = DEFEND84/POPU84: 
POPU8084 = (POPU84-POPU80)/POPU84; 
NFEHO = FEHO/FHOUSE: 
NNFHOU = NFHOUSE/FHOUSE: 
NSING = SING/POPUBO: 
NPOVER70 = POVER70/POPU70; 
WH ITEC70 = WH ITEP70 + WH ITES70; 
NWAGE70 = WAGE70/PROWK70: 
NBANK = (BANK*1000)/METROPOP: 
NMAVA = MAVA/MASE: 
NMAVA70 = MAVA70/MASE70: 
NMASE = (MASE/POPU80)*10; 
NMASE70 = (MASE70/POPU70)*10; 
NRESA = (RESA/POPU80)*1 0; 
NRESA70 = (RESA70/POPU70)*10; 
NSEES = (SEES/POPU80)* 1 0; 
NWHES = (WHES/POPU80)*10; 
NFOOD = FOOD/POPU80: 
NGMGS = GMGS/POPU80; 
NEATI= EATI/POPU80; 
NAUTO = AUTO/POPU80; 
NBANKS = (BANKS/POPU84)*100; 
NSHARE84 = SHARE84/POPU84; 
NRENTI= RENTI/HOUSE: 
NDEPTS = DEPASBO/DEPARBO: 
NDEPTS71 = DEPAS71/DEPAR71: 
NDEPC = (DEPAS80/POPU80)*1 00; 
NDEPC71 = (DEPAS71/POPU70).100; 
NHAU1 = HOUAU1/HOUTO; 
NHAUS = HOUAUS/HOUTO; 
NHAU 170 = HOUAU 170/HOUTO?O: 
NHAU570 = HOUAU570/HOUT070; 
NHOUTO = HOUTO/HOUSE; 
NHVAL = HOUVAL/HOUTO; 
NHVAL70 = HOUVAL70/HOUT070; 
NFULHIGH = (FULLHIGH/POPU84)*10; 
NFULPARK = (FULLPARK/POPU84)*10; 
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NFULUTI = (FULLUTI/POPUB4r1o; 
NFULPOLI = (FULLPOLIIPOPUB4r1o: 
NFULFIRE = (FULLFIRE/POPU84)*1 0; 
NFULHOSP = (FULLHOSP/POPU84)*10; 
NFULSANI = (FULLSANI/POPU84)*10; 
NFULEDUC = (FULLEDUC/POPU84)*10; 
NFULLIBR = (FULLLIBR/POPU84)*10; 
NFULLIBR = (FULLLIBR/POPU84)*10; 
NFULEMPL = (FULLEMPL/POPU84)*10; 
NGOVER70 = (GOVER70/POPU70)*1 0; 
NWH ITE70 = WH ITE70/POPU70; 
NBLACK70 = BLACK70/POPU70; 
NREVSTGV = REVSTGV/REVE; 
NREVFEGV= REVFEGV/REVE; 
NLIBNO = (LIBNUMER/POPU80)*10; 
NPOVER70 = POVER70/POPU70; 
NNEWS = NEWSPAPE/METROPOP; 
NCARS = CARS/POPU84; 
NSEXR70 = (1 00-POF70)/pof70*1 00; 

CARD; 
. 
' PROC SORT DATA=A; 

BY STATE; 
PROC STANDARD MEAN= 0 STD = 1 REPLACE OUT= NEW; 

BY STATE; 
PROC PRINT; 

TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL, 1987'; 
TITLE3 'Z SCORE DATA'; 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY'; 

DATA STAN; 
BY STATE; 
SET NEW; 
ARRAY STAN NWHITE70 NBLACK70 HISP70 WHITE80 BLACK80 

HISPA 80 FEPR SEXRATIO POF POF70 FELA FELA70 
NSEXR70 BUI1940 MDAGET MDAGET70 OV65 OV6570 
MILE MILE70 
HOUS7080 BU11969 RENTMD LAPLUM NRENTT 
UNITA UNITS VACA AIRH DEHO OWNR HOVA84 NHAU1 
NHAUS NHVAL NHOUTO HOUSEDEM EXPHOU CONDOS 
MOBILE APART 
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EXPRO DRIV POOL PUBL NCARS TRUC NFULHIGH BUSLINE 
COMMUNI SEATMILE FREETRAF FLYNUM AIRLINE 
EXPSEW NFULPARK NFULUTI COLLEGE EXPPARK GOLF 
BOWLING MOVIE ZOOS GAME ASSET 
CONCENNU TALL HISTOR IMAGE 
POPU7080 POPU8084 POPU8590 BIRY BIRT DEAD DEPEND 
MARRIED DIVORCED NNFHOU MARRYF PEHO NSING BORN 
NFEHO FEPR 
POVER UN10 FAPR EXPWEL SOSECU AFDC SEGREGAT 



FINEART 
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AUTOACCI EXPPO EXPFI CRPR CRVI NFULPOLI NFULFIRE 
ED12 ED16 PRIV UNIV EXPEDU NFULEDUC PUTER PUDOLLAR 
TESALARY EFFORT NFULLIBR NLIBNO LIBEXPEN LIBCIRCU 
LIBSTAFF 
GROC HOUS UTIL TRAN NELP MISC BILL LIVINDX 
MUSGRANT MUSEUM FESTIVAL THEATRE SYMPHONY 

FINETV RADO TVNO NNEWS RESTAUR 
INCO OVSO PERl NBANK RETAHOUS INCOME83 BUYBS 
NMASE EM20 NMAVA NWHES WHSA NRESA RISA NSEES 
SESA DISTRESS MAVAP 
UNEMP84 UNEMP EMMA EMPR GOVE SEEM NOWK WK02 
WAGE EMPLOYBO EMRA WOUT WHITEC BLUEC 
LABINDU LABUTI LABTRADE LABBUSI 
LABSERV LABADMI HOUSEOWN 

NFOOD NGMGS NEATI NAUTO NDEPC NDEPTS NBANKS 
RETA8590 JOBGROWT BUY8590 
GTGV GOVSAL MAYMEMN . 
MAYELEC MAYTERM MAYPAY COUNOL 
COUNOW COUTERML COUTERMW COUCOMPE 
NFULEMPL 
BOND81N 
REVPC REVPR REVOTH REVMI NSHARE84 REVE NREVSTGV 
NREVFEGV NGRANT84 NDEFEN84 PUPILREN REVINT 
PUPILEXP PUPILDEB DEBTPC EXPE 
TXPV PROTX TXSA TOTA TAXCOLLE 
WATER SEWAGE WASTESIT 
AIR 
RAIN HEAT COOL SUNS TEMP WIND SKYS RN25 THUN 
FOGG C322 UNDO HUM SNOW10 TSNOW 
EARTHQUA NUCLEAR TORNADO HURRI 
HOSP EXPHEA NFULHOSP NFULSANI TBRATE INFANT 
PHYSICAN POLLEN CARDCASE 
HOUS6070 ROOM70 RENTMD70 LAPLUM70 UNITA70 
VACA70 AIRH70 DEH070 OWNR70 HOVA70 NHAU170 
NHAU570 NHVAL70 EXPHOU71 EXPR071 EXPSEW71 
EXPARK71 PUBL70 WOUT70 ROOM70 
NPOVER70 FAPR70 EXPWEL71 EXPP071 EXPFI71 CRIM70 
ED1270 ED1670 EXPEDU71 BILL70 POPU6070 
BIRT70 DEAD70 DEPEND70 UNIV70 
INC070 PERI70 NMASE70 EM2070 NMAVA70 NRESA70 
UNEMP70 EMMA70 GASL70 GOV70 
EMWH70 EMPR70 NWAGE70 
WHITEC70 FOOD70 GMGS70 EATT70 AUT070 NDEPC71 
NDEPTS71 
NGOVER70 REVPC71 REVPR71 REVMI71 REVE71 DEBT71 
EXPE71 
HEAT72 COOL72 SUNS72 TEMP72 RAIN72 WIND72 SKYS72 
RN2572 THUN72 FOGG72 HUM72 SNOW1072 TSNOW72 IFP72 



EXPHEA71 EXPSAN71 HOSP70; 
DO OVER STAN: 

IF STAN < = -.845 THEN STAN= 1: 
ELSE IF -.844 < = STAN < = -.225 THEN STAN= 2; 
ELSE IF -.224 < = STAN < = .255 THEN STAN= 3: 
ELSE IF .256 < = STAN < = .845 THEN STAN= 4: 
ELSE IF STAN>= .846 THEN STAN=S: 
END: 

PROC PRINT: 
TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL, 1987': 
TITLE3 'RANK MATRIX': 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY'; 

MSEX80 = SEXRAT10·1: 
MSEX70 = NSEXR10·1: 

DATA REV: 
BY STATE: 
SET STAN: 
ARRAY REV DEBTPC UNEMP84 POVER80 TOTA UNEMP HOUSE65 
CARDCASE INFANT AUTOACCI DEBT71 WOUT HOUVAL DEAD70 
UNEMP70 WOUT70 FAPR70 NPOVER70 VACA70 LAPLUM?O 
DEH070 HOUVAL70 BILL70 CRIM70 TSNOW72 RN2572 SNOW1072 
THUN72 FOGG72 IFP72 DEHO VACA COMMUNI NUCLEAR 
UN10 FAPR BIRY DEAD GROC HOUS UTIL TRAN NELP 
MISC BILL LIVINDX NOWK LAPLUM PRIV RN25 TSNOW FEPR 
THUN FOGG C322 UNDO SNOW10 TBRATE EARTHQUA POLLEf'l 
SEGREGAT NFEHO MSEXBO MSEX70; 

DO OVER REV: 
IF REV =5 THEN REV= 1; 
ELSE IF REV=4 THEN REV=2: 
ELSE IF REV=3 THEN REV=3: 
ELSE IF REV=2 THEN REV=4: 
ELSE IF REV= 1 THEN REV= 5: 
END; 

DATA MED: 
BY STATE: 

SET REV: 
ARRAY MED SEXRATIO PEHO NSING RENTMD?O 

TEMP72 HEA T72 NSEXR70 
COOL72 HUM72 CONDOS MOBILE APART SEEM RENTMD 
HEAT COOL RAIN HUM WIND TEMP 
RAIN72 WIND72 NRENTI BORN; 

DO OVER MED: 
IF MED=3 THEN MED=S: 
ELSE IF MED=4 THEN MED=3; 
ELSE IF MED = 5 THEN MED = 1: 
ELSE IF MED = 2 THEN MED = 3: 
ELSE IF MED = 1 THEN MED = 1: 
END: 

DATA LAN; 
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BY STATE; 
SET A (KEEP= STATE R72 C72 172 S72 

P72 V72 R86 C86 186 SSS PBS VSS): 
ARRAY RED R72 R86 S72 SSS V72 V86; 
DO OVER RED; 

IF 30 < = RED < =35 THEN RED=5; 
ELSE IF 35.1 < = RED < = 40 THEN RED= 4; 
ELSE IF 25 < = REO < =29.9 THEN RED=2; 
ELSE IF 40.1 < = RED THEN RED= 1; 
ELSE IF 10 < = RED < = 24.9 THEN RED= 1; 
ELSE RED=3; 
END; 

ARRAY COM C72 CBS: 
DO OVER COM; 

IF S <=COM< =B THEN COM=5: 
ELSE IF 8.1 <=COM< =12 THEN COM=4; 
ELSEIF3· <=COM <=5.9THENCOM=2: 
ELSE IF 12.1 <=COM THEN COM=1; 
ELSE IF 1 <=COM<= 2.9 THEN COM=1; 
ELSE COM=3; 
END: 

ARRAY IND 172 IB6; 
DO OVER IND: 

IF 10 < = IND < = 15 THEN IND=5; 
ELSE IF 15.1 < = IND < =20 THEN IND=4; 
ELSE IF 6 < = IND < =9.9 THEN IND=2: 
ELSE IF 20.1 < = INO THEN IND = 1: 
ELSE IF 0.1 < = IND < = 5.9 THEN IND=1: 
ELSE IND=3; 
END; 

ARRAY PUB P72 PBS; 
DO OVER PUB: 

IF 20 <=PUB< =25 THEN PUB=5: 
ELSE IF 25.1 < = PUB < = 30 THEN PUB= 4: 
ELSE IF 15 < = PUB < = 19.9 THEN PUB =2: 
ELSE IF 30.1 <=PUB THEN PUB=1: 
ELSEIFS <=PUB<= 14.9THENPUB=1: 
ELSE PUB =3; 
END; 

DATA MAD; 
MERGE MED LAN; 
BY STATE: 

PROC PRINT; 
TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL, 19B7': 
TITLE3 I JUSTIFIED DATA RANK MATRIX': 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY': 
FORMAT NUMERIC 7.0; 

DATA BASIC; 
SET MAD: 
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IF NBLACK70=5 THEN COLOR72='BLACK': 
ELSE IF HISP70=5 THEN COLOR72='CHOCOLATE': 
ELSE IF WHITEBO = 5 THEN COLOR72 ='BLONDE'; 
ELSE COLOR72 ='BROWN'· 
IF BLACK80 = 5 THEN COLOR84 ='BLACK': 
ELSE IF HISPA80=5 THEN COLOR84='CHOCOLATE': 
ELSE IF NWHITE70 = 5 THEN COLOR84 ='BLONDE'; 
ELSE COLOR84 ='BROWN'· 

' 

AGE72 = BU 11940 + MDAGET70 + OV6570· 
AGE84=BUI1940+MDAGET+OV65; . 
IF AGE72 > 11 THEN LIFE72 ='OLD': 
ELSE IF AGE72 < 7 THEN LIFE72 ='YOUNG'; 
ELSE LIFE72 ='MID-AGE': 
IF AGE84 > 11 THEN LIFE84 ='OLD': 
ELSE IF AGE84 < 7 THEN LIFE84 ='YOUNG'; 
ELSE LIFE84 ='MID-AGE'; 

HAIR72 = MILE70•1; 
HAIR84 = MILE·1· 

' 

DATA FUNCTION; 
SET MAD: 
PHY1 = (HOUS7080 + BUI1969 + NRENTT+ RENTMD + LAPLUM 

UNIT A+ UNITS +VACA + AIRH + DEHO + OWNR + HOVA84 + NHAU1 
NHAUS + NHVAL + NHOUTO + HOUSEDEM + EXPHOU +CONDOS 
MOBILE+ APART)/21; 
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PHY2 = (EXPRO +DR IV+ POOL+ PUBL + NCARS + TRUC + NFULHIGH + BUSLINE 
COMMUNI+ SEATMILE + FREETRAF + FLYNUM + AIRLINE)/13: 

PHY3 = (EXPSEW + NFULPARK + NFULUTI +COLLEGE+ EXPPARK +GOLF 
BOWLING+ MOVIE+ ZOOS+ GAME+ ASSET)/11: 

PHY4 = (R86 + C86 + 186 + P86 + S86 + V86)/6: 
PHYS = (CONCENNU +TALL+ HISTOR + IMAGE)/4: 
SOC1 = (POPU7080 + POPU8084 + POPU8590 + BIRY 

+ BIRT +DEAD+ DEPEND+ BORN+ FEPR 
+MARRIED+ DIVORCED+ NNFHOU 
+ MARRYF + PEHO + NSING + SEXRATIO 

+ NFEH0)/17: 
SOC2 = (POVER + UN10 + FAPR + EXPWEL + SOSECU + AFDC + SEGREGAT)/7: 
SOC3 = (AUTOACCI + EXPPO + EXPFI + CRPR + CRVI + NFULPOLI + NFULFIREl/7: 
SOC4 = (ED12 + ED16 + PRIV +UN IV+ EXPEDU + NFULEDUC + PUTER + PUOOLLAF 

TESALARY +EFFORT+ NFULLIBR + NLIBNO + LIBEXPEN + LIBCIRCU 
LIBSTAFF)/15: 

SOCS = (GROC + HOUS + UTIL + TRAN + NELP + MISC + LIVINDX 
MUSGRANT +MUSEUM+ FESTIVAL+ THEATRE+ SYMPHONY+ FINEART 
FINETV + RADO + TVNO + NNEWS + RESTAUR)/18: 

EC01 = (INCO + OVSO +PERl+ NBANK + RETAHOUS + INCOME83 + BUY85)/7: 
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EC02 = (NMASE + EM20 + NMAVA + NWHES + WHSA + NRESA + RISA + NSEES 
SESA +DISTRESS+ MAVAP)/11; 

EC03 = (UNEMP84 + UNEMP +EMMA+ EMPR + GOVE +SEEM+ NOWK + WK02 
WAGE+ EMPLOY80 + EMRA + WOUT + WHITEC + BLUEC 
LABINDU + LABUTI + LABTRADE + LABBUSI 
LABSERV + LABADMI + HOUSEOWN)/21; · 

EC04 = (NFOOD + NGMGS + NEATI + NAUTO + NDEPC + NDEPTS + NBANKS)/7: 
ECOS =(RET A8590 + JOBGROWT + BUY8590)/3; 
GOV1 =(GTGV+GOVSAL MAYTERM+MAYPAY+COUNOL 

COUNOW + COUTERML + COUTERMW + COUCOMPE)/9: 
GOV2=BOND81N; 
GOV3 = (REVPC + REVPR + REVOTH + REVMI + NSHARE84 

+ REVE + NREVSTGV + REVINT 
+ NREVFEGV + NGRANT84 + NDEFEN84 + PUPILREN)/12; 

GOV4 = (PUPILEXP +PUP I LOEB+ DEBTPC + EXPE)/4; 
GOVS = (TXPV + PROTX + TXSA + TOTA + T AXCOLLE)/5; 

ENV1 =(WATER +SEWAGE +WASTESIT)/3: 
ENV2=AIR; 
ENV3 =(RAIN+ HEAT+ COOL+ SUNS +TEMP+ WIND+ SKYS + RN25 + THUN 

FOGG+ C322 +UNDO+ HUM+ SNOW10+ TSNOW)/15: 
ENV4 = (EARTHQUA +NUCLEAR+ TORNADO+ HURRI)/4; 
ENVS = (HOSP + EXPHEA + NFULHOSP + NFULSANI +TBRATE +INFANT 

PHYSICAN +POLLEN+ CARDCASE)/9; 

PHY72 = (HOUS6070 + ROOM70 + RENTMD70 + LAPLUM70 + UNITA70 
VACA70 + AIRH70 + DEH070 + OWNR70 + HOVA70 + NHAU 170 
NHAU570 + NHVAL + EXPHOU71 + EXPR071 + EXPARK71 
R72+C72 + 172+ P72 +572 +V72 PUBL70+WOUT70)/24: 

SOC72 = (NPOVER70 + FAPR70 + EXPWEL7l+ EXPP071 + EXPFI71 + CRIM70 
ED1270 + ED1670 + EXPEDU71 + BILL70 + POPU6070 + UNIV70 

+ BIRT70 + DEAD70 + DEPEND70 + NSEXR70)/16: 
EC072 = (INC070 + PERI70 + NMASE70 + EM2070 + NMAVA70 + NRESA70 + GASL70 

UNEMP70 + EMMA70 + NPOVER70 
EMWH70 + EMPR70 + GOV70 + NWAGE70 
WHITEC70 + FOOD70 + GMGS70 + EATT70 + AUT070 + NDEPC71 
NDEPTS71 )/21: 

GOV72 = (NGOVER70 + REVPC71 + REVPR71 + REVMI71 + REVE71 + DEBT71 
EXPE71 )/7: 

ENV72 = (RAIN72 + HEAT72+ COOL72 + SUNS72 + TEMP72 +WIND72 + SKYS72 
RN2572 + THUN72 + FOGG72 + HUM72 + SNOW1 072 + TSNOW72 + IFP72 
EXPHEA71 + EXPSEW71 + EXPSAN71 + HOSP?0)/18: 

PROC PRINT; 
TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL, 1987': 
TITLE3 'INITIALIZED DATA MATRIX': 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY': 

DATA FUNC2: 
SET FUNCTION: 

ARRAY FUNC PHY1 PHY2 PHY3 PHY4 PHYS 
SOC1 SOC2 SOC3 SOC4 SOCS 



EC01 EC02 EC03 EC04 EC05 GOV1 GOV2 GOV3 GOV4 GOVS 
ENV1 ENV2ENV3ENV4ENV5 
PHY72 SOC72 EC072 GOV72 ENV72; 

DO OVER FUNC; 
IF FUNC < = 1.8 THEN FUNC = 1: 
ELSE IF 1.801 < = FUNC < = 2.6 THEN FUNC =2; 
ELSE IF 2.601 < = FUNC < = 3.4 THEN FUNC =3; 
ELSE IF 3.401 < = FUNC < = 4.2 THEN FUNC = 4; 
ELSE IF FUNC > = 4.201 THEN FUNC = 5: 
END: 

PHY84 = PHY1 + PHY2 + PHY3 + PHY4 + PHY5: 
SOC84 = SOC1 + SOC2 + SOC3 + SOC4 + SOCS; 
EC084 = EC01 + EC02 + EC03 + EC04 + EC05: 
GOV84 = GOV1 + GOV2 + GOV3 + GOV4 + GOV5; 
ENV84 = ENV1 + ENV2 + ENV3 + ENV4 + ENVS; 

ARRAY EEE PHY84 SOC84 EC084 GOV84 ENV84: 
DO OVER EEE; 

IF 5 < = EEE <9 THEN EEE= 1: 
ELSE IF 9 < = EEE < 13 THEN EEE =2: 
ELSE IF 13 < = EEE < 17 THEN EEE =3: 
ELSE IF 17 < = EEE < 21 THEN EEE =4; 
ELSE IF EEE > =21 THEN EEE=5; 
END: 

IF SOC72 = 5 THEN NSOC72 = 1; 
IF SOC72 = 4 THEN NSOC72 = 2: 
IF SOC72 = 3 THEN NSOC72 = 3: 
IF SOC72 = 2 THEN NSOC72 = 4: 
IF SOC72 = 1 THEN NSOC72 = 5: 
IF SOC84 = 5 THEN NSOC84 = 1; 
IF SOC84 = 4 THEN NSOC84 = 2; 
IF SOC84 = 3 THEN NSOC84 = 3; 
IF SOC84 = 2 THEN NSOC84 = 4; 
IF SOC84 = 1 THEN NSOC84 = 5; 

SEX72 = MSEX70 + FELA70 + NSOC72 + PHY72: 
SEX84 = MSEXBO + FELA + NSOC84 + PHY84; 
IF SEX72 > 12 THEN GENDER72 ='FEMALE': 
ELSE GENDER72 ='MALE': 
IF SEX84 > 12 THEN GENDER84 ='FEMALE'; 
ELSE GENDER84 ='MALE': 

TOT AL84 = PHY84 + SOC84 + EC084 + GOV84 + ENV84; 
TOTAL72 = PHY72 + SOC72 + EC072 + GOV72 + ENV72; 
LAN072 = R72 + C72 + 172 + P72 + S72 + V72: 
LAND86 = R86 + C86 + 186 + P86 + 586 + V86: 

IF 5 < = TOTAL84 < 9 THEN FACE84 ='DEPRESSED': 
ELSE IF 9 < = TOTAL84 < 13 THEN FACE84='SAD': 
ELSE IF 13 < = TOTAL84 < 17 THEN FACE84 ='FAIR': 
ELSE IF 17 < = TOTAL84 < 21 THEN FACE84 ='HAPPY': 
ELSE IF TOTAL84 > =21 THEN FACE84='EXCITED'; 
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IF 5 < = TOTAL72 < 9 THEN FACE72 ='DEPRESSED': 
ELSE IF 9 < = TOTAL72 < 13 THEN FACE72='SAD'; 
ELSE IF 13 < = TOTAL72 < 17.THEN FACE72 ='FAIR'; 
ELSE IF 17 < = TOTAL72 < 21 THEN FACE72 ='HAPPY': 
ELSE IF TOTAL72 > =21 THEN FACE72='EXCITED': 

DATA TOTAL: 
MERGE BASIC FUNC2: 

PROC PRINT: 
TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL. 1987': 
TITLE3 'FINALIZED RANK MATRIX'; 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY'; 

PROC PRINT DATA =TOTAL: 
VAR CITYNAME STATE FORMGOVE COLOR72 

GENDER72 MSEX70 FELA70 NSOC72 PHY72 
LIFE72 BUI1940 MDAGET70 OV6570 
HAIR72 PHY72 R72 C72 172 P72 S72 V72 SOC72 GOV72 EC072 
ENV72 TOTAL72 FACE72: 

TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL, 1987': 
TITLE3 '1972 CITY DATA OUTPUT'; 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG. TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY'; 

PROC PRINT DATA=TOTAL: 
VAR CITYNAME STATE FORMGOVE COLOR84 

GENDER84 MSEX80 FELA NSOC84 PHY84 
LIFE84 bui1940 mdaget ov6S HAIR84 
PHY84 PHY 4 R86 C86 186 P86 S86 V86 PHY1 PHYS PHY3 PHY2 
SOC84 SOC 1 SOC3 SOCS SOC2 SOC4 
GOV84 GOV4 GOVS GOV2 GOV3 GOV1 
EC084 EC03 EC01 ECOS EC02 EC04 
ENV84 ENV4 ENV3 ENVS ENV1 ENV2 
TOTAL84 FACE84; 

TITLE 'THE CITY FACE MODEL. 1987': 
TITLE3 '1984 CITY DATA OUTPUT': 
TITLES 'JUJU WANG. TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY'; 

PROC PRINT DATA=TOTAL: 
VAR CITYNAME STATE COLOR72 

GENDER72 
LIFE72 
HAIR72 
TOTAL72 FACE72; 

PROC PRINT DATA=TOTAL: 
VAR CITYNAME STATE COLOR84 

GENDER84 
LIFE84 HAIR84 
TOTAL84 FACE84; 

AutoCAD Program for Computer Graphics 
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GATHER INFORMATION FOR OVERALL FACE EXPRESSION . 
' 
(DEFUN OVERINFO () 

(COMMAND 
"VSLIDE- •FACEMEH" 

) 
(SETQ YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA->-)) 
(SETQ NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME - > ")) 
(PROMPT ~N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETQ RACER (GETSTRING ''\N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) - > ")) 
(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 

- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING "\N ( YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD ) 

- > ?")) 
(SETQ POP (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY->·)) 
(SETQ PHY (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF PHYSICAL 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF SOCIAL 

CONDITION -> ")) 
(SETQ GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF 

COVERNMENTAL COND. ->")) 
(SETQ ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF ECONOMICAL 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ ENV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL COND.- > ")) 
(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 
(DEFUN JUDGE () 
(IF ( < = TOT 5) 

(PROGN 
( < = TOT 5)(SETQ FACE "VERY SAD" ADD 1 )) 

) 
(IF 

(AND ( > = TOT 6) ( < = TOT 1 0)) 
(PROGN (SETQ FACE "SAD" ADD 2)) 

) 
(IF 

(AND(>= TOT 11) (<=TOT 15)) 
(PROGN (SETQ FACE "FAIR" ADD 3)) 

) 
(IF 

(AND ( > = TOT 16) ( < = TOT 20)) 
(PROGN (SETQ FACE "HAPPY" ADD 4)) 

) 
(IF 



(AND ( > = TOT 21) ( < = TOT 25)) 
(PROGN (SETQ FACE ~ERY HAPPY" ADD 5)) 

) 
(IF 

( = SEX "FEMALE"') 
(PROGN (SETQ POP ( + POP 5))) 

) 
(COND (( = AGER "'Y"') (SETQ AGE 1 ))) 
(COND (( = AGER "M~) (SETQ AGE 2))) 
(COND (( = AGER "0") (SETQ AGE 3))) 
(COND (( = AGER "V") (SETQ AGE 4))) 
(COND (( = RACER "BLO") (SETQ RACE 2 RACEI "BLONDE"))) 
(COND (( = RACER "BRO") (SETQ RACE 9 RACEI "BROWN"))) 
(COND (( = RACER "BLA") (SETQ RACE 7 RACEI "BLACK"))) 
(COND (( = RACER "CHO") (SETQ RACE 4 RACEI "CHOCOLATE"))) 
(IF ( = PHY 1) (SETQ COMPHY "'VERY POOR")) 
(IF ( = PHY 2) (SETQ COMPHY "POOR")) 
(IF ( = PHY 3) (SETQ COMPHY "MODERATE")) 
(IF ( = PHY 4) (SETQ COMPHY "GOOD")) 
(IF ( = PHY 5) (SETQ COMPHY "EXCELLENT")) 
(IF ( = SOC 1) (SETQ COM SOC "VERY POOR")) 
(IF ( = SOC 2) (SETQ COMSOC "POOR")) 
(IF ( = SOC 3) (SETQ COMSOC "MEDRIATE")) 
(IF ( = SOC 4) (SETQ COMSOC "GOOD")) 
( F ( = SOC 5) (SETQ COMSOC "EXCELLENT")) 
( F ( = ECO 1) (SETQ COMECO "VERY POOR")) 
( F ( = ECO 2) (SETQ COMECO "POOR")) 
( F ( = ECO 3) (SETQ COMECO "MODERATE")) 
( F ( = ECO 4) (SETQ COMECO "GOOD")) 
( F ( = ECO 5) (SETQ COMECO "EXCELLENT")) 
( F ( = GOV 1) (SETQ COMGOV "VERY POOR")) 
( F ( = GOV 2) (SETQ COMGOV "POOR")) 
( F ( = GOV 3) (SETQ COMGOV "MODERATE")) 
( F ( = GOV 4) (SETQ COMGOV "GOOD")) 
( F ( = GOV 5) (SETQ COMGOV "EXCELLENT")) 
( F ( = ENV 1) (SETQ COMENV "VERY POOR")) 
( F ( = ENV 2) (SETQ COMENV "POOR")) 
( F ( = ENV 3) (SETQ COMENV "MODERATE")) 
( F ( = ENV 4) (SETQ COMENV "GOOD")) 
( F ( = ENV 5) (SETQ COMENV "EXCELLENT")) 
( F ( = AGE 1) (SETQ CO MAGE "YOUNG")) 
( F ( = AGE 2) (SETQ COMAGE "MID-AGE")) 
( F ( = AGE 3) (SETQ COMAGE "OLD")) 
( F ( = AGE 4) (SETQ CO MAGE "VERY OLD")) 
(SETQ HAIR (STRCAT "HR-" (ITOA POP))) 
(SETQ CHIN (STRCAT "CH-" (ITOA PHY))) 
(SETQ EYE (STRCAT "EY-" (ITOA GOV))) 
(SETQ NOSE (STRCAT "NO-" (ITOA ENV))) 
(SETQ EYEBROW (STRCAT "EB-" (ITOA SOC) (ITOA ADD))) 
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(SETO MOUTH (STRCAT "MO-" (ITOA ECO) (ITOA ADD))) 
(SETO FOREHEAD (STRCAT "FH-N (ITOA AGE))) 
) 

' 
; TURN ON LAYERES WHICH ARE NEEDED 
' 
(DEFUN SHOW () 
(COMMAND 

) 
) 

' 

"LAYER" 
"C" RACE HAIR 
"OFF" " " ''Y" 
"N" BLKLA Y "S" BLKLA Y 
"ON" HAIR 
"ON" SEX 
"ON" CHIN 
"ON" EYE 
"ON" NOSE 
"ON" EYEBROW 
"ON" MOUTH 
"ON" FOREHEAD 
(COMMAND "") 

; GATHER INFORMATION FOR PHYSICAL FACE EXPRESSION . 
' 
(DEFUN PHYINFO () 
(COMMAND 
"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH" 

) 
(SETO YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA->")) 
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(SETO NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME-->")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETO RACER (GETSTRING "\N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) -- > ")) 
(SETO SEX (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 

-- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING "\N (YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD) 

-- > ?")) 
(SETO POP (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY-->")) 
(SETO PHY (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF LAND USE 

CONDITION->")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF HOUSING 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF PHYSICAL 

IMAGE-->")) 



(SETQ ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE COND. ->·)) 

(SETQ ENV (GETINT "'\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF 
TRANSPORTATION COND. - > *)) 

(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 
. 
• 
: GATHER INFROMATION FOR GOVERNMENTAL FACE EXPRESSION . 
(DEFUN GOVINFO () 
(COMMAND 

"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH" 
) 
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(SETO YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA->")) 
(SETQ NAME (GETSTRING ''\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME->")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETO RACER (GETSTRING "\N (BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) - > ")) 
(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "'\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 

- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE'') 
(SETO AGER (GETSTRING "\N (YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD) 

-- > ?")) 
(SETQ POP (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY -- > ")) 
(SETQ PHY (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF EXPENDITURE 

COND. - > ")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF TAX RATE 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETO GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF 

PERFORMANCE - > ")) 
(SETO ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF REVENUE 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ ENV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF BUREAUCRAYS 

- > ")) 
(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 

GATHER INFROMATION OF SOCIAL FACE EXPRESSION 

(DEFUN SOCINFO () 
(COMMAND 
"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH" 

!sETO YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA-->")) 
(SETO NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME - > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
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(SETQ RACER (GETSTRING \N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 
) - > "')) 

(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "'\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 
->"')) 
.(PROMPT \N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING \N ( YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD ) 

->?"')) 
(SETQ POP (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY->"')) 
(SETQ PHY (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF DEMOGRAHIC 

COND.- > ")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF SAFETY 

CONDITION->"')) 
(SETQ GOV (GETINT ... \N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF QUALITY OF 

LIFE->"')) 
(SETQ ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POVERTY & 

WELFARE->")) 
(SETQ ENV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF EDUCATION 

COND. - > ")) 
(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 
, 
; GETHER INFORMATION FOR ECONOMIC FACE EXPRESSION 
. , 
(DEFUN ECOINFO () 
(COMMAND 

"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH" 
) 
(SETQ YEAR (GETSTR.ING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA->")) 
(SETQ NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME -- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETQ RACER (GETSTRING "\N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) - > N)) 
(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 

- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING "\N (YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD ) 

- > ?N)) 
(SETQ POP (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY-->")) 
(SETQ PHY (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF EMPLOYMENT 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF WEALTH 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF GROWTH 

POTENTIAL COND. - > ")) 
(SETQ ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF ECONOMICAL 

BASE COND- > ")) 
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(SETQ ENV (GETINT \N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF COMMERCIAL 
COND. - > ")) 

(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 
. 
' 
: GETHER INFORMATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL FACE EXPRESSION 
' 
(DEFUN ENVINFO () 
(COMMAND 

"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH" 
) 
(SETQ YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA - > ")) 
(SETQ NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME - > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETQ RACER (GETSTRING "\N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) - > ")) 
(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE ) 

- > ")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING "\N ( YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD ) 

-> ?")) 
(SETQ POP (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF POPULATION 

DENSITY->")) 
(SETQ PHY (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AMENITY 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF CLIMATE 

CONDITION - > ")) 
(SETQ GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF HEALTH 

CONDITION. - > ")) 
(SETQ ECO (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF WATER 

QUALITY->")) 
(SETQ ENV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AIR QUALITY 

COND. -- > ")) 
(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 
. 
' · GETHER INFORMATION FOR LAND USE FACE EXPRESSION 
' . 
' 
(DEFUN LANINFO () 
(COMMAND 

"VSLIDE" "FACEMEH'' 
) 

(SETQ YEAR (GETSTRING "\N WHAT IS THE YEAR OF DATA -- > ")) 
(SETQ NAME (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE ENTER CITY'S NAME-->")) 
(PROMPT "\N PLEASE INPUT INDICATOR OF RACIAL COMPOSITION") 
(SETQ RACER (GETSTRING "\N ( BLONDE I BROWN I BLACK I CHOCOLATE 

) - > ")) 
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(SETQ SEX (GETSTRING "\N PLEASE INPUT CITY'S SEX ( MALE I FEMALE) 
-> "')) 

(PROMPT \N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF AGE RANGE") 
(SETQ AGER (GETSTRING "'\N (YOUNG I MID-AGE I OLD I VERY OLD) 

->?H)) 

(SETQ RES (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF RESIDENT 
DENSITY-> N)) 

(SETQ PHY (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF VACANT 
CONDITION ->H)) 

(SETQ SOC (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF STREET 
CONDITION - > ")) 

(SETQ GOV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF PUBLIC 
CONDITION - > "')) 

(SETQ ECO (GETINT ''\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF COMMER 
CONDITION - > ")) 

(SETQ ENV (GETINT "\N PLEASE INPUT THE INDICATOR OF INDUSTIAL 
CONDITION - > ")) 

(SETQ TOT ( + PHY SOC ECO GOV ENV)) 
) 

' 
; INSERT COMMENT BLOCK 
• 
(DEFUN COMMENT() 
(COMMAND 

"INSERT" COMMID "0,0" "1" "1" "0" 
NAME YEAR RACEI COMAGE SEX FACE COMENV COMECO COMSOC 

COMGOV COMPHY 

) . 
• 

(COMMAMD "") 
) 

· INSERT LAND USE COMMENT BLOCK • . 
' (DEFUN COMMENTLAN () 
(COMMAND 

"INSERT" "LANDFACE" "0.0" "1" "1" "0" 
COMRES NAME RACEI YEAR COMAGE SEX FACE COMENV COMECO 

COMSOC COMGOV COMPHY 

) 
) 

. 
• 

(COMMAND"") 

THIS IS OVERALL FACE 

(DEFUN C:OVERALL () 
(OVER INFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME "ALL")) 
(SHOW) 



(SETQ COMMID NOVERFACE"') 
(COMMENT) 
) 
• 
: THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE - PHYSICAL 
' 
(DEFUN C:PHYSCIAL () 
(PHYINFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME NPHYN)) 
(SHOW) 
(SETQ COMMID "PHYFACE'"') 
(COMMENT) 
) . 
• 
: THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE- GOVERNMENT . 
• 
(DEFUN C:GOVERNMENT () 
(GOVINFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME "GOV")) 
(SHOW) 
(SETQ COMMID "GOVFACE") 
(COMMENT) 
) 

• 
: THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE - SOCIAL 

' (DEFUN C:SOCIAL () 
(SOCINFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME "SOC")) 
(SHOW) 
(SETQ COMMID "SOCFACE") 
(COMMENT) 
) 
. 

: THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE - ECONOMIC • 

' 
(DEFUN C:ECONOMIC () 
(ECOINFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETO BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME "ECO")) 
(SHOW) 
(SETO COMMID "ECOFACE") 
(COMMENT) 
) . 
• 
· THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE- ENVIRONMENT • 
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. . 
(DEFUN C:ENVIRONMENT () 
(ENVINFO) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME *ENV"')) 
(SHOW) 
(SETQ COMMID "ENVFACE") 
(COMMENT) 
) 

' 
: THIS IS AN INDIVIDUAL FACE- LAND USE 
. 
(DEFUN C:LANDUSE () 
(LAN INFO) 
(SETQ TOT ( + TOT RES)) 
(SETQ TOTA ( TOT 5)) 
(SETQ TOT (I TOTA 6)) 
(SETQ POP RES) 
(JUDGE) 
(SETQ RES POP) 
(SETQ BLKLAY (STRCAT NAME *LAN")) 3 
(COND (( = RES 1) (SETQ COMRES "VERY POOR"))) 
(COND (( = RES 2) (SETQ COMRES "POOR"))) 
(COND (( = RES 3) (SETQ COMRES "MODERATE"))) 
(COND (( = RES 4) (SETQ COMRES "GOOD"))) 
(COND (( = RES 5) (SETQ COMRES "EXCELLENT"))) 
(SETQ HAIR (STRCAT "HR-" (ITOA RES))) 
(SHOW) 
(COMMENTLAN) 
) 
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APPENDIX D 

A LIST OF CITY INDICATORS 

PHYSICAL 

Variabte Description UOA Yeu Source 

Housing: 

HOUS6070 Housing Units ~nge between 1960 - 70 "'· 70 1 

HOUS7080 Housing Units~ between 1970- 80 "'· 80 1 

BUIL1940 Housing Units ~t were built before 

1940 % 80 1 

BUIL1969 Housing Units that were built since 1969 "'· 80 1 

HOUSE Number of housing lrit u 80 1 

RENTT Renter occupied - total u 80 J 

NRENTT Renter occupied "'· 80 

ROOM Median number of rooms R 70,80 1 

RENTMD Median rent s 70,80 1 

LAPLUM Lack plumbing facilities u 70,80 1 

UNIT A One unit in structure u 70,80 J 

UNITB 5 Wlits in structure u 70,80 J 

VACA Vacant Rate "'· 70.80 1 

AI PH Housing with Air Condition "'· 70.80 1 

DEHO With 1 .01 or More Persons Per Room or. 70,80 J 

OWNR OWner-Occupied Rate 
., 70,80 J .. 

HOVA OWner-occupied Median Value s 70.80 4 

HOVA84 Housing price s 84 60 

HOUAU1 New housing units (1 unit) u 70,85 6 

NHAU1 New housing units (1 unit) ~. 70,85 

HOUAUS New housing units (5 ooits) u 70,85 6 

NHAUS New housing units (s units) 
., 70,85 .. 

HOUVAL Valuation of new housing units(total) s 70,85 6 

NHVAL Valuation of new housing units(average) s 70,85 

HOUTO New housing units authorized by Cities u 70,85 68 

NHOUTO New housing units authorized by Cities "' 85 • 

HOUSE OEM Housing units authorized for demotition u 84 68 

EXPHOUS Expenditure for housing and community 

development s 71,84 7 

CONDOS Housing type: condos ~. 84 60 

MOBILE Housing type: mobile homes 
., 84 60 .. 

APART Housing type: apartment 
.., 

84 60 .. 
235 
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Tr~~tion: 

EX PRO Per ~u Expenditures for Streets 

and hi9Mays s 71,U 7 
DR IV Working (Drive Alone) ,. 

80 1 
POOL Wortcing (C. Pool) ,. 

80 1 
PUBL wortcing (Public Transportation) ,. 80 1 
CARS P~ssenger C..S .. as 11 
NCARS Passenger c..s PI 10,000 as 
TRUC Motcw Fright CMrier .. 84 28 
FUl.UfiGH Full-time employees in highways p 85 8 
NFULHIGH Full-time employees in highw~ys P/10,000 85 

I 

BUSUNE Bus lines N 8J 10 
COMMUNTE D~ity average commuting time min 82 60 
SEATMILE Se~Umile upita for buses ratio 8J 60 
FREETRAF Freeway tratlc condition rat* 8J 60 
FLUNUM No. of flight per day .. 8J 60 
AJRUNE No. of air lines N 8J 60 

lnfrastruct~e: 

EXPSEW Per capiu expendinre for Sewers and 

Sanitation s 71,84 1 

FULLPARK Full-time employees in parks p 85 8 

NFULPARK Fun-time employees in parks P/10,000 85 8 

FULLUTI Full-time employees in utility p 85 8 

NFULUTI Fuil-time employees in utility p/10,000 85 8 

EX PARK Per · Capeta expendit~e for park and 

recreation s 71,84 7B 

GOLF No. of goU course N 8J 60 

BOWUNG No. of bowling lines .. 8J 60 

MOVIE No. of movte theater N 8J 60 

zoos No. of zoos and others N 8J 60 

GAMES Participation rate of games rate 8J 60 

ASSET OUtdoor recreation assets po;nt 8J 60 

Land Use: 

LANDRESI Land use in residential 
., 

80 14 ... 
LANDCOMM Land use in commercial 

., 
80 14 ,. 

LANDINDU Land use in industrial "· 80 14 

LANDPUBL Land use in public use ., 
80 14 , . 

LANOVACA Vacant land ., 
80 14 ,. 

phySical Image: 

TALL Tall buildings over JOO feet N 86 10 
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HIS TOR Hisloric:aJ sites or Homes N 80 57 

IMAGE No. of City Nicknames N 19 58 

AREA Und Area sq. mi. 70,80 1 

CONCENNU Number of concentrated areas within 

the W'ban area N 80 2 
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SOCIAL 

Variable Description UOA Year Source 

Poverty and Welfare: 

POVER Persons betow poverty line "· 80 1 
NPOVER70 Persons betow poverty line "· 70 
UN10 Income less t~ 10,000 "· 80 1 
FAPR Family betow poverty levet "· 70,80 1 
FEPR Female Household poverty levef "· 80 1 
EXPWEL Per apita expendiue for B 

public wetfare s 71,84 78 
SOSECU Recipients rate of social security p/100,000 82 4 

AFOC Recipients rate of AFDC p/100,000 82 4 

SEGREGAT Indexes for residential segregation in 

1970 "· 70 23 

Safety: 

AUTOACCI Auto accidents P/1 ,000 84 59 

EXPPO Per capita expenditure for police 

protection $ 71,84 1,78 

EXPFI Per capita expenditure for fire pro-

tection $ 71,84 1,78 

CRIM Crime rate C/100,000 70 1 

CRPR Crime (property cases) C/100,000 84 4 

CRVI Crime (violent cases) C/100,000 84 4 

FULLPOLI Full-time employees in police p 84 8 

NFULPOU Full-time employees in police P/10,000 84 8 

FULLFIRE Full-time employees in firelight p 84 8 

NFULFIRE Full-time employees in firelight P/10,000 84 8 

Education: 

ED12 Education ( 12 Years or More) ., .. 70,80 1 

ED16 Education (16 Years or More) ~. 70,80 1 

PRIV Private Schoot Ervollment 
., 

80 :e 

UN IV College Enrollment "· 80 1 

COLLEGE No. of university and college N 8J 60.28 

EXPED Per capita expenditure for education $ 71,84 78 

FULLEDUC Full-time employees in education p 85 8 

NFULEDUC Full-time employees in education P/10,000 85 8 

PUTER Pupil/teacher ratio ratio 84 4 

PUOOLLAR Dollars per pupil $ 84 4 

TESALARY Teacher's average salary s 84 4 
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EFFORT Efforts of contributing to educ~tion ratio ... • 
FULLLIBR Full-time employees in libraries p ... 1,1J 
NFULUBR Ful-time employees in libraries P/10,000 ... 1,1J 
UBNUMBER Nwnber of library N 78 29 
NUB NO Nwnber of library N/10,000 78 29 
UBEXPENI Expendih.re for libury use per capita s 71 ... 78,29 
LIBCIRCUL Books circulation per capiu N 78 29 
UBSTAFF ProfessionaJ st~tr per 10,000 p 78 29 

Q\Uiity of Ute: 

GROC Cost of living inde• (Grocery Items) indeJC 85 22 
HOUS Cost of living inde• (HOUsing) indeJC 85 22 
UTIL Cost of living index (Utilities) indeJC 85 22 
TRAN Cost of living index (Transportation) index 85 22 
HELR Cost of living index (Health) indeJC 85 22 
MISC Cost of living index (Misc. Goods) indeJC 85 22 
BILL Typical Monthly Electricity Bill $ 70,80 1 
FUELCOST Residential fuel cost in terms of coal 

natural gas. electricity and 

heating oil $ 82 21 

LIVINDEX Cost of living all-items inde• index 85 22 

MUSGRANT Grant ~wards from IMS in 1984 for 

gener~l operating support $ 84 JO 

MUSEUM No. of museum N 8J &J 

FESTIVAL No. of festivals N 82 J2 

THEATRE No. of theatres N 8J 60 

SYMPHONY No. of symphony orchestras N 8J 60 

FIN DART No. of find art and pubtic radio N 8J 60 

FINETV No. of pubtic TV. N 8J 60 

RADO Radio Stations N 85 11 

TVNO T.V. Stations N 85 11 

NEWSPAPE CircuJa lion of newspaper N 81 28 

NNEWS Circulation of newspaper N/1 ,000 81 28 

RESTAUR Quality of local restawants rank 8J 60 

Population: 

POPU6070 Population Change between 1960 and 1970 
., 

70 .. . 
POPU7080 Population Change between 1970 and 1980 . , 80 ·• 
POPU8084 Population Change between 1980 and 1984 ., 85 1 ·• 
POPU8590 Population Change between 1985 and 1990 

., 
86 6J • 

METROPOP MSA population 1,000 84 4 

POPU Total population 1,000 70,80,84 25,1 

MILE Population Density p 70,80 1 

BIRY Birth Rate (To Mother Under 20) ~. 70,80 1 

BIRT Birth Rate ., 70,80 1 .. 
DEAD Death Rate ., 

70,80 1 ,. 
MDAGET median age N 70,80 1 
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UN18 P opul~lion lnier 18 "· 70,10 1 
OV65 Population over 65 "· 70,80 1 
DEPEND Dependent r~tio ratio 70,10 
MARRIED M~rried rate "· 80 • 
DIVORCED Divorced r~te "· ao • 
CHILDS Number of children IMlder 5 .,. 70 • 
SEXRATIO Mates per 100 Fenwes indeM 70,80 • 
WHITE White Popul~tion .,. 80 1 
NWHITE70 White Popul~tion "· 70 1 
BLACK Bl~ck Population ., 80 ,. 
NBL.ACK70 Black Popul~tion "· 70 
HISP Hispanic Popul~tion "· 80 
NHISP70 Hispanic Popul~tion "· 70 1 
POF Female Popul~tion ,.. 70,80 
FHOUSE Family household total N 80 1 
NFHOUSE Non-family household total N 80 1 
NNHOU Non-family household total .., 

80 1 .. 
MARRYF Married coupte family "· 80 1 

FAMILY Number of family- N 80 1 

PEHO Penons Per Household p 80 1 

FEHO Female Householder "· 70 1 

NFEHO Female Householder "· 80 1 

SING Non-family( One Person) p 80 1 

NSING Non-family(One Person) "· 80 1 
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ECONOMIC 

Variable Description UOA Year Source 

Wealth: 

I NCO Median Family Income s 70,80 1 

ovso Income over 50,000 "· 80 1 

PERl Per ~ta Income s 70,80 1 

BANK Bar* Deposit s 8J 4 

NBANK Per capita bar* deposit s 8J 

RETAHOUS Total retail expendinre per household s 8J 11 

INCOMEBJ 1983 per capital income s 8J 25 

BUY85 Buying power index index 85 6J 

Productivity or Economic Base: 

MASE Manufacture Establishment N 70.80 

NMASE Manufacture Establishment N/10,000 70.80 1 

EM20 Manufacture with 20 or more people "· 70,80 1 

MAVA Value-added by Manufactwing s 70,80 1 

NMAVA Value-added per establishment s 70,80 , 
WHES Wholesale Establishments N 70,80 1 

NWHES Wholesale Establishments N/10,000 80 1 

WHSA Sale per Establishment (Whosale) Mi. S 80 1 

RESA Ret4lil Trade Establishments N 70,80 

NRESA Retail Trade Establishments N/10,000 70,80 1 

RISA Sale per Establishment (Retail) $1000 70,80 1 

SEES Service Establistvnents N 70,80 1 

NSEES Service Establishments N/10,000 70,80 1 

SESA Service sale $1000 70,80 1 

DISTRESS Economic distress index in terms of 

fiscal disparities index 80 26 

MAVAP Average per emptoyee value-added by 

manufacturing $ 82 4 

Employment and Labor Force: 

UNEMP84 Unemployment Rates in 1984 ·~ 84 4 .. 
UNEMP Unemployment Rates "· 70,80 1 

EMMA Employed in Manufacturing "· 70,80 1 

EMWH Employed in Wholesale and Retail 
., 70,80 ,. 

EMPR Employed in Professional Services 
., 70,80 1 .. 

GOVE Employed in Government e,t. 70,80 1 

SEEM Self-Employed 
.., 70,80 1 • 

NOWK No Wortcer in family 
., 70.80 1 .. 
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WK02 2 tW more workers "· 70,80 

WEEKWAGE Average gross weetcty wages s IJ 1l 
WAGE70 Total wagn llor prodUction wortters s 70 1 

PROWORK70 No. ot prodUction workers p 70 1 

NWAGE70 Average wage far production workers s 
FELA Female Ubor Force "· 70,80 15 
EMPLOV80 Population 16 ..t over that is Employed "· 80 15 
LABINOU Population employed in Agriculture, 

Forestry, Fisheries, Mining, Construction 

~nd M~nufactur'ing durable and nondlrable 

Goods ., 
80 15 ,. 

LAB UTI Popul~tion employed in Transport~tion, 

Cornmuniation M1d other Public Utilities "· 80 15 
LAB TRADE Popul~tion employed in wholesale ~nd 

retail trade "· 80 15 

LABBUSI Popul~lion employed in Finance, Insurance 

Real Esute and Repair Services. "· 80 15 

LABSERV Popul~tion employed in Penon~l, En-

t~inment and Recreation and Health ~nd 

Eduational Services "· 80 15 

LABAOMI Popul~lion employed in Public Adminis-

strati on ., 
80 15 ,. 

EMRA EmploymenUResidents Ratio "· 80 1 

WOUT Persons Working Outsjde City of 

Resjdeflce "· 80 1 

WHITEC While coll~r workers index 70,85 60 

BLUEC Blue coll~r workers index 85 60 

WHITEP White collar-professi~l workers "· 70 1 

WHITES White coll~r-service workers "· 70 

Commercial Business: 

FOOD S~le of Food Store "· 70.80 

NFOOO Food ~le per ~pita s 80 

GMGS Sale of General Merchandise Store 
., 

80 • 
NGMGS Merch~ndise ~le per capita s 70,80 

EATT S~le of E~ting and Drinking Places •t .. 70.80 

NEATT Eating sale per capita s 80 1 

AUTO S~le of Automotive Repair 
., 

70,80 .. 
NAUTO Auto. service per ~pita s 70.80 

DE PARS Department store ~le s 70.80 27 

NOEPC Dep~rtment store s~le per capita s 70,80 27 

DE PAS No. of dep~rtment stores N 70,80 27 

NOEPTS No. of dep~rtmenl stores N/100,000 70,80 27 

BANKS No. of ~nks N 82 28 

NBANKS No. of b~nks N/100,000 82 



EConomic Growth Polential: 

RT AA8590 "· change of retail sate between 

1985 and 1990 

JOBGROWT Five year growth of jobs 

BUV8590 "· change of buying power between 

1985 and 1990 

"· 
86 

85 

86 

6J 

60 

6J 
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GOVERNMENT 

V~ri~ble Descriplion UOA Year Source 

City Offtci~ls: 

GTGV City Offtd~s per 100,000 p 82 4 

GOVPER Total Number of Full-time Emptoyees p 70 15 

NGOVEA70 Tot~l Number of Full-time Employees P/10,000 70 15 

GOVSAL Aver~ge Full-time Monthly S~l~ry of 

Public Employees s 80 15 

FORMGOVES Form of Government 70-84 15 

UC - U~yor-council 

CM - Consoli<Ution 

CO - Commission 

TM - Town meeting 

AT - Aepresentive town meeting 

MAYELfC Method of Mayor Selection 

1 - Voters elect mayor directly 

2 - Council selects m~yor from among 

its memben 

J - COU'lCil member receiving most votes 

in general election becomes mayor 

4 - Council members serve in rotation 

~s rN~yor 

5- Other 

MAYTERM The Term of Office for the M~yor Yr 82 15 

MAYMEMB$ Whether the Mayor is a Member on the 

Council Y/N 82 15 

MAYPAY The Annual Salary for the Mayor $ 82 15 

COUNOL The Number of Council Members Elected 

in at urge EJections N 82 15 

COUNOW The Number of council Members Elected 

in Ward or District Elections p 82 15 

COUTERML The Term of Council Members in at L1rge Yr 82 15 

COUTERMW The Term of COWleil Members in Ward Yr 82 15 

COUCOMPE Annual Compensation for COWleil Members $ 82 15 

FULLEIVIPL Full-time employees p as 8 

NFULEMPL Full-lime employees P/10,000 84 

Performance: 

BOND81 Bond Rating in 1981 81 15 

AAA - Best quality 

AA - High quality 

A - Upper medium grade 
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BAA - Medium gr~de 

BA • Spe<U~tive 

B • Udcs ctur~cteristies of 

desir~bte invntment 

CAA - Poor st~nding 

CA • Specu~tive in ~ high degree 

c - Lownt rated dass 

1 • Strongest investment ~ttribute 

Revenues: 

REVPC Per Capita Revenue received from Inter-

governmental Sources s 71,84 15 

REVPR Per Capit~ Revenue from Property T~xes s 71,84 15 

REVOTH Per Capita Revenue from Other T~xn s 8J 15 

REVMI Per ~pita Revenue from Char~ ~nd 

Miscell~neous Revenue s 71,84 15 

SHARE84 1984 inter government trans~ction of 

revenue shM'ing s 84 25 

NSHARE84 f# S/1 ,000 

REVE Total Revenue per capita $ 70,84 1 

REVSTGV S from state government $ 84 1,78 

NREVSTGV ,-. from st~te government "· 84 1,78 

REVFEGV S fro feder~l government $ 84 78 

NREVFEGV ,-. fro federal government "· 84 79 

GRANT84 Federal government grant awards: 

general revenue sharing s 85 35 

NGRANT84 f# S/1 ,000 85 J5 

DEFEN084 Federal government proarment s 85 J5 

NDEFEN84 f# $/1,000 85 35 

PUPILREN Per pupil amount of general revenue s 80 J6 

Expenditure and Debt: 

DEBTPC Per Capita long term debt s 70,80 1 

EXPE Expenditure Per capita s 70,80 1 

PUPILEXP per pupil ~mount of gener~l expenditure s 80 J6 

PUPILDEB Per pupil debt outstanding s 80 J6 

Tax rate: 

TXPV Tax from Property "· 70,80 1 

PROT AX Property tax $ 70.83 1,78 

TXSA Tax from Sale "· 70,80 1 

TOTA Tax per $1 ,000 s 70,80 1 

TAXCOLLE Tax collection r~te "· 81,82,83 J7 
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ENVIRONMENT 

Variable Description UOA Source 

Water ~lily: 

TAPWATER Qu.llily of up water ril'* 82 45 

SEWAGE Sewage treatment levels rank 82 45 

WASTES IT Hazardous wutes sites rat* 82 45 

Air quality: 

AIRP Air Pollution lndelC rank 82 45 

Climate: 

RAIN Annual Precipitation inches n.BJ 50 

HEAT Heating Degree Days Days n.83 50 

COOL Cooling Degree Days Days n.BJ 50 

SUNS Sunshine Amount "· n,SJ 50 

TEMP Annual Temperature Degree n.SJ 50 

WIND Average Wind Speed m/s 72,8J 5{' 

SKYS Average Skycover (Sunrise to Sunset) 
., n,BJ 50 .. 

RN2S Precipitation 25 mm or More days 72,8J 50 

THUN Thunder Storms days 72,8J 50 

FOGG Heavy Fog days n,SJ 50 

CJ22 32.2 degrees and over days 8J 50 

UNDO Under 0 degree days 8J 50 

HUM Relative huminity 
., n,SJ 50 ,. 

SNOW10 Days of snow above 1 .0 inch days 72,8J 50 

TSNOW Inches of total snow days 72 50 

IFP Visualibtlity days 8J 50 

Disaster: 

EARTHQUA Deaths resulted from earthquake p 80 SJ 

NUCLEAR Number of fatalities in nuclear war 
el 79 2 .. 

TORNADO Tornado's rate rate 80 

Health: 

HOSP Hospital Bed Rate per 1,000 80 1 

EXPHEA Expenditure in Health e;. 71,84 1,78 

FULLHOSP Full-time employees in hospitals p 85 8 

NFULHOSP Full-time employees in hospitals P/10,000 85 8 

FULLS ANI Full-time employees in sanitation p 85 8 
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NFULSANI Full-time employees in uniUition Pl10,000 15 8 

TBRATE Tuberculosis cases rates rate IJ,S. 55 
INFANT Infant morultty rate rate 78 1l 
PHYSICAN Population per physic:M p 70,82 60 
POLLEN Ragweed PoUen index_ rate ao 60 

CAROCASE C.VdiOYascular deaths p 8J 13 

Source of Information 

( 1) Bureau of Census (SOU) ( 1972 and 1983), County and City Data Book. 

(2) U.S. Senate (June 1980), Short and Long-Term Health Effects on the 
Surviving Population of a Nuclear War, 96th Congress, Hearing of the 
Committee on Labor and human resources. 

(3) Bureau of Census (SOU) (1980), Housing Census. 

(4) SOU (1986), State and Metropolitan Area Data Book. 

(5) Deaprtment Housing and Urban Development (HUD) (1984). "Rental 
Rehabilitation Demonstration Selections of 275 Communities." 

(6) HUD (1983 and 1985), Construction Report. Also see HUD (1985). 
"Housing Units Authorized for Demolition in Permit-issuing Places." 

(7) SOU (1982), "Finances of Municipal and Township Governments.'' 1982 
Census of Government. 4, 4. · 

(8) SOU (1982), "Employment of Major Local Governments." 1982 Census of 
Government. 3, 1. Also. see SOC "City Employment in 1985." 

(9) Civil Aeronautics Board (July. 1981 ), Schedule Arrival Performance. 

( 1 0) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

Press Publication (1984), World Almanac and Book of Facts. Boston . 

SRDS (1987), Standard Rate and Data Service. and also see SRDS 
(1987), Newspaper Rate and Data. 

Houghton Mufflin Company (1984), Information Please Almanac. 
Boston. 

Marlin. J Tepper (1986), Book of World City Rankings. the Free Press. 
New York. 

American Planner Association (APA) (April. 1982). Planning Agency 
and City Characteristics for 50 of the Nation's Largest Cities. 



(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

International City Management Association (ICMA) (1984), The 
Municipal Year Book. 

HUD (1984), A Report to the Secretary on the Homeless and 
Emergency Shalters. 

Department of Transportation (DOT) (1985), Summary of Accidents 
investigated !2Y the Federal Railroad Administration 1983. 
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National Institute on Drug Abuse (1984), Drug Abuse Warning Network 
Semiannual Report. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) (1970 and 1984), Uniform Crime 
Reports for the United States. Also see Department of Justice 
(Annual), Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (1978), Fire in the 
United States. 

Department of Energy (DOE) (Winter, 1982-1983), Residential Energy 
Costs for Solcost Data Bank Cities. 

American Chamber of Commerce (1986), Cost of Living Indicators: 
Inter-city Index Report, Indianapolis. 

. -
DOT (1982), The Adequacy of Transportation Facilities in Black . 
Communities: The Problem of Residence-Shopping Place Separataon , 
~~~~~---- -
Kurian, G. T. (1984), The New Book of World Rankings, Facts on File 
Publications, New york. 

Department of the Treasury (1986), Final State and Local Data 
Elements. 

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (1980), Central 
City-Suburban Fiscal Disparity and City Distress 1977, Washington D. 
C. Also see Bradbury, Katharine (July/August, 1984), "Urban Decline 
and Distress: An Update," New England Economic Review, 39-55. 

SOU (1971, 1981), "Monthly Department Store Sales in Selected 
Areas," 

SOU (1985), "City Government Finances in 1983-84 ... 

Center for Education Statistics (1980), Statistics of Public Libraries: 
1977-78. -



(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Institute of Museum Services (1984). Museum General Operating 
Support Grants Announced. 

U.S. Travel Service (1978). City Government Tourism and Economic 
Development, 

Wasserman, Laul (1984), Festival Source Book. Gale Research Co., 
Detroit. 

Editor and Publisher (1984), Market Guide. 

Federal Election Commission (1981 ), Voting Systems Users §..!. 

SOU (1985), Consolidated Federal Funds Report. 

SOU (1982), "Finances of Public School Systems." 1982 Census of 
governments, 4, 1. -

Moody Investment (1984), Moody's Municipal and Government. 

DOE (1981 ), The Northeast Regional Environmental Impact Study: 
Description of the Existing Northeast Regional Geohydrology. 
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (1979), Exposure to Asbestos 
from Drinking Water in the United States. 

Ohlendorl, Harry M., Swineford and Locke (March. 1981). 
"Organochlorine Residues and Mortality of Herons." Pesticides 
Monitoring Journal. 125-135 

May, Thomas W. and G. L. McKinney (June, 1981). "Cadmium. Lead. 
Mercury, Arsenic. and Selenium Concentrations in Freshwater Fish. 
1967-1977: National Pesticide Monitoring Program." Pesticides 
Monitoring Journal, 14-38. 

BOU (1980). Environmental Quality Control. table 5 and 7. 

SOU (1970), Environmental Quality Control, 

EPA (1983). Volatile Organic Chemicals in the Atmosphere: An 
Assessment of Available Data. 

Zero Population Growth Inc. (1985), ZPG's 1985 Urban Stress Test. 
Washington D. C. --

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) (1984), Environmental Quality. 
15th Annual Report. -
EPA (1975), Air Pollution Indices. 
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(62) 

EPA (1981). Air Quality Trends in Region Y!!: 1980 Data. 

EPA (1984), Environmental quality Report. Also see EPA (1984). 
National Priorities List. 
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Gale Research Co. (1974), The Weather Handbook. Also see Ruffner. 
J. and Frank E. Bair (1985)~eather of U.S. Cities. 

NOAA (1983). The Deadliest. costliest. and most Intense United States 
Hurricanes of This Century. -

French, Jean (1983), "Molality from Flash Floods: A Review of National 
Weather Service Reports, 1969-81 ," Public Health Reports. 98, 6: 
584-588. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (1983). National 
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program: Report to the United States 
Congress, Geological Survey Circular 918. 

Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare (1976), VD Statistical Letter. 

Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare (1983), Tuberculosis in the U.S. 
1980. 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (1983). Annual Summary 
1982. 

Hilowitz, Beverley (ed.) (1980), Historic Houses of America, A Fireside 
Book, New York. 

Kane. Joseph Nathan and Gerard L. Alexander (1979). Nicknames and 
Sobriquets of U.S. Cities, States. and Counties. The Scarecrow Press. 
Metuchen, NJ. 

National Safety Council (1986), Accident Facts. 

Boyer, Richard and David Savageau (1986). Places Rated Almanac. 
Rand McNally and Company, Chicago. 

Sales and Marketing Management (1986). 1986 Survey of Buying 
Power. Part 1 and 2. 

Bowman. Thomas. George Giuliana and Ronald Minge (1981 ). Finding 
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APPENDIX E 

CITY INDICATORS FOR LUBBOCK IN 1972 

PHYSICAL 

Variabte Description UOA Data Score 

HOUS6070 Housing Units ~nge between 1960 - 70 -t. 25.1 3 

ROOM Median number of rooms R 4.7 2 

RENTMD Median rent $ 96 3 

LAPLUM Lack plumbing facilities u 0.7 5 

UNIT A One unit in structure u 77.5 4 

VACA Vacant Rate -t. 13.9 1 

AI PH Housing with PUr Condition -t. 56.4 4 

DEHO With 1 .01 or More Persons Per Room -t. 10.5 2 

OWNR OWner-Occupied Rate -t. 60.5 4 

HOVA Owner-occupied Median Value $1000 14 2 

NHAU1 New housing ooits (1 unit) -t. 2.4 2 

NHAU5 New housing units (5 units) -t. 2.4 2 

NHVAL Valuation of new housing units(average) $10 0 17 5 

EXPHOUS Expenditure for housing and community 

development s 38 5 

EX PRO Per Capita Expenditures for Streets s 17.4 2 

and highways 

PUBL Working (Public Transportation) -t. 1 2 

EXPSEW Per Capita expenditure for Sewers and 

Sanitation $ 9.56 2 

EXPARK Per Capita expenditure for park and 

recreation $ 9.03 2 

LANDRESI Land use in residential •t. 33.7 54 

LANDCOMM Land use in commercial ~. 8.7 44 

LANDINDU Land use in industrial •t. 7.1 24 

LANDPUBL Land use in public use 
., 

24.8 54 ,. 
LANDSTR Land use in street ~. 25.8 2 

LANDVACA Vacant land -t. 49.2 14 
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SOCIAL 

Variable Description UOA Oat~ Score 

NPOVER70 Persons below Poverty Une ~. 16 J 
FAPR Family below Poverty Level •t. 12.2 J 
EXPWEL Per capita expenditure for 

public welfare s 0.54 2 
EXPPO Per Capita Expenditure for Police 

Protection s 16.6 1 
EXPFI Per Capita Expenditure for Fire Pro-

tection s 15.7 2 
CRIM Crime Rate C/100,000 5537 J 
ED12 Education (12 Yean or More) ~. 57.4 J 

ED16 Education (16 Yean or More) "· 15,6 4 

UN IV Cotlege Enrollment 1000p 16 5 

BILL Typical Monthly Electricity Bm s 7.13 J 

POPU6070 Population Change between 1960 ~nd 1970 "· 15.9 J 

MILE Population Density p 19700 2 

BIRT Birth Rate ~. 21.4 4 

DEAD Death Rate ~. 6.5 5 

MDAGET median age N 23.3 1 

OV65 Population over 65 "· 6.2 1 

DEPEND Dependent ratio ratio 18 2 

SEXRATIO Males per 100 Females index 95.7 1 

NWHITE70 White Population "· 92 4 

NBLACK70 Black Population ~. 7 J 

NHISP70 Hispanic Population "· 16 4 
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ECONOMIC 

Variable Description UOA Data Score 

I NCO Median Family Income s 8474 2 
PERl Per Capita Income s 2817 2 
NMASE Manufacture Establishment N/10,000 13.6 J 
EM20 Manufacture with 20 or more people .,. 26.6 1 
NMAVA Manu. Sale per establishment s 0.28 1 
NRESA Retail Trade Establishments N/10,000 109 4 
UNEMP70 Unemployment Rates '"f. 3.6 4 
EMMA Employed in manufacturing '"!. 11.1 2 
EMWH Employed in wholesale and Retail '"f. 26.7 5 
EMPR Employed in professional Services '"f. 10 3 
GOVE Employed in government '"f. 19.7 3 

NWAGE70 Hourly wage for production workers s 4.6 1 

FELA F~le ubor Force '"!. 38.9 5 

WOUT Persons Working Outside City of 

Residence % 2.9 4 

WHITEC While collar workers index 55.4 5 

FOOD Sale of Food Store '"!. 16.8 1 

EATT Sale of Eating and Drinking Places % 5.7 1 

AUTO Sale of Automotive Repair '"f. 21.9 4 
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GOVERNMENT 

Variable Description UOA 001ta Score 

NGOVPER No. of governmental officials 100,000 p 105 2 
REV PC Per CapitOl Revenue received ftom Inter-

governmental Sources $ 41.4 2 
REVPR Per Capita Revenue ftom Property Taxes $ 67.1 2 
REVMI Per Capita Revenue ftom Ch01rges ilnd 

Miscell11neous Revenue $ 20.3 2 

DEBT PC Per Capitil long term debt $ 237 2 

EXPE Expenditlre Per C..pitil s 75.4 1 
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ENVIRONMENT 

Variable Desaiption UOA Data Score 

RAIN Annual Precipitation inches 18., , 
HEAT . Heating Degree Days Days 3578 J 

COOL Cooling Degree Days Days 1649 5 
TEMP ~I Temperature Degree 60 J 

WIND Average Wind Speed mls 13.2 , 
SKYS Average Skycover (swv;se to Sumet) "· 10J 2 

RN25 Precipdation 25 mm or More days 59 5 

THUN Thunder Storms days 44 3 

FOGG Heavy Fog days 16 4 

HUU Retalive tuninity 
., 

46 ,. 
SNOW10 Days of snow above 1 .0 inc:h days 9 4 

TSNOW Inches of toul snow days 3 4 

HOSP Hospital Bed Rate per 10000 762 2 

EXPHEA Expenditwe in Health "· 4.0J 2 

EXPSANI Expenditwe in sanitation s 13.8 4 
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